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VIRGINIA:
SLATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
APPLICATION OF VIRGINIA ELECTRIC
AND POWER COMPANY
For Certification of Electrical Facilities
under ~he Utility Facilities Act

)
)

Case No.

Application No. 32

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL AND CERTIFICATION
OF REMINGTON-WARRENTON TRANSMISSION LINE
yirginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco) respectfully shows as
follows:
1.

Vepto is a public service corporation organized under

laws of the Commonwealth of

Vi~gini~ ~nd

public within its service territory in

th~

furnishing electric service to the

Vir~inia.

Vepco also

furnish~s

electric service to the public in portions of North Carolina. and West Virginia.
2.

Vepco's electric system, consi$ting of facilities for generation,

transmission and distribution of electric

~riergy,

as

we~l

as

asso~iated

facilities,

is interconnected with the· electric systems of neighboring utilities, and is a
p~rt

of the interconnected network of electric systems serving the continental·

·United States.

By reason of its operations in three states and its inter-

connections with other utilities, Vepco is engaged in interstate connnerce.
3.

In order to perform its legal duty to furnish adequate and

reliable electric service, Vep~o must, from'time to time, construct new
electric facilities.

The.need for new electric facilities is directly related

to the growth in demand for electricity on Vepco's system, and the greater
th~t

growth in demartd the greater the necessity for new capacity in

transmission and distribution facilities.

1

generation~

-24.

Vepco is presently experiencing a very rapid growth in demand fon

electricity on its system and, as a result, must construct a number of new
electric facilities.

One such new electric facility is the proposed

Remington~

Warrenton transmission line.
5.

The proposed Remington-Warrenton transmission line ts

within. the boundaries of Fauquier· county.

entir~ly

The proposed route oi the line is

shown on the· county maps ·attached eo this Application as Exhibit A.
6·.

Tiu~

proposed transmission line is necessary to meet the growth in

demand for electricity· in Fauq':lier Couqty and in particular t.he area around
city of Warrenton and for continued reliability of electric service,

lhl~

TI1is

necessity is described in greater detail in Exhibit B .to this Application.
7.

The proposed transmission line at the proposed location is the
•

I

best means of meeting the need 'describ'ed in Ex.\libit B.

The

f~ctors

inf\uenc ing

Vepco's selection of the route of the .transmission line and alternate routes
considered are described in Exhibit C to this Application.
8.

The transmission line will be· a single pole

st~ucture

ar·ms having conductors, insulators and associated equipment.

with upswept

Thta line will be

constructed to the extent practicable in accordance with the guidelines set for·th
by the Federal Power Conunission in Appendix A, Docket No. R-365, Order No. 414,
-issued on November 27,
mate size;

~aterial

9.

.1970~

Desig!l

~ata

for. these facilities,

~hawing

and appearance, are given in Exhibit D to this

approxi-

~pplication.

Right of way for the proposed transmission line will be 100 feet

wiqe, and will be cleared t_o a ·width of 100 feet.

The method of c:;learing, method

of disposa~ of trees and h£ush, proposed gr~und cover and maintenance of right
of way after the line is constTucted are set forth in Exhibit E to this Application.
10.

A list of state agencies which may reasonably be expected to have an

interest in the proposed construction is set forth in Exhibit F to this Application.

r·

2
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Reliability of service to Warrenton in Fauquier County indicated

that this··transmission line should be in service by 1972; however, administrative
~,.,.delays

..!.

by Fauquier County officials have delayed the construction and acquisition

of right of way to the point that the earliest possible inservice date will be
late 1974 or early 1975.

Delays have seriously jeopardized service to

the point that extended outages may occur due to interruption to existing
distribution facilities serving this area.
adequately serve

th~s

need.

Existing rights of way cannot

The proposed route of the line reasonably

minimizes adverse impact on the scenic, environmental and historic assets of
the area concerned.

The public convenience and necessity require that Vepco

construct the proposed transmission line.
WHEREFORE, Virginia Electric and Power Company respectfully requests
that the Conunission grant, under the Utility Facilities Act, a certificate
of public convenie~ce and ne~essity f6r the portion of the Remington-Warrenton
transmission line that is located outside the area certified to Vepco.

Date: _ ____...A=-u..,.g~u=s....,t---.;2;;...4~--'. 19 72
'

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
..

"1

- ...... /;~~·~~·~y
By (" __..... ~~~}~
7

·
George D•. Gibson
Evans ij. Brasfield
Joseph M. Spivey, III
Michael W.. Maupin
Hunton, Williams, Gay
· & Gibson
700 East Main Street
Richmond; Virginia 23212
Counsel for Applicants

StATE OF VIRGINIA
CITY OF. RICHMOND

To-wit

s

••

E. B. CrutcHfield
Senior Vice,President
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__•__R_e_e_d_______ , a notary
I, ___H_e_l_e_n__R

publi~

in and for the state

and city aforesaid, hereby certify that this day appeared before me E. B. Crutchfield,
who, first being duly sworn, made oath and said that he is Senior Vice President of
Virginia Electric and Power Company and as such duly authorized to execute
and file the foregoing Application, and tqat the matters contained in such
Application are true to the best of his .knowledge and belief.
Given under my hand and notarial seal this
1972.

24th

day ofAugust

My Cmmnission expires August 24, 197 3

Notary Public
(SEAL)
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NECESSITY FOR THE
REMINGTON-WARRENTON 115 KV LINE
Load in the vicinity of Warrenton, Virginia has grown at a rate of
about 10 percent per year.

The 1972 load in the Warrenton area has reached

a peak of about 15,000. KW.
The Warrenton area is served by two 34.5 kV circuits, one from
Gainsville Substation located 17 circuit miles from Warrenton and the other
from Remington s·ubstation 11 miles south of Warrenton.
The load at Warrenton has reached the point where if one 34.5 kV
circuit is lost,

~he 6th~r

circuit cannot carry the entire load during several

months of the year.

.

We propose to construct a 115 kV.circuit from Remington to Warrenton
plus a 115-34.5 kV substation at Warrenton to reinforce the supply to this
area.

The transmissi.on voltage was selected because of the magnitude of the

load and the distance involved.

Remington

i~

the closest source of 115 kV.

Alternate electrical_plans considered were:
1.

Reinforce the Warrenton area with an additional 34.5 kV
circuit from Remington or from Gainsville.

This was

discarded because it would be adequate for only a few
years.
2.

Constru.ct a 115 kV circuit frqm Cainsville to Warrenton.
This would require a longer 115 kV circuit and has the
additional disadvantage of adding load to facilities
which _are supplying Prince William County, which is
one of the highest growth rate areas we serve.

5
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3.

A third alternate considered was to construct a 115 kV
line from near Catlett to Warrenton.

It was anticipated

that a 115 kV circuit would be constructed to ncar Catlett
to serve a large pumping load which had requested service
at this location by 1972.

F~uquier

County delayed approval

of the ci.rcuit to this customer to the point where the
customer found it necessary to· move the pumping station to
another location.

Therefore, this alternate plan for

serving Warrenton· is eliminated,

6

Application
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FACTORS .INFLUENCING ROUTE OF
REMINGTON TO WARRENTON 115 KV LINE
The route· for the Remington to Warrenton 115 kV line was selected
using Department of Interior geological survey maps together with aerial
photograph mosaics.

The use of s·uch maps reveals terrain features as well

as other geo·graphica1 features that can be used to advantage to meet route
guidelines·set forth in a joint publication by the Departments of Interior
and Agriculture entitied Environmental Criteria for Electrical Transmission
Systems, and the Federal Power Commission Publication Electric Power Transmission and the Environment.
an

independ~nt

The route has been reviewed by Mr. Fred Arnold,

consultant, and his report indicated that the line route
~r.

selected has a minimum intrusion on ·the landscape.

Arnold was formerly

employed as Regional Chief, Division of Resources Management and Visitor
Protection, U•. s. National Park Service.
by Mr. Meade Palmer,

Landscap~

Architect,

The line route was· also reviewed
W~rrenton,

Virginia, who made some

minor reconunendations which were investigated and adopfed where possible with
respect to other constraints that affect line routing.

The, proposed line

route has been reviewed by the Virginia Department of Highways and they
indicated that the proposed line does not ·conflict with any of their foreseeable

pl~ns.

The line route extends in a northerly direction and generally parallel
to U. S. Routes 15 and 29 from Vepco's existing Remington Substation to a proposed substation southeast of Warrenton,

V~rginia

on Route 670.

The entire

11.3 miles of line will be in·.Fauquier County and traverses rolling country
of forest, pasture and farmlands.

The proposed transmission line will occupy·

Application
Exhibit _£_

a 100' .right of way for a total of 143 acres.
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The line passes through 2 miles

of Northern Piedmont. Electric Cooperative's territory.

An investigation of an

alternate routing which would require an overbuild of distribution lines along
U.

s.

Route 15-29 indicated a much greater visual impact on the area and was

discarded for this reason plus considerably greater cost.

The existing distri-

bution.line along Route 15-29 is so close to some residential buildings as to
preclude condemnation proceedings for perfecting our right of way for transmission
purposes.

If we.were unable to negotiate for rights of way, it would be necessary

to install unsightly dog legs

~round

such obstacles.

A study of possible line

routes for extending a transmission line from the proposed Catlett site referred
to in Exhibit B under--Item 3 of Alternate Electrical Plans had greater environmental

impa~t

with respect to the proposed development plans for Fauquier County

than the route in this Application.
Fauquier County
and

henc~

for~ed

In addition,

ad~inistrative

delays by

the customer to abandon his development plans for Catlett

the need for extending a 115 kV transmission line to Catlett is

eliminated.

s
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REMINGTON - WARRENTON
115 KV TRANSMISSION LINE
TYPICAL POLE

R/W

MATERIAL:

R/W

APPROX. 91 PRESTRESSED CONCRETE POLES .
APPROX. 10 SELF SUPPORTING STEEL POLES, PAINTED GRAY

STEEL POLE FOUNDATIONS:
AVERAGE POLE HEIGHT
CROSSARM LENGTH

80 ·FEET

12 FEET

AVERAGE. SPAN LENGTH
CONDUCTOR:

CONCRETE

ALilliiNUM

600 FEET ,

Application _____3_2____~~
Exhibit E
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TRANSMISSION LINE CLEARING
REMINGTON-WARRENTON 115 KV
Natural vegetation will be retained for screening in wooded areas.
Desirable plant material will be preserved at road crossings in order to screen
the transmission facility from the publ_ic vl.ew.

The width of right of way

required for this line will be 100 feet and it will be necessary to clear the
full 100 feet to provide adequate and safe clearance for the operation of the
electric line; however, natural grown ornamental plants such as cedar, dogwood,
holly, redbud and sourwood will be retained to the extent practicable in areas
subject to general public view.
Clearing Methods
The right of way in wooded areas will be logged where practical to
conserve and utilize the natural resources.

Merchantable timber and pulpwood

will be sold to local sawmills for processing.
piled and disposed of by

burn~ng

in order

t~

The remaining debris will be

leave the right of way in an

acceptable condition and to have the maximum space available for use by
property owners.

The disposal by burning shall conform with the rules of

the State Air Pollution Control Board.
Property owners will be ~ncc;mrag.ed to utilize the .area for agricultural purpo_ses and Vepco will contribute .a maximum of $100 an acre -to convert
woody brush areas to areas of permanent cultivation.
the

ri~ht

to use this

r~ght

of way area for farming, grazing, growth of orna-

mental plants or Christmas trees.
lands.

Individual owners have

The owners control public access to their

The disturbed areas witl be restored after construction.

These

locations will be limed, fertilized and seeded to establish a ground cover.
Such vegetation offers an attractive situation for wildlife habitat.

Birds

and mammals use the products of the "edge" for food supplies and timber outside

Application
Exhibit E

the right of way for shelter.
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The use of these transmission corridors for

wildlife food will tend to-increase game and wildlife habitat at a time when
the number of small fa_rms and open areas is being reduced.
The periodic maintenance treatments· to control woody growth shall
consist of hand cutting, machine mowing and chemical treatment.
treatment would probably be made in 1976.

The first

Herbicides will be used to reduce

the density of the fast growing hardwood species to an acceptable level.
Herbicides used to control woody vegetation are registered with the Environmental
Protection Agency and the Virginia Department of Agriculture.

The rates that

will be used for these applications are reconunended by the Agricultural Extension
Service of VPI and SU •. · Herbicides will not be used where the right of way is
devoted to agricultural use.
This line is located in a predominantly
o~der

will be installed at cross-fences in

agr~cultural

area.

Gates

to proviqe access to transmission

facilities and avoid damage to the fences and roads of the property owners.
The property owners may use these gates for .entrance to their fields.

Areas

with a residential-recreational orientation. will be managed in a manner
consistent with the land use pattern.
a one to two year cycle.

These areas will be machine mowed on

The use of right-of way for recreational purposes

would-be encouraged.
The purpose of the right of way maint-enance program. will b_e to prevent
interruptions to electric service, provide for access to the rights of way and
patrol and make emergency repairs.
aesthetically acceptable manner.

This program will be. accomplished in an
The methods used to achieve these objectives

will be consistent with the land use pattern for the area.

Application _ _. .; 3. ; ;2_ __
Exhibit _!_
Sheet 1 of 1

STATE AGENCIES WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN THIS APPLICATION

. 1.

Department of Highways

2.

Historic Landmarks Commission

3.

Department of Conservation and Economic
Development

4.

Governor's Environmental Council

5.

Commission of Outdoor Recreation

6.

Division of State Planning and Community
Affairs

7.

Air Pollution Control Board

The extent to which these agencies have been advised and consulted
· .with respect to. the proposed facilities is set forth in Exhibit C.

VliH~tNIA:

StATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
APPLICATION OF VIRGINIA ELECTRIC
AND POWER COMPANY
For Approval of Electrical Facilities
Under § 56~46.1 of the Code of Virgin{a
and 'for Certification of such Facilities
under the Utility Facilities Act.

)

)
)
)

Case No.
Application No.

33

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL AND CERTIFICATION
.OF :t-10RRISVILLE-BRISTERS TRANSMISSION LINE
AND MORRISVILLE SUBSIATION
Virginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco) respectfully shows as
follows:

1.

Vepco is a public service corporation organized under the laws

of the Conunonwealth of Virginia and furnishing electric service to the public
within its service

in Virginia.

territo~y

Vepco also furnishes electric

service to the public in portions of North Carolina and West Virginia.
Vepco's electric system, c.on.sisting of facilities for generation,

2.

transmission and distribution of electric energy, as well as associated
facilities, is
and is a part

int~rconnected
of.th~

inter~onn~ctions

~lectric

systems of neighboring utilities,

interconnected network of electric systems serving the

continental United States..
its

with the

By reason of its operations in three states and

with other utilities, Vepco is engaged in interstate

conuncr. ce ..
3.

In order to perform.its legal duty to furnish adequate and

reliable electric service, Vepco must, from time to time, construct new electric
facilities.

The need for new electric facilities is directly related to the

growth in demand. for electricity on Vepco's system, and the greater that growth
in demand the greater the necessity for new capacity in generation, transmission
and distribution facilities.

-24.

Vepco is presently experiencing a very rapid growth in demand

for electricity on its system and, as a result, must construct a number of
new electric facilities.

Two such new electric facilities are the

proposed Norrisville-Bristers

transmis~ion

line and Harrisville

Substation.
5.

The proposed Morrisville-Bristers line is a 500 kV transmission

line running from a·point on the existing Vepco 500 kV Elmont-Loudoun transmission line known as Bristers to a proposed 500 kV substation known as
Morrisville.

The Morrisville substation will provide. switching facilities

for the interconnection of several 500 kV lines and will also provide transforming

to 230 kV.

fa~ilities

The proposed route of the line and the location

of the proposed substation are all in Fauquier County and are shown on the
county map attached to this Application as Exhibit A.
6 . . The proposed transmission line and Morrisville Substation are
necessary to meet the

growt~

in demand for:electricity on Vepco 1 s system and

£or continued reliability of electric service.

This necessity is described

in greater detail in Exhibit B to this Application •
7.

The

propo~ed

.

transmission line and substation at the proposed

location are the best means of me~t~ng the need described in Exhibit B.
factors

l~flucncing

the selection of

th~

The

route of the transmission line and

the location of the substation, and the alternate locations considered for
each,.are discussed in Exhibit C to this Application.·
8.

1be transmission line will be of conventional 500 kV design,

and will consist of foundations, towers,
equipment.

conductor~,

insulators and associated

The line and substation will be constructed to the extent

cable in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the Federal Power

practi~

-3-

Commission in Appendix A, Docket No. R-365, Order No. 414, issued on November 27,
1970.

The substation is known as a "low profile substation" having minimum

heights so as to have the least impact on the environment.

Approximate size

of the transmission towers, the material to be used and the general appearance
of the structures are shown on

Exhibi~

D-1 to this applicatio·n and similar

information relating to the substation, including a plan view and an elevation
view, is ·shown in Exhibits D-2 and D-3.
9.

The width of rlght of way for the proposed transmission line,

the width to which it will be cleared, the method of clearing, the method of
. disposal of trees, brush, proposed ground cover and maintenance of right of
way after .the line is constructed are all set forth in Exhibit E-1 to this
Application.

Exhibit E-2 prescrib.es similar factot;"s associated with the

development of Ha-rrisville Substation.
10.. A list of state agencies which may reasonabiy be expected to
have an .interest in the proposed construction is set forth in Exhibit F to
·this Application.
11.

Vepco is today filing with the Commission similar applications

with respect to the following facilities:

the North Anna-Morrisville trans-

mission line, the Mt. Storm-Morri.sv;lle ·transmission line, the MorrisvilleRemington. transmission line and the

Re~ington

Substation expansion.

To a

large extent the necessity for these facilities
and the necessity for the
,
Morri.sville-Bristers .transmission line are interrelated ..
· 12.

If Vepco is unable to construct the proposed Morrisville-Bristers

transmission line and Morris-ville Substation and have them in service by
November 1973, reliability of electric service will be severely impaired to
many of Vepco' s customers.

Original studies .by Vepco show that these facilities

15
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should be in service by May 1973; however, administrative delays with respect
to route approval by Fauquier County officials prevent Vepco from meeting
the necessary in service date.
this need.

Existing rights of way cannot adequately serve

The proposed route of the line and location of the substation

reasonably minimize adverse impact on the scenic, environmental and historic
assets of the area concerned.

The pubiic convenience and necessity require

that Vepco construct the proposed transmission line and substation.
\.JHEREFORE, Virginia Electric and Power Company respectfully requests
that the Commissi0n
(a)
§

promptly give notice of this Application as required by

56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia;
(b)

if a he·aring is required on this Application and on· any

of the other applications filed this date, consolidate proceedings
on all applications for which a hearing is required;
(c)

approve purs. uant to

§

56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia

the.proposed Morrisville-Bristers transmission line and Morrisville
Substation;
(d)

grant, under the Utility Facilities Act, a certificate

of public conyenience and

necessit~

for the Morrisville-Bristers

transmission line ·and Morrisville Substation to be constructed
and owned by Vepco •.
Date: -------~-u_g~u~s~t--2_5~----' 1972
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
~-·

By
George D. Gibson
Evans B. Brasfield
Joseph M. Spivey, ·rrt
Michael W. Maupin
Hunton, Williams, Gay
& Gibson
700 East Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23212
Counsel for Applicants

~-

....

~:0:

)

.,

.·
~·-

.

--

.

l ~.- : -t' ~, ~ .Jt, _,

.

'<(:..·

E. B. Crut~field
Senior Vice/President
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STATE OF VlHGlNIA

CITY OF RICHMOND
I,

~

To-wit

Helen R • Reed

, a notary public in and for the state and

city aforesaid, hereby certify that this day appeared before me

E. B. Crutchfield,

who, first being duly s-worn, made oath and said that he is Senior Vice President of
Virginia Electric and Power Company and. as such duly authorized to execute
and file the foregoi~g Application, and that the matters contained in such
Application are true to the best of his knowledge and belief.
Given under my hand and ·notarial seal this
1972.

(SEAL)

My commission. expires

.August 24, 1973

25th

day of August

Application ____~3~3~----Exhibit _lL
Sheet 1 of 2

NECESSITY FOR
MORRISVILLE-BRISTERS 500 KV LINE AND MORRISVILLE SUBSTATION
Load in

Vepco~s

Potomac District (north of Fredericksburg and east of

Culpeper) has been growing at a rate of over 15 percent per year for the past 20
years.

The peak

loa~

in this area in.l970 was 1250 megawatts.

to reach 2500 megawatts by 1975 and 5000 megawatts by 1980.

This load is expected

The load for the

entire Vepco system in 1970 was only 4850 megawatts.
The principal sources of power supply for the area are two 500 kV
lines and the Possum Point Power Station with 560 megawatts of generation.
Additional generating

~nits

at Mt. Storm and North Anna Power Stations will

supply the increase in load in 1973, 1974 and 1975.
additional 500 kV circuits are needed.

To deliver this power,

It is planned to construct a 500 kV

circuit from Mt. ·storm Power Station to a substation at Morrisville and a
500 kV.circuit from North Anna Power Station to Morrisville.
a portion of this power will be stepped

do~n

At Morrisville,

to 230 kV for delivery to the

existing transmission system at Remington and the remainder of the power will
be delivered to the Loudoun Substation over this 500 kV line proposed from
Morrisville to join an _existing 500 kV line near Bristersburg at a point
being called Bristers.

Work now in.progress will rearrange the existing

500 kV line so that a section of it

fro~

Bristers to Loudoun Substation will

be made available for this use.
Morrisville-Substation is needed before the· summer peak of 1973,
but delays in obtaining routing approval of the lines associated with it
may defay it until November 1973 or early 1974.

The 115 kV line from

Charlottesville to Possum Point which supplies Gordonsville, Orange, Culpeper,
Warrenton, and several other communities is

18

app~oaching

its thermal and
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and voltage limits ·during the summer peak load period.

With this line opened

at Charlottesville in the summer.of 1972, the voltage· is marginally acceptable
near the open end.
been

inst~lled

The maximum practical amount of shunt capacitance has

at stibstations along this line to support the drooping voltage.

In 1973, the voltage will be intolerable and it may become necessary to drop
load if the Charlottesville end of the line is out for any reason at the time
of peak load.

By the summer of 1974, the line will be thermally overloaded if

either end is opened •. The

Morrisvi~le-Bristers

line, the Morrisville-Remington

230 kV line, the Morrisville Substation and the expansion of the Remington
Substation .are necessary to remedy this situation.
The location of a substation in this general. area results in an
arrang~ment

requiring a minimum amount of new right of way for a system that

is compatible with reasonable reliability standards and has the minimum
impact on the environment to satisfy the three

req~irements

involved; namely

{1) a 500 kV line from Mt. Stt>rm Power Station into the Northern Virginia
area, (2) a 500 kV line from North Anna Power Station into the Northern
Virginia area, and (3) reinforcing the Charlottesville-Possum Point 115 kV
line.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING ROUTE OF
MORRISVILLE-BRISTERS 500 KV LINE
AND·LOCATION OF MORRISVILLE SUBStATION
The locations of the Morrisville-Bristers 500 kV transmission line and
the Mo.rrisville Substation are dic_tated primarily by two sensitive U.s. Government
connnunication stations.

t'reliminary plans had called for the routing of a 500 kV

line from Ox Substation southwest along an expanded transmission corridor to
the

intersecti~n

of the existing Loudoun-Elmont 500 kV line.

At this inter-

section (known as Bristers) the existing line was to be broken and the Elmont
section connected to a line proposed to be constructed northward to Ox forming
an Ox-E.lmont 500 kV line.
continue southwest, still
station at Remington.

From this point the new 500 kV construction was to
utili~ing

an expanded corridor to an existing sub-

This line section would be connected to the section

·from Loud9un to·form a Loudoun-Remington 500 kV line.

Howeve~,

the Company

was prohibited from routing its line within 5 miles of the connnunication
stations and this made it necessary to rout-e the new 500. kV line from Ox
towards the southern part of Fauquier County, thus moving the present Bristers
site 1.6 miles south of the original location on the Elmont-Loudoun line.
Plans ·for a North Anna ·500 kV line to termi.nate at Remington also conflicted
with the CQnstraints of one ·of the connnunication stations which then made it
necessary to eliminate Remington as a 500 kV station and to establish a new
500 kV substation site near Morrisville.
The line route study was limited to a narrow corridor due to the
constraints imposed by government communication receiving stations.

The

selected route through this narrow corridor to the extent possible meets the
Federal Power Conunission's guide entitled "Electric Power Transmission and

2()
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the Environment."

The line route does not conflict with any State Highway

Department activities nor does it conflict with any plans of the Commission
of Outdoor Recreation.

It does not pass in the vicinity of any historical

landmarks.
Original line route studies anticipated the expansion of the existing
Remington Substation as a 500 kV switching station and a 500 kV to 115 kV substation for reinforcing.the Charlottesville-Possum Point 115 kV line.

If we

had retained the idea ·of developing only one 500 kV substation located at
Remington, it would

be.necessa~y

to route the 500 kV line to North Anna and

the 500 kV line to Loudoun on separate rights of way and through a narrow
corridor between the two governntent communication stations.

Separate 500 kV

rights of wa¥ are essential for reliable service and these two rights of way
would have to be wide enough to· accoriunodate lower

vol~age

transmission

structures southward so as to serve intermediate loads toward North Anna
and Bristers in .the future and would require approximately 14J acres more
right of way.

The inmtediate cost of two such 500 kV lines is considerably

greater than the cost of one 500 kV line and one 230 kV line as proposed in
Applications 34 and 35.

Environmental and economic considerations indicated

that the development of Harrisville Substation was a logical choice.

CASE ·No. _ _ __
APPLICATION 33
EXHIBIT

D-1

MORRISVILLE-BRISTERS 500KV TRANSMISSION LINE

R/W

..

R/W
Q..-FUTURE
TRANSMISSION
LINE

TYPICAL TOWER LOOKING TOWARD
MATERIAL:

ASTM A588 STEEL, CORROSION RESISTANT, COLOR
RUSSET BROWN

FOUNDATIONS:

CONCRETE

AVERAGE HEIGHT:

116 FEET

AVERAGE· SPAN LENGTH:
CONDUCTORS:

MORRISVI~LE

WIDTH AT CROSSARMS:

1100 FEET

ALUMINUM

22.

84 FEET
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TRANSHISSION LINE CLEARING
MORRISVILLE-BRISTERS 500 KV LINE
Natural vegetation will.be retained for screening in wooded areas.
Desirable plant material will be preserved at road crossings in order to
screen the transmission facility from the public view.

The width of right

of way to be acquired for this line and for future use is 235 feet.

The

width of the right of way to be cleared for the Morrisvillc-Bristers 500 kV
line will be 150 feet

-~o

as to provide adequate and safe clearance for the

construction and operation of this line; however, natural grown ornamental
plants such as cedar, dogwood,

holly~

redbud and

sour~ood

will be retained

to the extent practicable in areas subject to general public view.

The

remainder· of the right of way will be cleared at a future date when an
application is approved for other transmission facilities on this right of
way.

Special landscape screening

'"~ill

be installed at the Route 17 crossing

to improve the appearance of transmission facilities and to screen the transmission line and substation from public view.
Clearing Ncthods
The right of way in wooded areas will be logged where practical to
conserve and utilize the. natural resources.

'Herchantabl.e timber and pulp-

wood will be sold to local sawmills for processing.

The remaining debris will

be piled and disposed of by burning in order to leave the right of way in an
acceptable condition and to have the maximum space available for use by the
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The disposal by burning shall conform with the rules of the

State Air Pollution Control Board.
Property owners will be encouraged to utilize the area for agricultural
purposes and Vepco will contribute a maximum of $100 an acre to convert woody
brush areas to areas of permanent cultivation.

Individual owners have the right

to use this right of way area for farming, grazing, growth of ornamental plants
or Christmas trees.

The owners control public access to their lands.

disturbed areas will be restored

aft~r

construction.

Titcse locations will be

limed, fertilized and seeded to. establish a ground cover.
offers an attractive.situation for wildlife habitat.
products of the
for shelter.
tend to

11

The

Such vegetation

Birds and mamntals use the

edge".-for food supplies and timber outside the right of way

The use of these transmission corridors for wildlife food will

incr~ase

game and wildlife habitat at a time when the number of small

farms and open areas is being reduced.·
The periodic maintenance treatments to control woody growth shall consist of hand cutting, machine mowing and
would probably be made in 1975.

che~ical

treatment.

Herbicides will be used to reduce the density of

the fast growing hardwood species to an acceptable level.
control woody vegetation

~re

The first treatment

Herbicides used to

registered with the Environmental Protection Agency

and the Virginia Department of Agriculcure.

The rates that will be used for

these applications are recollmlended by the .Agricultural Extension Ser-vice of VPI & SU.
Herbicides will not be used where the right of way is devoted to agricultural use.
Areas with a

~esidential-recreational

manner consistent with the land use pattern.
on a one to two year cycle.

orientarion will be managed in a

These areas will be machine mowed

Tnc use of ri·ght of way for recreational purposes

would be encouraged.
The purpose of the right of way

rnaintena~ce

program will be to prevent

interruptions to electric service, provide for access to the rights of way and
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patrol and make emergency repairs.

This program will be accomplished in an

aesthetically acceptab_le manner.· The methods used to achieve these objectives
will be consistent with the land use pattern for the area.

25.
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LOT CLEARING AND GRADING
MORRISVILLE 500 KV SUBSTATION

SUBS~TION

Natural vegetation will be retained for screening the substation site,
where possible.

Where natural vegetation is inadequate, supplemental plantings

of trees and shrubs will be made to provide screening of the substation site.
The area to be cleared for the construction of the substation and
access roads will be
natural resources.

l~gged,

where practical, to conserve and utilize the

Merchantable timber and pulpwood will be sold to local

sawmills for processing.

The remaining debris will be piled and disposed of by

burning to leave the site clear for necessary grading.

The disposal by burning

shall conform with the rules of the State Air Pollution Control Board.
The grading to be done will only·be what is necessary to provide a
. suitable site

~or

the

constr~ction

of the substation.

covered with a minimum of 3 11 crushed stone.
water run off.

Embankments created by

The fenced area will be

Ditches will be constructed to control

gra~ibg

will be protected from erosion

by planting necessary vegetation and constructing adequate
of the slope.

All

During

o~f

ditch~~

at the top

site drainage divides are to be honored.

cons~ruction,

and the resulting siltation~

necessary steps will be taken to control erosion
After construction the aforementioned plantings

will provide this control.
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STATE AGENCIES WHO MAY HAVE INTEREST IN THIS APPLICATION
1.

Department of Highways

2.

Historic Landmarks Commission

3.

Department of Conservation and Economic
Development

4.

Governor's Environmental Council

5.

Commission of Outdoor Recreation

6.

Division of State Planning and Community Affairs

7.

Air Pollution Control Board

TI1e extent to which these agencies have been advised and consulted
with respect to the proposed facilities is set forth in Exhibit C.
of this Application will be sent to each of the above.

Copies

VIRGINIA:
STATE.CORPORATION COMMISSION
APPLICATION OF VIRGINIA ELECTRIC
AND POWER COMPANY
For Approval of Electr~cal Facilities·
Under § 56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia
and for Certification of such Facilities
under the Utility Facilities Act.·

)
)
)
)

Case No.
Application No.

34

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL AND CERTIFICATION
OF MORRISVILLE-REMINGTON TRANSMISSION LINE
AND REMINGTON SUBSTATION
.Virginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco) respectfully shows as
follows:
1.

Vep·co is a public service corporation organized under the laws

of the Commonwealth of Virginia and furnishing electric service to the public
within its service territory in Virginia.· : Vepco also furnishes electric
service to the public in portions of North Carolina and West Virginia.
2.

Vepco's electric system, consisting of facilities for generation,

transmission and

distri~ution

of electric energy, as well as associated facilities,

is interconnected with the electric.systems·of neighboring utilities, and is
a part of. the interconnected network of. electric systems serving the continental
United States.

By ·reason of its operations in three states and its inter-

connections with other utilities, Vepco is engaged in· interstate commerce •
. 3.

In order to perform its legal duty to furnish adequate and

reliable electric service, Vepco must, from time to time, construct new electric
facilities.

The need for new electric facilities is directly related to the·

growth in demand for electricity on Vepco's

syst~m,

28

and the greater that growth

..

·- •

.

;

; ·,

.··

:.

~

-2in demand the greater the necessity for new capacity in

genera~ion,

transmission

and distribution facilities.
4.

Vepco is presently experiencing a very rapid growth in demand for

electricity on its system and, as a result, must construct a number of new
electric facilities.

Two such new electric facilities are the proposed

Morrisville-Remington transmission line, and the Remington Substation
Expansion.
5.

The proposed Morrisville-Remington transmission line extends from

the proposed Morrisville Substation in southern. Fauquier County to the $ite of
Vepco's existing substation near Remington, located in Fauquier County.

It

is proposed to expand the existing Remington Substation so that facilities can
be installed to improve the reliability 9f the existing 115 kV CharlottesvillePossum Point transmission line which is presently routed through Remington
Substation.

·The proposed route of the transmission line is shown on the county

map attached to this Application as Exhibit A.
6.

The proposed

t~ansmiss_ion

line and substation are necessary to

meet the growth in demand for electricity on Vepco's system and for continued
r···l i.1hi.l ity
\: • ' ·i

i

of electric service.

This necessity is describec1 in greater

L in F.xh ihi t B to this App 1 i-ca tion.
7.

The

pro~osed

transmission line at the proposed location is the

best. means of meeting the need described in Exhibit B.

The factors influencing

Vepco.•s selection of the route of the transmission line and the location of
the substation and alternate locations considered are described in Exhibit C
to this

Applicati~n.

B.

The transmission line will be of conventional 230 kV design, and

will consist of foundations, towers, conductors,. insulators and associated

-3-

equipment.

The addition to the existing Remington Substation will be of low

profile design so as to have a minimum impact on the environment.

The line

and substation will be ·constructed to the extent practicable in accordance
with the guidelines set forth by the Federal Power Commission in Appendix A,
Docket No. R-365, Order No. 414, issu.ed on November 27, 1970.

Approximate

size of the transmission towers, the materials to be used and the general
appearance of the structures are ·shown on Exhibit D-1 to this Application and
similar information relative to the substation, including a plan view and an
elevation view, is shown in Exhibits D-2 and D-3.
9.

The width of the right of way for the proposed line, the width

to which it will be cleared, the method of clearing, method of disposal of
trees and brush, proposed ground cover and maintenance of right of way after
the line is constructed are all set· forth in Exhibit E-1 to this Application.
Exhibit

E-2 describes the same matters as they apply to Remington Substation.
10.

A list of state agencies

w~ich

may reasonably be expected to

have an interest in the proposed construction is set forth in Exhibit F to
this Application.
11.

Vepco is today filing with the Commission similar applications

with respect to the following facilities:

the North Anna-Morrisville trans-

mission-line, the Morrisville-Bristers .transmission line and Morrisville
Substation and the ·Mt. Storrn-Morrisvi lle transn1issio11 line.

To a large extent

the necessity for the.se facilities and the necessity "for the 1-torrisvilleRemingtoR transmission line and Remington Substation are interrelated.
12.

If Vepco is unable to construct the proposed Morrisville-Remington

transmission line and Remington Substation and have them in service by November
1973 or early

1974~

reliability of electric seryice will be severely impaired

-4-

to many of Vepco's customers.

Vepco studies indicate that the Morrisville-

Remington transmission line and Remington Substation expansion should be in
service by May 1973 in 9rder to assure reliability of service; however, administrative delays with respect to route approval by Fauquier County officials
prevent Vepco from meeting the necessary in service date.
way cannot adequately serve this need.

Existing rights of

1be proposed route of the line and

location of substation rcasonably.rninimizes adverse impact on the scenic,
environmental and historic assets of the area concerned.

The public convenience

and necessity require that Vepco construct the proposed transmission line and
expand the Remington Substation.
WHEREFORE, Virginia Electric and Power Company

re~p~ctfully

requests

that the Commission
(a)

prpmptly give notice _of this

Appli~ation

as required by

§·56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia;
(b)

if a hearing is required on this Application and on any of

the other applications filed this date, consolidate proceedings on
all applications for which a hearing is required;
(c)

approve pursuant to § 56..:46.1 of the Code of Virginia the

proposed Morrisville-Remington transmi~sion line and Remington Substation
to ·be constructed and owned by Vepco;
(d)

grant; under the Utility Facilities Act, a certificate of

public convenience and necessity for the Morrisville-Remington transmission line and Remington Substation expansion to be constructed and
owned by Vepco.
Date: ______A_u_g~u~s~t__2~5~----' 1972
VIRGIN~

ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

-5George D. Gibson
Evans B. Brasfield
Joseph M. Spivey, III
Mich~el W. Maupin
Hunton, Williams, Gay
& Gibson
700 East Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23212
Counsel for Applic.rits
STATE OF VIRGINIA
CITY OF RICHMOND

J

To-wit

I, Helen R. Reed; a notary public in and for the state and city
aforesaid, hereby certify that this day appeared before me E. B. Crutchfield,
who, first being duly ·sworn, made oath and said that he is Senior Vice President of
Virginia Electric and Power Company and as such duly authorized to execute
and file the foregoing Application, and that the matters contained in such
Application are true to the best of.his knowledge and
Given under my hand and notarial seal this
1972.

My conunission expires

belie~.

day ofAugust ,

25th

August 24,: 1973

•

~

il. .~

/,. •

r

~:l~ L '-

(SEAL)
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NECESSITY FOR
MORRISVILLE-REMINGTON LINE
Load on substations connected to the Possum

Point-Ch~rlottesville

115 kV line are estimated to reach 98,700 kw in 1972, 125,300 kw in 1973,
and 149,000 kw in

1974~

If the Charlottesville end of this line is opened during peak load
in 1973 and the enti're load on this circuit must be carried from Possum Point,
the voltage drop at stations near Charlottesville will be unacceptable and it
may become necessary to drop load in order to bring ·voltage up to
minimum acceptable levels.

Only marginal service was available the summer of

1972.
AdditiQnal reinforcement

~f

this line

i~

essential in order to

carry 1973 summer loads under the emergency condition previously described.
Loads estimated on this circuit for 1974 .and beyond will also. thermally
·overload sections of the line if the entire circuit load must be fed from
either end, thereby compounding the problem.
The construction of a 230 kV line from Morrisville to Remington plus
a 230-115 kV substat'ion at Remington creates an additional power source near
the center of the Possum Point-Charlottesville line and supplies the necessary
capacity and voltage support.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE LOCATION OF
MORRISVILLE-REMINGTON 230 KV.LINE
REMINGTON SUBSTATION
Transmission Line
An existing utility corridor was not available for the construction
of this proposed line.

Environmental considerations made it obvious that the

routing of the Mt. Sto:rm-Morrisville ·sao kV line and the Morrisville-Remington
line should be such that the two tower lines could occupy the same right of
way

wherev~r possib~e.

Vepco was able to accomplish this goal for a distance

of approximately 4.2 miles.

The last 0.7 miles of right of way, at the

Remington end, are separate from the Mt. Storm line.

Constraints in the

vicinity of Remington·prevented the routing of the 500 kV line adjacent to
the Remington Substation.

A relatively narrow corridor was available between

Morrisville and Remington due to constraints which. occurred as the result of
two U•. S. Goyernment owned . communication stations in the vicinity.

The route

was selected using U. S. Department of Interior geological survey maps and
aerial photograph mosaics considering

t~rrain

features, highways, rivers,

residences, schools, airports, churches, points of historical.importance and
existing utility

c~rridors.

The line route selected to the extent possible

the Federal Ppwer Commission guidelines entitled, nElectric Power

me~ts

Transmission and the Environment:"
The terminal points for the transmission line were dictated by the
nee~

to reinforce the Charlottesville-Possum Point 115 kV transmission line

and the suitability of .expanding .the existing Remington Substation site which
is located on that 115 kV line.

The Morrisville Substation site is the best

for establishing ·a source for lower voltage transmission facilities because
of

t~e

reliability associated with the 500 kV switching station and the ability

to take advantage of the proposed substation development at Morrisville rather
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than create a second 500 kV substation at Remington or elsewhere in the area.
The proposed route best meets the suggested governmental guidelines referenced
in the first part of this statement.

The line route has been reviewed by ·the

Department of Highways, the Historic Landmarks Commission and the Commission of
Outdoor Recreation and no conflicts were indicated by these agencies.
The possibility of rebuilding the present Charlottesville-Possum Point
115 kV line for 230 kV operation
existing utility corridor.

permi~

also explored in an attempt to use an

This line is 93 miles long and would have to be

rebuilt for its entire length.
line will not

~as

Loading conditions already existing on this

it to be taken out of service for the extended period of

time necessary to rebuild it.

The purchase of new right of way parallel to

it to construct a new line would create a greater impact on the environment
than our proposal outlined in this Application.
a new

~ine

In addition, the cost of such

for 93 miles is'considerably greater than the approximately 5 mile

line between Morrisville and Remington.

An additional constraint to rebuilding

.for 230 kV operation is the two government communication facilities in· close
.Proximity to the existing Charlottesville-Possum Point 115 kV line.

F.B.I.

representatives stated publically that conversion to 230 kV would be opposed
by ·that agency.
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CASE NO.
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APPL I CI\T I ON 34
EXHIBIT

___
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(,',ORR I SV I Ll..C- REI·./• I hiGTOr~ 230KV TRANSMISSION LINE

I

.

r:---------:- ------r--------

R/W

1

et-

R W .

R/W

500KV TOWERS
FOR JOINT OCCUPANCY
OF ~•T. STORMMORRISVI~LE 500KV LINE

TYPICAl TOWER LOOKING TOWARD REMINGTON
l~~•ATER I AL:

A588 STEEL,. CORROSION RES I STANT, COLOR
RUSSET BROVJN

ASTI\1,

FOUNDATIONS:
AVERAGE

CONCRETE

HEIGHT:

CONDUCTORS:

120 FEET

WIDTH AT CROSSARhlS:

ALU:'iiNUM

S6

38

FEET
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TRANSMISSION LINE CLEARING
MORRISVILLE-REMINGTON 230 KV
Natural vegetation will be retained for screening in wooded areas.
Desirable plant material will be preserved at road crossings in order to screen
the transmission facility from the public view.

The width of right of way is

120 feet where not adjacent to the Mt; Storm-Morrisville line.
right of way width for the two lines is 235 feet.
clear the

f~ll

The combined .

It will be necessary to

width of right of way to provide adequate and safe clearance

for the operation of the electric line; however, natural grown ornamental
plants such as cedar, dogwood, holly, redbud and sourwood will be retained to
the extent practicable in areas subject to general public view.
Clearing Methods
The right of way in wooded areas will be'logged where practical to
conserve and utilize the

n~tural

resources.

Merchantable timber and pulpwood

will be sold to local sawmills for processing.

The remaining debris will be

piled and disposed of by burning in order ·to leave the right of way in an
acceptable condition and·to have the maximum space available for use by the
property owners.
the State Air

~1e

disposal by burning shall conform with the rules of

Pollu~ion

Control Board.

Property owners. will be encouraged to utilize the area for agricultural
purposes ·and Vepco will contribute a maximum of $100 an acre to c'onvert woody
brush areas to areas of

per~anent

cultivation.

Individual owners have the right .

to use this right of way area for. farming, grazing, growth of ornamental plants
or Christmas trees.

The owners control public access to their lands.

disturbed areas will be restored after construction.

These locations will be

limed, fertilized and seeded to establish a ground cover.
offers an attractive situation for wildlife habitat.

S7

The

Such vegetation

Birds and mammals use the
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products of the "edge" for food supplies and timber outside the right of way
for shelter.

The use of these transmission corridors for wildlife food will

tend to increase game and wildlife habitat at a time when the number of small
farms and open areas is ·being reduced.
The periodic maintenance

trea~ments

to control woody growth shall

consist of hand cutting, machine mowin_g and chemical treatment.
treatment would probably be made in 1976.

The first

Herbicides will be used to reduce

the density of the fast growing ha-rdwood species to an acceptable level.

Herbi-

cides used to control woody vegetation are registered with the Environmental
Protection Agency and the Virginia Department of Agriculture.

The rates that

will be used for these applications are recommended by the Agricultural Extension
Service of. VPI and SU.

Herbicides will not be used where the right of way is

devoted to agricultural use.
This line is located in a predominantly agricultural area.

Gates will

be installed at cross-fences in order to provide access to transmission facilities
in order not to damage the fences and

road~

of the property owners.

owners may use these gates for entrance to their fields.

The property

Areas with a residential-

recreational orientation will be managed in a manner consistent with the land use
pattern.

These areas will be machine mowed on a one to two year cycle.

The use

of right of way for recreational pur.poses would be encouraged •
. The purpose of the right of
inte~ruptions

w~y

maintenance program will be to prevent

t6 electric service, provide for access to the rights of way and

patrol and make

emer$~ncy

repairs.

aesthetically acceptable manner.

This program will·be accomplished in an
The methods used to achieve these objectives

will be consistent with the land use pattern £or the area.
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SUBSTATION LOT CLEARING AND GRADING
REMINGTON SUBSTATION
Natural vegetation will be retained for screening the substation site,
where possible.

Where natural vegetation is inadequate, supplemental plantings

of trees and shrubs will be made to provide screening of the substation site ..
The area to be cleared for the construction of the substation and
access

road~

will .be logged, where practical, to conserve and utilize the

natural resources.

Merchantable timber and pulpwood will be sold to local

sawmills for processing.

The remaining debris will be piled and disposed of

by burning to leave the site clear for necessary grading.

The disposal by

burning shall conform with the rules of the State Air Pollution Control Board.
The grading to be done will only be what ·is necessary to provide a
suitable site for the

const~uction

of the substation.

covered with a minimum of 3" crushed stone.
control water run off.

The fenced area will be

Ditches will be constructed to

Embankments created by grading will be protected

from erosion by planting necessary vegetation and constructing.adequate ditches
at the top of the slope.

All off site drainage divides are to be honored.

During con.str·uction, necessary steps will be taken to control erosion
and the resulting siltation.

After construction the aforementioned plantings

will·provide this control.
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HAVE AN INTEREST IN THIS APPLICATION

1.

Department of Highways

2.

Historic Landmarks Conooission

3.

Department of Conservation and Economic
Dt~ve 1opmen t ·

4.

Govcrtior 's Environmental Council

5.

Commission of Outdoor Recreation

6.

Div~sion

7.

Air Pollution Control Board

of State Planning and Conununity Affairs

The extent to which these agencies have been advised and consulted
with respect to the proposed facilities is set forth in Exhibit C.
this Application have been sent to each of the above.

Copies of

VIRGINIA:
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
APPLICATION OF VIRGINIA ELECTRIC
AND POWER COMPANY
For Approval of Electrical Facilities
Under§ 56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia·
and for Certification of ·such Facilities
under the Utility Facilities Act.

)
)
)
)

Case No.
Application No. 35

------

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL AND CERTIFICATION
NORTH ANNA-MORRISVILLE TRANSMISSION LINE
Virginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco) respectfully shows
. as follows:
1.

Vepco is a public service corporation organized under the laws

. of the Connnonwealth of Virgin.;i.a and furnishing electric service to the public
within its ·service territory in Virginia.

Vepco also furnishes electric

service to the public in portions of North_ Carolina and West Virginia.
2.

Vepco's electric· system, _consisting of facilities for generation,

transmission and distribution of electric energy, as well as associated facilities, is

interconnec~ed·

with the electric systems of neighboring utilities,

and is a .part of the interconnected-network of electric systems serving the
continental United States.
its interconnections with

By reason of its operations in three states and
othe~

utilities, Vepco is engaged in interstate

conunerce.
~.

In order to perform its legal duty to furnish adequate and

reliable electric service, Vepco must, from time to time, construct new
electric facilities.

1be need for new electric facilities is directly related

~-
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-2to the growth in demand for electricity on Vepco's system, and the greater
that growth in demand the greater the necessity for new capacity in generation,
transmission and distribution facilities.
4.

Vepco is presently experiencing a very rapid growth in demand for

electricity on its system and, as a result, must construct a number of new
electric facilities.

One such new electric facility is the proposed North

Anna-Morrisville transmission line.
5.

lhe

propo~ed

North Anna-Morrisville transmission line is a 500

kV transmission line running from Vepco's North Anna Power Station in Louisa
County, Virginia to the proposed Morrisville Substation in southern Fauquier
County.

It will be a major line for transmitting electricity from the North

·Anna Power Station to the

propo~ed Mo~risville

Substation which is proposed

as a major junction point for other 500 kV transmission lines serving the
Northern Virginia load area.

The proposed route of the line is shown on the

county maps attached to this Application as Exhibit A.

Certificates of public

convenience and necessity have .been previously issued fo~ that portion of the
line in Louisa, Orange and Spotsylvania counties; however, a new map for
Orange County is included in this Application because the proposed line route
has been shifted to miss the historic Germanna Colonies site.
·6.

The proposed transmission line is necessary to meet the growth

in demand for electricity on Vepco's system and for continued reliability of
electric service.

This necessity is described in greater detail in Exhibit B

to this Application.
7.

The proposed transmission line at the proposed location is the

best means of meeting· the need described in Exhibit B.

The factors influencing

Vepco 1 s selection of the route of the transmission line are described in Exhibit
C to this Application.
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8.

The transmission line will be of conventional 500 kV design,

and will consist of foundations, towers, conductors, insulators and associated
equipment.

The line will.be constructed to the extent practicable in accordance

with the guidelines set forth by the Federal Power Commission in Appendix A,
Docket No. R-365, Order No. 414, issued on November 27, 1970.

Approximate size of

the transmission structures, the materials to be used and the general appearance of
the structures are shown in Exhibits Dl, D2, and D3 to this Application.
9. ·The width of the right of way for the proposed transmission line,
the width to which it will be cleared, the method of clearing, method of
disposal of trees and.-brush, proposed ground cover and maintenance of right of
way after the line is constructed are all set forth in Exhibit E to this
Application.
10.

A

of state

li~t

agenci~s

which may

r~asonably

be expected to

have an interest in the propo. sed construction is set forth in Exhibit F to
this Application.
11.

Vepco is today filing with the Commission similar applications

with respect to the following facilities:

the Mt. Storm-Morrisville transmission

line, the Morrisville-Bristers transmission line and the Morrisville Substation,
the Morrisville-Remington transmission line a~d the Remington Substation expansion.
To a large extent the necessity for these facilities and the necessity for
North

Anna-Mo.rrisvil~e

12.

transmission line are interrelated.

If Vepco is unable to construct the propqsed North Anna-Morrisville

transmission line and

hav~

it in service by July 1974, reliability of electric

service will be severely impaired to many of Vepco's customers.

Existing rights

of way cannot adequately serve this need.

The. proposed route of the line

reasonably minimizes adverse impact on the

scen~c,
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assets of the area concerned.

Tne public convenience and necessity require

that Vepco construct the proposed transmission line.
WHEREFORE, Virginia Electric and Power Company respectfully requests
that the Commission
(a)
§

promptly give notice of this Application as required by

56-46.1 of the
(b)

the

Cod~

of Virginia;

if a hearing is required on this Application and on any of

othe~ applica~ions

filed this date, consolidate proceedings on

all applications .for which a hearing is required.
(c)

approve pursuant to

proposed North

§

56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia the

Anna~Morrisville

transmission line to be constructed

and owned by Vepco;
(d)

grant, under the Utility Facilities Act, a certificate of

public convenience and necessity for the North Anna-Morrisville transmission line to be constructed and owned by Vepco.
__
u_g~u_s_t
__2____5_______ , 1972
Date: _____A
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
c;:~? .·· _t. .
~-·!,
.•
By L·'<:i:·(--;;;...z:. <7~:::::.-.(:e
E. B. Crutchfield
/'
Senior Vice-President
George D. · Gibson
Evans B. Brasfield
Joseph M. Spivey,· III
Michael W. Maupin
Hunton, Williams, Gay
& Gibson
700 Eist Main Street
Richmond, -Virginia 23212
Counsel for Applicants
STATE OF VIRGINIA
CITY OF RICHMOND

~ · To-wi_t
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I, Helen R. Reed , a notary public in and for the state and
city aforesaid, hereby certify that this day appeared before me E. B. Crutch£ ield,
who, first being duly sworn, made oath and said that he is Senior Vice President of
Virginia Electric and Power Company and as such duly authorized to execute
and file the _foregoing Application, and that the matters contained in such
Application are true to. the best of his 'knowledge and belief.
Given under my hand and notarial seal this
1972.

25th

My cotmnission expires August 24, 1973

Notary Public
(SEAL)
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NECESSITY FOR
NORTH ANNA-MORRISVILLE 500 KV LINE
Vepco is constructing a nuclear power station in the northeast corner
of Louisa County that will have a total capability of 3740 megawatts in four
generating units which are scheduled to go into service, one each in 1974, 1975,
1977 and 1978.

The majority of the output from this plant will flow into

Northern Virginia to serve the rapidly growing load in that area.
Two 500 kV lines will be required to deliver the output of the first
two generating units to Northern Virginia and a third line will be needed with
the last two generating units to supply the same area.
It is proposed. to use an existing 500 kV line that connects between
the Richmond area and Northern Virginia as one of these lines.
done by inserting a switching station in

t~e

This will be

present ·line near Ladysmith and

constructing a line· between North Anna and this switching station.
second line

int~

For the

Northern Virginia, it is proposed to construct a 500 kV line

north from North Anna to the proposed subs ta. tion at 'Harrisville and, thence,
in a northeasterly direction to connect into the present line near Bristersburg.
Previous line rearrangement will have freed the section of the existing line
north of Bristersburg to .the Loudoun Substation for this use.
In the summer of 1975 with two generating units operating at North
Anna, t.here will be about 1400 megawatts .of power flow to Northern ·Virginia
loads.

~is

amount of power is well within the rating of the existing North-

South 500 kV line but if this line is out of service for any reason, the
underlying.230 kV system will be overloaded.
Morrisville line is.necessary.
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Therefore, the North Anna to
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FACTORS INFLUENCING ROUTE OF
NORTH ANNA-MORRISVILLE 500 KV LINE
The proposed facility is 32.5 miles.of 500 kV transmission line which
will serve as a connection between the North Anna Power Station and the proposed
Morrisville 500 kV switching

stat~on

and 500-230 kV substation.

The Morrisville

Substation is proposed to.be a major 500 kV interconnection point, and is referred
to in Application 33.
Spotsylvania,

~range~

The line will traverse portions of the counties of Louisa,
Culpeper and Fauquier.

Vepco has consulted with the Virginia Commission of Outdoor Recreation,
the Virginia

Departmen~

s.

of Highways and the U.

Corps of Engineers to determine

how the proposed line influences projects under consideration by them.
· suggestions have been taken into consideration.
with officials of all the counties involved.

Their

The route has been reviewed

Local officials in Fauquier

·County appear to be opposed to any new transmission lines in the county.

The

line does not interfere with present or future highway construction.
The general route of the line to the extent practicable has been
established in accordan.ce with the Federal Power Corranission guidelines entitled,
"Electric Power Transmission and the Environment."

The route has been adjusted

to avoid conflicts with a number of sites of significance.
·~.

On the north side of the North Anna Reservoir and west of
Pigeon Run, the original route was relocated eastward at
the suggestion of· the Virginia Corranission of Outdoor
Recreation so as to minimize the impact of the line with
respect to the entrance of a planned regional park in
this area.

r
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2.

The line route has been selected to traverse an area between the
historic Germanna Colonies site, Wilderness National Park, and
Lake of the Woods Subdivision rather than across the Germanna
histori~al

site.

There is sufficient natural screening to protect

this site and the Community College erected on a portion of the
original Germanna Colonies tract of land.
3.

1be crossing of the Rappahannock River has been located so that
it does not conflict with future plans of the Commission of Outdoor
Recreation nor the development of the Salem Church project
on the river.

An investigation was made of an alternate· route from North Anna that
would extend eastward to the existing Elmont-Loudoun 500 kV line and'parallel

a point

.that line to

near Bristers, referred to in Application 33.

Such a

route would have to be separate from the North Anna-Ladysmith line in order to
meet Atomic

Ener~y

Commission

~equirements.

One route investigated would depart

from the proposed route in this Application at a point near Robertson Run and extend
eastwardly in Spotsylvania County to the Louddun-Elmont 500 kV line just south
of Chancelor.

This line routing.was discarded because of its proximity to the

Fredericksburg-Spotsylvania National Military Park and because of obstacles to the
acquisition of right of

~ay

northward and parallel to the existing 500 kV line.

A

second route was studied that. departe·d from the route of this Application in
Culpeper ..Coun.ty and extended eastwardly to 'the Elmont-Loudoun line in Stafford
County

~t

a.point where Alleotti. Run intersects with it.

A review of this route

by the st·aff of the Conunission of Outdoor Recreation indicated that this route
conflicted with several potential park sites and would be in close proximity
to an area of the Rappahannock River which is "replete with old canal locks
and dams, white water rapids, rocks and forests, similar to the river below its
confluence with the Rapidan."

(Letter from Commission of Outdoor Recreation dated

July 20, 1971'.)
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CASE NO. _ _ __
APPLICATION 35
EXHIBIT

D-1

NORTH ANNA-MORRISVILLE 500KV TRANSMISSION LINE

R/W

R/W

q_ FUTURE
.TRANSMISSION
LINE

TYPICAL TOWER LOOKING TOWARD MORRISVILLE
MATERIAL:

ASTM A588 STEEL, CORROSION RESISTANT, COLOR
RUSSET BROWN

FOUl·;DI\T IONS:

CONeRETE

AVERAGE.HEIGHT:

116

AVERAGE SPAN LEHGTrl:

...

PE~T

WIDTH AT CROSSARMS:

1100 FEET

CONDUCTORS:
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84 rEET
ALUMINUM

CASC f~O.

----

APPLICATION 35

_D- 2_____

EX H I 13 I T

NOr~TH

ANNA-1\IORR l SV I LLE

___,;

5001\V TRANSMISSION LINE

R/W

R/W

q_-

~YPICAL

MATERI.AL:

CROSSING TOWER - RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER

ASTM A58~ STEEL,
RUSSET BROWN

FOUNDATIONS:

CORROSION RESISTANT,

COLOR

CONCRETE

_AVERAGE HEIGHT:
CONDUCTORS:

RIVER

FUTURE
TRANSr..~ ISS I ON
LINE

·166

FEET

WIDTH AT

ALUl/,1 NUiv'l
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CROSSARMS:

84

fEET

CASE NO. ________
APPLICATION 35
EXHIBIT

D-3

NORTH ANNA-MORRISVILLE 500KV TRANSMISSION LINE

R/W

R/W

G..- FUTURE

TRANSMISSION
LINE

TYPICAL RIVER CROSSING TOWER - RAPIDAN RIVER
MATERIAL:

ASTM A588 STEEL, CORROSION RESISTANT, COLOR
RUSSET BROWN

FOUNDATIONS:

CONCRETE

AVERAGE HEIGHT:
CONDUCTORS:

196 FEET

ALUMINUM

WIDTH AT CROSSARMS:

84 FEET

Application ·
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TRANSMISSION LINE CLEARING
NORTH ANNA-MORRISVILLE 500 KV
Natural vegetation will be retained for screening in wooded areas.
Desirable plant material will be preserved

a~

road crossings in order to

screen the transmission facility from the public view.

The width of right of

way to be acquired for this line and for.future use is 235 feet.

The width

of right of way to be cleared for the North Anna-Morrisville 500 kV line will
be 150 feet to provide adequate and safe clearance for the construction and
operation of the electric line; however, natural grown ornamental plants such
as cedar, dogwood, holly, redbud and sourwood will be retained to the extent
practicable in areas subJect to general public view.

The remainder of the

right of way will be cleared at a future date when an application is submitted
for other transmission facilities

o~

this right of way .

. Clearing Methods
This right of.way

~s.in

a predominantly wooded area and it will be

possible to log timber and pulpwood from most of the properties to conserve
and utilize the natural resources.

Mercha..nt.able timber and pulpwood will be

sold to local sawmills for pro·cessing.

The remaining debris wil.l be piled and

disposed of by burning in order to leave the right of way in an acceptable
condition and to have.the maximum space available for use by ehe property
owners. ·The disposal by bu.rning shali conform with the rules of the State
Air Pollution Control Board.
· Property owners will be encouraged to utilize the area for agricultural
purposes and Vepco will contribute a maximum of $100 an acre to convert woody
brush areas to areas of permanent cultivation.

Individual owners have the right

to use this right of way area for farming, grazing, growth of ornamental plants
or Christmas trees.

The owners control public access to their lands.

disturbed areas will be restored after construction.
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The

These locations will be

Application
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limed, fertilized and seeded to establish a ground cover.
an attractive situation for wildlife habitat.
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Such vegetation offers

Birds and mammals use the products

of the "edge" for food supplies and timber outside the right of way for shelter.
The use of these transmission corridors for wildlife food will tend to increase
game and wildlife habitat at a time when the number of small farms and open areas
is being reduced.
The periodic maintenance treatments to control woody growth shall consist
of hand cutting,

mac~ine

probably be made in 1976.
fast growing

hardwoo~

woody vegetation

a~e

mowing and chemical treatment.

TI1e first treatment would

Herbicides will be used to reduce the density of the

species to an acceptable level.

Herbicides used to control

r"egistered with the Environmental Protection Agency and the

Virginia Department of Agriculture.

The rates that will be used for these appli-

cations are recommended by the Agricultural. Extension· Service of VPI and SU.
Herbicides will not ·be used where the right of way is devoted to agricultural
use.
Areas with a residential-recreational orientation will be managed in
a manner consistent with the

l~nd

mowed on a one to two year cycle.

use pattern.

These areas will be machine

The use of right of way for recreational

purposes would be encouraged.
The purpose of the right of way main.tenance program will be to prevent
interruP.tions to electric service, provide for access to the rights ·of way and
patrol.and. make emergency repairs.
aesthetically acceptable manner.

This program will be accomplished in an
The methods used to achieve these objectives

will be consistent with the land use pattern for the area.
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Another alternate route was suggested by a citizen in the Sumerduck
area of Fauquier County.

This proposal would depart from the route of the line

in this Application near the Germanna Colonies site and extend eastward to a
crossing of the Rapidan near the confluence of. Flat Run.
affect potential waterfront lots along Flat Run.

The route would

The crossing of the Rapidan

at the confluence with Flat Run also would be more disruptive to the environment
than the Vepco route.
Richardsville.

The citizen's proposed route would extend east of

The area east of Richardsville in Culpeper County is being

considered as a major

p~rk

area and the C01mnission of Outdoor Recreation

recommended that it be avoided when Vepco was studying another alternate route
in this area.

The rout_ing proposed by the Sumerduck resident would also call

for crossing the Rappahannock at the confluence \-lith Sumerduck Run, and would
·involve 5 spans of conductor

ov~r

the.waters at this confluence when the Salem

Dam.is built whereas the Vepco route has a direct single span crossing of the
Rappahann~ck

River.

North of the Rappahannock the line would cross the Southern

Fauquier County Dump; however, the environmental impact to the Rappahannock
Ri~er,

Rapidan River and potential park east

of

Richards~ille

exceed the environmental impact of the Vepco route.

would greatly

The Sumerduck citizen

route also would require the construction of approximately $400,000 more 230 kV
line from the 500 kV sw.itching station to Remington because this alternate
route moves the Morrisville Substation approximately 4 miles east.
·· Vepco believes that the route presented in this Application is the
route having the least environmental impact.
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STATE AGENCIES WHO MAY HAVE INTEREST IN THIS APPLICATION

1.

Department of Highways

2,

Historic Landmarks Corranission

3.

Department of Conservation and Economic
Development

4.

Governor's Environmental Council

5.

Commission of Outdoor Recreation

6.

Division of State Planning and Conununity
· Affairs

7.

Air Pollution Contrpl Board

The extent to which these agencies have been advised and consulted
with

resp~ct

to the proposed facilities is set forth in Exhibit C.

of this Appl.ication will be sent to each of the above.
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VIRGINIA:
S~TE.CORPORATION

COMMISSION

APPLICATION OF VIRGINIA ELECTRIC
AND POWER COMPANY
For Approval of Electrical Faci~ities
Under § 56-46.1 of the Code of Virgin~a
and for Certification of such Facilities
under the Utility Facilities Act.

)
)

)
)

Case No.
Application ______3~6____

APPLICATION. FOR APPROVAL AND CERTIFICATION
OF MT. STORM - MORRISVILLE TRANSMISSION LINE
Virginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco) respectfully shows as
follows:
1.

Vepco is a public service corporation organized under the laws

of the Commonwealth of Virginia and .furnishing electric service to the public
within ·its service territory in Virginia.
service to the public in
2.

po~tions

Vepco also furnishes electric

of North. Carolina and West Virginia.

Vepco's electric system, consisting of facilities for generation,

transmission and distribution of electric energy, as well as associated facilities,
is interconnected with the electric systems of neighboring utilities, and is a
part of the interconnected
United ~tates.

netwo~k

Qf electric systems serving the continental

By reason of its opera~ions in three states and its inter-

connections with other utilitiesi Vepco is engaged in interstate commerce.
3.

In order to perform its legal duty to furnish adequate and

reliable ·electric service, Vepco must, from time to time, construct new electric

)

facilities.

The need for new electric facilities is

~irectly

related to the

growth in demand for electricity on Vepco's ·system, and the greater that growth
in demand the greater the necessity for new

cap~city

and distribution facilities.

~.
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Vepco is presently experiencing a very rapid growth in demand for

electricity on its system and, as a result, must construct a number of new
electric facilities.

One such new electric facility is the proposed Mt. Storm-

Morrisville transmission line.
5.

The proposed Mt. Storm-Norrisville transmission line is a 500 kV

transmission line running from Vepco's Mt. Storm Power Station in West Virginia
to the proposed Morrisville Substation in southern Fauquier County.

It will be

used by the. Allegheny Power System as well as Vepco, and for this reason a
portion of the line, from Mt. Storm to a point in Warren County, will be
constructed and owned by the Allegheny Power System, and the remainder will be
constructed and·owned

by

Vepco.

The proposed route of the portion of the line

to be constructed and owned by Vep.co is shown on the county maps attached to
this Application as Exhibit A.
6.

The proposed 'transmission line is necessary to meet the growth

in demand for electricity on Vepco's system and for continued reliability of
electric service.

This necessity is described in

gre~ter

detail in Exhibit B

to this Application.
7.

The propo:;ed transmission line at the proposed location is the

·best means of meeting the need described in Exhibit B.
constru~ted

The line will be

to the extent· practicable in accordance with the guidelines set

forth by the Federal Power Commission in Appendix A, Docket No. R-365, Order
No. 414, issued on November 27, 1970.

The factors influencing Vepco's selection

of the route of the transmission line and alternate routes considered are
described in Exhibit C to this Application.
8.

The.transmission line will be of conventional 500 kV design, and

will consist of foundations, towers, conductors, insulators and associated

-3equipment.

Approximate size of the transmission towers, the material to be used

and the general appearance of the structures are shown in Exhibit D to this
Application.
9.

The width of the right of way for the proposed transmission line,

the width to which it will be cleared, -the method of clearing, method of disposal
of trees and brush, proposed ground cover and maintenance of right of way

aft~r

the line is constructed are all set forth in Exhibit E to this Application.
10.

A list of state agencies which may reasonably be expected to

have an inte-rest in the proposed construction is set forth in Exhibit F to
this Application.
11.

Vepcd is today filing with the Commission similar applications

with respect to the following facilities:

the North Anna-Morrisville trans-

mission line, the Morrisville-Bristers transmission· line and the Morrisville
Substation, the Morrisville-Remington transmission line and Remington Substation
expansion..

To a large extent the necessity for these facilities and the

necessity for the Mt. Storm-Morrisville trqnsmission line are interrelated.
12.

If

Vepc~

i.s unable to construct the proposed Mt. Storm-Morrisville

transmission line and have it in service by May 1975, reliability of electric
service will be severely impaired to many of Vepco's customers.

Original studies

by Vepco show that this transmission- line should be in service by May ~973;
however, jo{nt studies by Vepco and Allegheny Power System engineers indicated
that.the earliest iri service date would be May 1974 in order to make thorough
studies on route selec.tion prior to acquiring right of" way.

Administrative

delays by·Fauquier County officials with respect to route approval prevent
Vepco from meeting the 1974 in service date.
adequately serve this need.

Existing rights of way cannot

The proposed route of the line reasonably minimizes
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adver·se impact on the scenic, environmental and historic assets of the area
concerned.

The public convenience and necessity require that Vepco construct

the proposed transmission line.
WHEREFORE, Virginia Electric and Power Company respectfully requests
that the Commission
(a)

promptly give notice of this Application as required by

§ 56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia;

(b)

if a hearing is required on this Application and on any of

the other applications filed this date, consolidate proceedings on all
applications for which a hearing is required.
(c)

~pprove.purpuant

to§ 56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia the

portion of the proposed Mt. Storm-Morrisville transmission line that
is to be constructed and owned by Vepco;
(d)

gr~nt,

under the Utility

Facilitie~

Act, a certificate of

public convenience and necessity for the portion of the Mt. StormMorrisville transmission line that is. to be constructed and owned by
Vepco.
Date: ______A_u_g.u
__s_t__2_5______ , 1972
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

>. . . ;.

George D. Gibson
Evans B. Brasfield
Joseph M. Spivey, III·
Michael W. Naupin
Hunton,- Williams, Gay
& Gibson
700 East Main St.reet
Ric4mond, Virginia 23212
Counsel for Applicants

0.

'.

-~

--------~

..

0

•

·;

By ~--:de-,_.: <:.~t:-·;(, 4• c,(
I
.
·
E. B. C~tchfield
Senior Vi~e President
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STATE OF VIRGINIA
CITY OF RICHMOND

~

To-wit

I, He len R • Reed

, a notary public in and for the state and

city aforesaid, hereby certify that this day appeared before me E. B. Crutchfield,
who, first being duly sworn, made oath and said that he is Senior Vice President of
Virginia Electric and Power Company an.d as such duly authorized to execute
and file the foregoing Application, and that the matters contained in such
Application are true to the best o·f his knowledge and belief.
Given under my hand and notarial seal this
1972.

My commission expires

25th

August 24, 1973

Notary Public
(SEAL)

day of August ,
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NECESSI1~ FOR
MT. STORM-MORRISVILLE 500 KV LINE

Load in Vepco's Potomac District (north of Fredericksburg and east
of Culpeper) has been growing at the rate of over 15 percent per year for the
past 20 years.

The peak load in this area in 1970 was 1250 megawatts (1,250,000

kilowatts).· This load is expected to reach 2500 megawatts by 1975 and 5000 megawatts by 1980.

The load for Vepco 1 s entire system in 1970 was only 4850 megawatts.

To supply some of this growing load, Vepco is adding a 560 megawatt
generating unit in 1973 at Mt. Storm Power Station in the coal
Virginia.

Generation in

System to supply

lo~ds

th~

~ields

of West

coal.fields is being added by Allegheny Power

in the eastern part of their

~ystem

also.

The continuing rapid load growth in the Washington, D. C. Metropolitan
Area of Virginia and the addition of generation in the coal fields have produced an
increasing

requir~ment

for transmission capacity between the two areas.

In 1966, Vepco ana Allegheny Power System completed a jointly owned
500 kV line from Mt. Storm Power Station to

Vepc~ 1 s

Loudoun Substation in

·Northern Virginia via Allegheny Power System's Daubs 500 kV Substation in
Western Maryland.

In 1970 Allegheny Power System added a 500 kV line from

their Hatfield Ferry Power Station in the coal fields of Southwestern
Pennsylvania to their Daubs Substation, thereby increasing the transmission
capacity between the coal' fields and the load in the east.
Studies indicate that these two 500 kV circuits will be carrying a
combined load of over 2000 megawatts in the summer of 1974 if additional circuit
capacity. is not provided.

The present rating of the Mt. Storm-Daubs 500 kV

line is 1700 megawatts.
In 1974, the heavy loading of

lin~s

that now exist will limit the.

capability of Vepco to import firm power from neighboring utilities in the

Application
Exhibit

north and west to between 300 and 400 megawatts.
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The addition of the proposed

Mt. Storm-Morrisville 500 kV circuit will increase this limit to between 1100
and 2100 megawatts.
the power.
service.

The exact figure will depend upon which utility is supplying

The additional capacity is essential to reliability of electric

App l icatio_n
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE ROUTE OF
MT. STORM TO MORRISVILLE 500 KV LINE
1~e

proposed facility is 46.02 miles of 500 kV line through portions

of Warren, Fauq\.lier, Culpeper and Rappahannock Counties re,quired to interconnect with the remaining portion of the line to Mt. Storm which is to be
constructed and owned i?Y the Allegheny Power System.

The proposed Vepco

Morrisville Substation (Application 33) is located at the point of intersection of .the North. Anna-Morrisville and the Morrisville-Bristers 500 kV
lines, thus making it a logical and economical point for the development of
the 500 kV switching station.
in the area that can

b~

There are no existing rights of way available

used for this line.

The route selected has been re"viewed by an independent consultant,
. I

the Virginia Commission of Outdoor Recreation, the Historic Landmarks
Commission,

~he

Virginia Department of Highways, and officials of Warren,

Culpeper~. Fauquier and Rappahannock Counties.

Their recommendations and

suggestions have been adopted where practicable.

National forests and

parklands were considered and avoided where possible.

The general route of

the line insofar as practicable has been established in accordance with the
Federal Power Commis.sio·n guidelines entitled "Electric Power Transmission and
the Environment. 11

This route as selected minimizes the impact to the scenic

and environmental assets of the countie·s concerned by positioning the line
through·forested and agricultural areas of low population density.
has b.een exercised to avoid dwellings.

Care

Efforts were undertaken to avoid

known subdivisions.
Initial ·routing for this line provided for its termination at
Remington in Fauquier County for the establishment of a 500 kV switching station at
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this location for terminating the proposed transmission line fran\ North Annfi as well
as

for terminating a 500 kV line to be built eastward. and parallel to the

existing Charlottesville-Possum Point 115 kV transmission line to a point known
as Bristers on the existing Loudoun-Elmont 500 kV transmission line.

A conflict

with a conmmnication station owned by the Federal Government and located at
Midland prevettted the
transmission line.

construc~ion

of the proposed Remington-Bristers 500

~V

The-original proposal would have provided 500 kV to ~15 kV

facilities for improving reliabil_ity of service to the Charlottesville-Possum
Point line.
This conmunication restraint made it necessary to terminate the
500 kV transmission_ line at a point near Morrisville where a 500 kV line could
be constructed ·eastward to the Loudoun-Elmont line and not interfere with the
operation of the

cou~unication

facility at Midland.

If we had retained Remington

for the switching station, two 500 kV transmission lines on separate rights of
way for reliability reasons would have to be built southward from Remington to
the vicinity of Morrisville.

Such a proposal would have a greater impact on

the environment than one line route between these twa points as presented in
this Application and Application 34.
Among the alternate routes considered were:

(1) A 500 kV line from

the Mt, Storm-Dooms ·(Waynesboro) line near Harrisonburg to Morrisville Substation.

This was in conjunction with the Marble Valley Pumped Storage Power

Stat'ion.

The route was discarded because it did not sufficiently relieve the

loading'of the Mt. Storm-Doubs line and would have had a greater environmental
impact due to crossing the Shenandoah National Park.
paralleling the existing Mt._ Storm-Daubs-Loudoun line.

(2) A 500 kV line
This was discarded

because it sacrificed reliability by placing two of the principal supply lines
to Northern Virginia on a cotnmon right of way.

There are many places along

·Application
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this line where additional right of way could not be acquired due to conflict
with dwellings and other obstacles.

Additional lines would be needed to

reinforce the Opper end of the Shenandoah Valley and to support the
Charlottesville-Possum Point 115 kV line at Remington.
(3) To provide reliability comparaple to the proposed Mt. Storm-Morrisville
line, consideration was given to construction of a second 500 kV line from
Mt. Storm to Dooms·to Elmont to Loudoun plus a second Mt. Storm-Daubs-Loudoun
line, thus, double circuiting the_original 500 kV loop.

~.

This is economically

impractical- and has -the problem of many obstacles to the acquisition of
additional right of way adjacent to present lines, as

as the environmental

w~ll

disadvantage of widening 361 miles of existing right of way from 150 feet to

250 feet.

The additional acreage utilized this way would be 1965 acres more

than a new right of way from.Nt. Storm to Norrisville.
The proposed routing has the least

impa~t

on the

envifonmc~t

and has

the added advantage of providing a means of supporting the existing Allegheny
Power System transmission network and the northern end of
.mission system in the Shenandoah Valley at some future
of Front Royal.

th~ V~pco tran~-

tim~

in the vicinity

CASE NO. ________
APPLICATION 36
EX H I 8 I T_

~T.

STOR~-WORRISVILLE

_..;D;;..__ _

500KV TRANSMISSION LINE

R/W

R(W

I

R/W

I

~~~~-~~~~~~t-~-t----------1
q__ 230KV TOWERS
FOR JOINT OCCUPANCY
OF MORRISVILLEREMINGTON 230KV LINE

TYPICAL TOWER LOOKING TOWARD MT. STORM
MATERIAL:

AST~

A588

STEE~,

CORROSION RESISTANT, COLOR

RUSSET BROWN
fOUNDATIONS:

CONCRETE

AVERAGE HEIGHT:

116 f.EET

AVERAGE SPAN 'LENGTH: .
CONDUCTORS:

ALU~INUM

WIDTH AT CROSSARMS:

1100 FEET

84 FEET
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TRANSMISSION LINE CLEARING
HT. STORN-MORRISVILLE 500 KV
Natural vegetation will be retained for screening in wooded areas.
Desirable plant m.:ttt.-rial \vill be preserved at road crossings in order to
screen the trctnsmiRsi.on facility from the public view.

The width of right

of way from Warren County to a point ncar Remington in Fauquier County is

150 feet.

Between Remington and Morrisville, the width of the right of way

is 235 feet. [or.

4~2

miles so as to accommodate the proposed Morrisville-

Remington transmission line.
th~

It will be necessary to clear the full width of

right of way to l>rnvidc adequate and safe operation of the transmission

line; however, natural grown ornamental plants such as cedar, dogwood, holly,
redbud and sourwood will be retained to the extent practicable in areas subject
to general public view.

An exception to clearing the entire right of way will

be provided where the propo·sed line crosses deep ravines and existing growth
will not interfere with the construction and safe operation of the transmission
line.
Clearing Methods
This right of \vay is in a predominantly wooded area and it will be
possible to log timber and pulpwood from most of the properties to conserve
and utilize the natural resources.

Merchantable timber and pulpwood will be

sold ··to local sawmills for processi·ng.

The remaining dehris will be piled and

disposed of by burning i11 order to leave the right of way in an acceptable
condition anc.l to have lhc maximum·space available for use by the property
owners.

TI1e

disposal by burning shall conform with the rules of the State Air

Pollution Control Board.
Property owners will be encouraged to utilize the area for agricultural
purposes and VepC<l will contribute a maximum of $100 an acre to convert woody
brush areas to areas of permanent cultivation.
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Individual owners have the right
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to use this right of wny nren for farming, grazing, growth of ornamental plants
or Christmas trees.

The owners control public access to their lands.

turbed areas will be restored after construction.
fertilized and sced<•d to L''stablish a ground. cover.
attractive situation l·.n· \viltllife habitat.
of the ''edge" for food

supplil~s

The dis-

These locations will be limed,
Such vegetation offers an

Birds and mannnals use the products

and timber outside the right of way for shelter.

111e use of these trnn.smission corridors for wildlife food will tend to increas'e
game and wildlife habitat at a time when the number of small farms and open areas
is being rcclucccJ.
The periodic maintenance treatments to control \.Joody growth shall consist
of hand cutting, machine mowing and chemical treatment.
probably be made in 1976.

Herbicides will be used to reduce the density of the

fast growing hardwood species to an acceptable level.
woody vegetation

nr~

The first treatment would

Herbicides used to control

registered with the Environmental Protection Agency and the

Virginia Department of Agriculture.

The rates that will be used for these appli-

cations are recmmnendcd by the Agricultural Extension Service of VPI and SU.

Herbi-

cides will not be used where the right of way is devoted to agricultural use.
Areas \vith a residential-recreational orientation will be managed in a
manner consistent \vith the land use pattern.
on a one to two ycar·cyclc.
will be .encouraged.

These areas will be machine mowed

The use of right of way for recreational purposes

Special screening with nursery plants will be considered at

major.. highways including Routes 211, .522, 55, 15 and 29 to enhance the appearance
of transmission facilities.
The purpose of the right of way maintenance program will be to prevent
interruptions to electric
l._l)

se~vicc,

patrol and make cml!rgency repairs.
aesthetically acceptable manner.

provide for access to the rights of way and
This program will be accomplished in an ..
The methods used to achieve these objectives

will be consistent with the land usc pattern for the area.

Application
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STATE AGENCIES \tJHO MAY HAVE INTEREST IN THIS APPLICATION

1.

Department of Highways

2.

Historic Landmarks Connnission

3.

Depnr.tmcnt of Conservation and Economic
Development

4.

Governor's Environmental Council

5.

Cmmnission.of Outdoor Recreation

6.

Division of State Planning and Community
Affairs

7;

Air Pollution Control Board

The extent to which these agen.cies have been advised and consul ted
with respect to the proposed facilities is set forth in Exhibit C.
of this Application will be sent to each of the above.
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VIRGINIA:
STATE

CORPORATIO~

COHMJSSION

OF THE PafO~!AC EDISON
COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

APPLICATIO~

For Approval of Electrical Facilities
Under§ 56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia
and for Certification of such Facilities
under t.h~ Utility Facilities Act.

)
)
)
)

Case No.

,'\PPLICATION FOR APPROVAL AND CERTIFICATION

OF t-IT. STORM - MORRISVILLE

TRANS~tiSSION

LINE

The -Potomac Edison Company of Virginia (Potomac) respectfully shows
as follows:
1.

Potomac is a pubic service corporation organized under the laws

of the Commonwealth of Virginia and furnishing electric service to the public
within ·its service territory in Virginia..

Potomac is a P.art of an integrated

electric system which also furnishes s.ervice to the_ public in portions of ·
Maryland, Ohio,

Penns~rlvania

and West Virginia.

Potomac is -a subsidiary of

The Potomac Edison Company (Potomac Edison), a Maryland corporation.

Potomac

Edison has two other subsidiaries, The Potomac Edison Company of Pennsylvania
and

Th~

Potomac Edison Company of West Virginia.

Potomac Edison is in turn

a subsidiary of the Allegheny Power System (Allegheny Power).
has two other

o~erating

Allegheny Power

subsidiaries, Monongahela Power Company and West Penn

Power Company.
2.

Potomac's electric system, consisting of facilities for

gene_ration, transmission and distribution of electric energy, as well as
associated facilities, is interconnected with the electric systems of its

70
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affiliated companies and neighboring utilities, and is a part of the
interconnected network of electric systems serving the continental United
States.
3.

In order to perform its legal duty to furnish adequate and

reliable electric service,

Po~omac

must, from time to time, construct new

electric facilities .. The need jor new electric facilities is directly
related to the growth in demand _for electricity on Potomac's system, anp
the greater that· growth in demand the greater the necessity for new capacity
in generation, transmission and distribution facilities.
4.

Allegheny Power companies, including Potomac, are presently

experiencing a very rapid growth in demand for electricity on their systems
and,. as a result, must construct·a number of new electric facilities.

One

such new electric facility is the proposed Ht. Storm-Morrisville transmission
line.
5.

The proposed Mt. Storm-Morrisville transmission line is a 500 kv

. tran]lmission line running from the Mt. Storm Power Station of Virginia Electric
and Power Company (VEPCO) in West Virginia to VEPCO's proposed Morrisville Substation
in southf'rn Fauquier County.
.::

•.. i ' .

,\

It will be used by Allegheny Power Companies and

portion or the line, from Mt. Storm to the West Virginia/Virginia

border will be constructed and owned by Monongahela Power Company.

That

part from the West Virginia/Virginia line to a point in Warren County, will
be constructed

~nd

and owned by VEPCO.

owned by Potomac, and the remainder will ·be constructed
The proposed

r~ute

of the portion of the line to be

constructed and owned by Potomac is shown on the county maps attached to
this Application as Exhibit A.

'11
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6.

The proposed transmission line is necessary to meet the

growth in demand for electricity on Potomac Edison's system and for continued
reliability of electric service.

This necessity is described in greater

detail in Exhibit B to this Application.
7.

The proposed transmission line at the proposed location is

the best means of meeting the. need

~escribed

in Exhibit B.

The line will be

constructed to the extent practicable in accordance with the guidelines set
forth by the Federal Power Commission in Appendix A, Docket No. R-365, Order
No. 414, issued on November 27, 1970.

The

fact~rs

influencing Potomac 1 s

selection of the route of the transmission line and alternate routes
considered are described in Exhibit C to this Application.
8.

The transmission line wi.ll be of conventional 500 kv design,

and will consist of foundations, towers, conductors, insulators and associated
equipment.

Approximate size of the transmission towers, the material to be

used and the general appearance of the s~ructuresare shown in Exhibit D to
this Application.
9.

The

wid~h

of the right of way for the proposed transmission

line, the width to which it will be cleared, the method of clearing, method
of disposal of trees and brush, proposed ground cover and maintenance of
right of way after the line is constructed are all set forth in Exhibit E
to t_his ·Application.
10.

A list of state agencies which may reasonably· be expected to

have an interest in ·the proposed construction is set forth in Exhibit F to
this Application.
11.

If the proposed Mt. Storm-Morrisville transmission line is not

constructed and in service by May 1975, reliability of electric service will
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be severely irrpaired to many custoners.

Original studies by VEPCO shew

that this transmission line should be in service by May 1973; h0r1ever,
_joint studies by VEPCO and Allegpeny

Pa~er

engineers indicated that the

earliest in service date would be May 1974 in order to make thorough
studies on route selection prior to acquiring right of Wa::J.

Administrative

delays by Fa\l}uier County officials w.i th respect to route approval prevent
neeting the 1974 in service date.
serve this need.

Existing rights of w;q cannot adequately

The proposed route of the line reasmably minimizes

adverse inpact on the scenic, environmental and historic assets of the
area concerned.

The public convenience and necessity require coostruction

of the proposed transmissioo line.
WHEREFORE, The Potomac Edison Conpany of Virginia respectfully
requests that the Cornmissi on
(a)

promptly

gi~

notice of this Applicaticn as required by

i 56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia;
(b)

approve pursuant to

s 56~46.1

of the ~ode of Virginia

the portion of the proposed Mt. Storm-Morrisville transmission line
that is to be constructed and CMned by Potomac1
(c)

grant, under the Utility Facilities Act 1 a certificate

of public ccmven·ience and necessity for the portioo of the Mt. Storm··Morrisville transmission line that is to be cmstructed and owned
by· Potomac •.
Date: ·

I

..-------------

lv',,

--~

-:Jl. \..

1

1972

THE POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

Executive

13
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Evans B. Brasfield
Joseph H. Spivey 1 III
Hi ch ae 1 W. Maupin
Hun too 1 Willi ans 1 G~ & Gibs en
700 East Main Street
Richmond 1 Vi rgi.ni a
2 3212
Counse 1 for Applicants

STATE OF MARYLAND

)

COUNTY OF WASHINGTCN

)

To-wit
I•

c/tlc/. J

( (.)

,:)1-h

cet

1

a notary public in and for the

state and county aforesaid, hereby certify that this day appeared before
ne J. M. McCardell, who, first being duly sworn, made oath and said that
he is Executive Vice President and General Manager of The Potomac Edisoo
Corrpany of Virginia and as such duly authorized to execute and file the
forego~ng

are

~ue

Application 1 and that the. matters contained in such Applicatim
to the best of his kn<:Mledge and belief.
Given under ny hand and notarial seal this

1972.

My commission .expires

I

·) i.

.,)'-< /L, I, I ( 7'1

--~--~,----~---------

Notazy PUblic
(SEAL)
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STATEMENT OF PURPOOE & NECESSITY
MT. STORM-MORRISVILLE 500 KV LINE

Investigations of the Allegheny Pcwer 500 kv system transmission
~quirements

for the 1974 period shGrl the need for a new 500 kv circuit

from generatioo in West Virginia and ·western Pennsylvania to supply the
grCMing load in an area generally west and north of Washingtcn, D.C. • in
its eas te~ Potomac Edison Conpany service area.
Concurrent with VEPCO's need to provide for additicnal generaticn
to be installed at Mt. Storm, joint studies by Allegheny Pc:Me%\ and VEPCO
representatives· indicate that these transmissicn requirenents can best be
supplied by a single new 500 kv ci.rcuit ·from Mt. Storm Pc:Mer Statioo to
a propcsed substatioo near Morrisville, Virginia.

The propcsed circuit

will tie into a 500 kv circuit from the North Anna PCMer Statim to the
VEPCO Loudoun Substatioo which is in tum tied to the Alle@tleny PCMer Doubs
Subs tati oo.
The present transmission system of Allegheny PCMer and VEPCO
acrcss this area coosists of three 500 kv circui. ts:
Mt. Storm-Doubs • and.

Mt~

Storm-Doons.

Hatfield-Daubs,

Based on a single cootingency lass,

effecti-ve load transfer capability is about 2550 MW.
With conpletion of a new 560 MW generating \.Dlit at Mt. Storm
in 1973 1 VEPCO will need to transfer 1670 MW from the Mt. Storm area into
their load area.

Potomac Edison s·erves a gra-~ing eastern area load

estimated to be about 1000 MW in 1975.

Thus, the conbined nee~ of VEPCO

and Potomac Edison will exceed the 2550 MW llmi t in 1975 without a·
Mt. Storm-Morrisville 500 Kv Line in service, and each year thereafter,
the deficiency in effective capability will increase.
with the addition of the Mt. Storm-Morrisville circuit, the
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single contingency capability of the transmission path would be increased
to a range of 3500 to 3800 MW depending

a1

the distributim of load m

the transmiss-icn network.
A seccnd and equally important .need for the Mt. Storm-Morrisville
Line is the stbstantial increase in the capability of Allegheny Power and
Potomac Edison to import firm.pcuer from outside utility systems.

This

maintains reliability. of service when internal generating capacity energency
conditions occur •
.The inport capability is essentially dependent en interregicnal
power transfer capabilities.

Studies have shewn that if the new 500 kv

~rcuit

1974• it would increase such power transfer

could be

i~stalled by

c~abili ties from the mid-Atlantic area systems to the Allegpeny Paoler

System affiliated group from 1000 MW to 2500
essential since .interregional
been

~xperienoed

tran~fers

Mt~.

This increase is ccnsidered

in the order .of 1500-1800 MW have

during emergency conditions, greatly exceeding the single-

ccntingency limit of 1000 MW projected

~or

1974.

Two independent alternates to the joint Mt·. Storm-Morrisville Line
were examined by Allegheny Pcwet-Potomac Edison that would ne'et its electric
p(M6r transmission requirenents.

These alternates were: . ( l) a 75-mile

500 i(v line from a point. southwest of Cunberland, Md. •. to a proposed
substatioo generally north of Martinsburg, W.Va.
Alleflleny

Powe~Potomac

This served on.lY

Edison needs and would require advancing ccnstruction

of another 27-mi.le 500 kv line as well as other bulk. pGrer facilities prc:pcsed
for the. Potomac Edison area.
inc~~ed

forcing

Net total cost to Potomac Edison alone would be

by approximately one-half and VEPCO's needs would riot be served thus

incre~ed

expenditures on its part .to coosummate independent

(2) A 500 kv line paralleling the existing M~. Storm-Doubs Line.

pl~;

This puts

two prin¢-pal power supply lines to a major load area m a commcn rigjlt of
Wa!J greatly incre~ing possibilities of simultaneous outage j.eopardizing

,

~'1

- -

.....
. "

~;

service reliability.

This alternate in itself does not provide for adequate

addi timal pcwer transfer capabilities nor a potential pGier supply_ source
to the northern Shenandoah Valley area transmissim network without

substantial additimal 500 kv extensicns or 230 kv transmissicn facilities.
Independent planning for those requirements satisfied by the
joint l1t. Storm-Morrisville Line would have a much larger irrpact an the
enviraurent and would· be more costly and wasteful of material and land
resources.

Exh.ibit C

FACTORS INFLUENCING TIIE ROUTE OF THE
MT. STORM-MORRISVILLE 500 KV LINE
The proposed facility is 17.88 miles of 500 Kv line through portions of
Frederick and Warren Counties required to interconnect with the remaining
porticns of the

l~ne

connecting the Mt. Storm Power Staticn in West

Virginia with the proposed M·orrisville Substatioo to be constructed and owned
by Virginia Electric and PCMer Company (VEPCO Application No. 33).

The

portion of line in Wes.t Virginia north and west of the facility covered in
this Application will be constructed and CMned by Monongahela PCMer Company 1
.

.

a subsidiary of Allegheny Power.
constructed and 0>1ned by

VE~CO

The porticn south and east will be

(VEPCO Applicatioo No. 36).

The line proposed

in this Application will parallel Potomac's existing Ri vertoo-Cunberland
138 Kv Line for 1.8 miles in Warren Councy· and 9.05 miles in Frederick
County to a point approximately 2500 feet northeast of Funkhouser Knob.
From this point to the West Virginia line (7.03 miles of rif}lt of way) no
existing rights of Wf!¥ are available which could be used by this line.
An alternate route that was originally

~tudied

passed through the· George

Washington National Forest in West Virginia, crossed the dam of Warden Lake
in West Virginia and crcssed Cedar Creek in Virginia four times.

The Divisicn

of State. Planning & Community Affair.;; has tentatively identified Cedar Creek
as a "Critical Envircnmental·Area 0 " and The Commission of Outdoor Recreation
recomnended a route avoiding the Cedar Creek· area.

The Federal PCMer Comm.i:ssicn

Guidelines entitled "Electric Pcwer Transmission and the Environment" recommends
avoiding parks and recreational areas where possible.

19

The Guidelines also reconunend
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.·

paralleling existing utility rights of way where possible.

The route

presented herein has been modified to avoid the environmentally important
areas

referenc~d

concept.

above and to utilize to a maximum the utility corridor

These modifications established the point of entrance into

Frederick County from West Virginia.
The route presented has been reviewed by The Virginia Commission of Outdoor
Recreation, the Historfc Landmarks Commission, the Virginia Department of
Highways, and officials of Frederick and Warren Counties.

Recommendations

of the Commission of Outdoor Recreation have been incorporated in the
presented route.

The Historic Landmarks Commission has indicated no conflict

with historically important sites or buildings, and the Department of Highways
has

indica~ed

only one road project in the area of the line, State Secondary

Highway b28 in Frederick Coun.ty.
preclude any conflict.
adopted·where possible.

Proper tower plac.ement in this area will

Other recommendations and suggestions have been
The general route of the line has been established

insofar as practicable in accordance with

~PC

Guidelines.

The route selected minimizes impact on scenic assets of the area and minimizes
adverse environmental effects by positioning the line through forested and
agricultural areas of low population density, by avoiding mountain top crossings,
and by utilizing the utility corridor concept where possible.

Care has been

taken·to avoid dwellings and known subdivisions.
The proposed routing h.as the least adverse impact on the envirorunent, provides
a means of supporting the existing Allegheny Power transmission network,gives
Potomac a potential major source of power needed in the vicinity of Front Royal,
and will provide support for the northern end of the VEPCO transmission system
in the Shenandoah Valley at some future time.
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EXHIBIT D

----

MT. STOR.r..l-MORRISVILLE 500 KV

TRANS~1ISSION

LINE

R/W

R/W

TYPICAL TO\'/ER LOOKING TOWARD MT. STORM
MATERIAL:

.AST:H A36- GALVANIZED
A572
COLOR GRAY

FOUNDATIONS'.

CONCRETE

. AVERAGE HEIGH'!':

105 FEET-

AVERAG~

SPAN LENGTH:

CONDUCTOR-S:

WIDTH AT

CROSSAffi~:

1150 FEET
ALUHINUf·1 CABLE STEEL REINFORCED

81

84 FEET
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TRANSMISSION LINE CLEARING
Mr. STORM-MORRISVILLE 500 KV LINE
The width of right-:-of-way in Warren County (1.8 miles) and
Frederick County (9.05 miles) parallel to the Riverton-Cumberland
138 kv line will be 175 feet additional width.
right-of~way

in· I·

re<h~rick

The remainder of the

County ( 7.03 miles) Lo the West Virginia

1 ine will be .200 f ect \vide.

The right-of-\.;ay generally will be cleared

75 feet on both sides of the centerline where the. transmission line

traverses normal terrain.
width of the 200 ft.

It will be necessary to clear a 150 ft.

right~of-way

to provide adequate and safe operation

of the transmission line, except that natural growth will be maintained
for a distance of 100

ft~

screening for the line.
major highways,

u.s.

on both sides of roadways to provide a
Where natural screening does not exist at the
screening will be considered by

11 and I-81,

planting nursery plants to enhance the appearance of the transmission
facilities.

Also, ornamental trees and shrubs of the varieties

li~ted

below will be maintained on the right-of-'\vay wherever they do not
interfere with actual construction:
Blueberry
.Cedar
Deer.Tongue Grass
Dogwood
Ferns
Hazelnut
Holly
Huckleberry
Mc:tdows\vce t
Mountain Laurel

Nine Dark
Redbud
Rhododendron
Soun.;ood
Spice Bush
Steeple Bush
Sweet Fern
Hild Hydrangea
Witch Hazel
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- 2 Wherever the transmission line traverses deep ravines, it
will be possible to leave the right-of-way uncleared as the trees
will not interfere with the safe operation of the line.

Clearing Methods
The right-of-way is in a predominantly wooded area, and it
will be possible .Lo log timber and pulpwood from most of the properties
to conserve and utilize the natural resources.

The remaining debris

will be windrowed at the edge of the right-of-way or piled and compacted
at selected locations in order to leave the right-of-way in acceptable
condition and to have the.maxirnum space available for use by the
property owners.

Any disposal by burning shall conform with the rules

of the State Air Polluti'on Control Board.
The right-of-way will be preserved and restored at the completion of construction by removing and leveling all construction
ruts, seeding areas where ground cover has been destroyed, installing
water bars where required to prevent erosion, and generally leaving
the right-of-way in an acceptable condition.
en~ouraged

The land owner will be

to utilize the cleared land for agricultural

purpos~s,

as fanning, grazing or growing of ornamental shrubs or trees.

such

The

cleared area through timber lands will tend to increase the game and
wildlife habitat since game food-producing species will increase at
the edge of the_ right-of-way, and the adjacent timber will provide
she'tter.

The land owners control the public access to their lands.

ss

.r ,

- 3 The use of the right-of-way for recreational purposes will
be encouraged, and the right-of-way will be maintained consistent with
the land use

pattern~

This maintenance will consist of machine mowing,

necessary hand cutting of trees and chemical treatment.

The machine

mowing will apply in areas oriente4 to residential or recreational
purposes.

The hand cutting will be used to maintain adequate safe

clearances from invading tall-growing species on the right-of-way.
Chemical treatment. will consist of herbicides applied to tall-growing
tree species where required.

The herbicides used are those registered

with the Environmental Protection Agency and the Virginia Department
of Agriculture.

The rates that will be used are those recommended by

the 'Agricultural Extension Service of VPI and SU.

Herbicides will not

be used where the right-of-way is devoted to agricultural use.
The purpose of the right-of-way maintenance program is to
provide for a continuity of electric service and access to the rightof-way for patrol and emergency repairs.

The maintenance program will

be accomplished in an aesthetically acceptable manner.
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Exhibit F

STATE AGENCIES WHO HAY HAVE INTEREST
IN THIS APPLICATION
Department of Highways
2. Historic Landmarks Commission
3. _·Department of Conservation & Economic Development
4~
Governor's Environmental Council
s. Commission of OUtdoor Recreation
6. Division of State Planning & Community Affairs
7. Air Pollution Con,trol Board

1.

The extent to which these agencies_

h~ve

been advised and consulted

with respect to the proposed facilities is set forth in Exhibit C.
Copies of this application will be sent to each of the above.
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AT RICI-IMOND, MAY 15. 1975

FINDINGS AND FINAL·.ORDER
Oli"' THE COMIVIISSION

BY APP~ICATIONS filed \Vith ti?-is. Commission on August 24, 1972,

and No~ember 3~.. 197~ ..

Virginici Electric

and. Po~er

Company (Vepco) an~

Potomac Edison Company of Virginia (Potomac Edison), respectively, requ~sted

'the Commission to

is~u~

Certificates of Public

Convenienc~

and

Necessity authorizing the construction of certain transmission facilities and
substations., to-\vit:

Vepco application for a 115 kv transmission line
from an existing substation at Remington in Fauquier
County to a proposed !'15-34. 5 kv substation at Warret~ton in Fauquier County. :
·
Vepco application for a 500 h."V substation at Morrisville in Fauquier Cotmty and a 500 kv transmission
line from the proposed substation to a point near
Briste:rs Junction in Fauquier County where the
proposed line inter~o.Qllects \Vith an existing 500 h.-v
transmission line.
Vepco application for a 2 30 kv transmission line
from the propqsed Morrisville substation to the site·
of VcpcC?'·s existing substation near Remington .
.Vepco proposes to expand the capacity of the substation at Remington. ·
Vepc_o application for a 500 kv transmission line
!rom Vcpco's North Anna Nuclear Generating
Station in I..Jouisa County to the proposed Morrisville substation.
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Vcpco applicatio~ for a 500 kv transmission line
from proposed Vepco Morrisville substation in
Fauquier County, extending to a point in Warren
County.
Potomac Edison application for construction of a
continuation of Vepco' s 500 kv transmission line
from the· point in Warren County to the VirginiaWest Virginia boundary.
The 500 kv line· \Viii then be extended from the
Virginia-V{est Virginia houndary to Vepco's Mt.
Storm generating station in West Virginia.

The Commission has considered the foregoing applications in a conprop~sed

solidated proceeding because the

locations of all lines and sub-

stations are interdepep.dent. In accord \Vith prior public notice, a public
hearing was held on March 28 and 29, 197.3, respectively, in the Circuit
Court rooms at Warrenton and Washington, Virginia.

The hearing was con-

.

tinued ttl the Commission•s Courtroom at Richmond on April 30, 1973. At
the latter session, the Com.mission' s

Sta~f

requested, and was granted,addi-

tional time to conduct further investigations relative to certah1 of the Appli"!"
cants 1 proposals, namely, to investigate the feasibility of using existing
tr~smission corrid~rs

less

adv~rse

and/ or to determine if alternate locations might have
-

.

impact upon the environment than the locations proposed by

Vepco and Potomac Edison.

.

To permit these investigations# the hearing \Vas

continued to October 4, 1973.
Fol~owing

attendant

additional public notice of the Staff's investigation and the·

continuance~

the hearing was resumed on October 4., 1973, and

continued thereafter on the 5th., lOth, 11th, 12th., 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th·
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of that month, on November 5 and 6, December 18, 19, 20, and 21, 1973,
and into 1974, on January 23 and 25, and on February 20. The follo\ving appeara:nces were entered by counsel for the parties indicated: Evans B.
Brasfield, Joseph M. Spivey, III, and Randolph W. Church~ Jr., for the
Applicants; John F. Kay, Jr., and
.

~gus

II. Macaulay for the Rappahannock

.

Le.ague of Environmental Protection, the Frederick County League for En-.
vironmental Protection, the Warren League for Environmental Protection,
and

severa~ individ~als;

Henry M. Massie, Jr., Assistant Attorney General

for the Commonwealth of Virginia; L. Lee Bean for the Fauquier Cotmty Board
of Supervisors;

Cl~rence

T. Kipps, prose, and the

Culpepe~

League for En-

vironmental Protection; and Richard D~ Rogers, Jr., f.or the Commission's
Staff.

By leave granted, briefs were filed on or around May 1, 1974, by the

Applicants, the Rappaha:cmock League for Environmental Protec:tion, et al. ,
.

---

'

the Fauquier County Board of Supervisors, the Culpeper League for
menta~
I~

~nviron-

Protection, and Carroll J. Savage, an intervener.
appearing to the Commission:

That, pursuant to Title 56, Chapter 10. 1, Code of Virgi·nia, as amended
("Utility Facilities Act"), the Commission must determine if the facilities
propo.sed for construction by v·epco and Potomac Edison are required to serve
public convenience and necessity;
That, pursuant to Section 56-46.

1~

Code of Virginia. the Conunission

must determine that the corFidor or route to be followed by the proposed
transmission lines ".

will reasonably minimize adverse impact on the
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scenic and environmental assets of the area concerned •• . • • " and
existing rights-of-way cannot adequately serve the needs •••

11

u.

. . that

of Vepco and

Potomac Edison.

No\v. TI-IEREFORE, upon consideration of the evidence of record, and
preliminary to a detailed opinion, the Commission finds:
( 1) That construction of the proposed facilities by Vepco and Poto~ac
Edison, hereinabove identified, is necessary to se~ve public convenience and
necessity; _
(2) That the corridors or routes to be followed by the required
lines, as proposed ·by Applicants, will reasonably minimize adverse ·
impact on the scenic and environ:r:nental assets of the area concerned;
(3) That existing rights-of-way cannot adequately serve the needs.
herein-est~blished,

of Vepco and Potomac Edison.

In accordance with the foregoing findings IT IS ORDERED:
(1) That_Vepco and Potomac Edison be, and each hereby is,.
authorized to construct the facilities herein identified on the locations
proposed by said Applicants;
(2.) That Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity evidencing
..

the authority hereby granted be issued to V epco and Potomac Edison.
Commissioner. Bradshaw, dissenting, in part:· I agree with the
majority's finding that construction of the proposed facilities is necessary
to serve the public convenience and necessity. However, I do not agree
with the f:i11ding that the corridors or routes proposed by the Applicants

•

.;

should be approved in total. In my opinion the investigation by the Commission's Staff using the "computer method" and alternatives suggested by
the parties interested in the Community of "Sumerduck 11 provided departures
which are less costly and have less environmental impact.
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30·61-IOM-(Thick)

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
STATE

CORPORATION

COMMISSION

RICHMOND

SEPTEMBER 12., 1975
APPLICATION

OF

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. 11655

and
APPLICATION OF
POTOMAC EDiSON COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

CASE NO. 10758

For approval of Electrical Facilities Under
§56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia and for
Certification of such Facilities Under the
Utility Facilities Act

Opinion of the Commission; Commissioner Bradshaw., dissenting., in part:
By applications filed with this Commission on August 24 and
29., 1972., Virginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco. or. collectively, with the Potomac Edison Company of Virginia., also referred
to as Companies or Applicants) requested the Commission to issue
Certificates of Publi.c Convenience and Necessity authorizing the new
con~truction

of the following electric facilities:

1. A 115 kv transmission line· from an existing substation
at Remington in Fauquier County to a proposed 115-34.5 kv
·substation at Warrenton in Fauquier County. (Remington Warrenton)
2. A 500 kv substation at Morrisville in Fauquier County
and a 500 kv transmission line from the proposed substation
to a point. near Bristers Junction in Fauquier County where
the proposed line interconnects with an existing 500 kv transmission line. (Morrisville - Bristers)
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3. A .2 30 kv transmission line from the proposed Morrisville
Substation to the site of Vepco' s existing substation near
Remington. Vepco proposes to expand the capacity of the
substation at Remington. (Morrisville - Remington)
4. A 500 kv transmission line from Vepco's North Anna
Nuclear Generating Station in Louisa County to the proposed
Morrisville Substation. (North Anna - Morrisville)
5. A 500 kv transmission line from the proposed Vepco
Morrisville Substation i:ri Fauquier County, extending to
a point iii Warren County.
By application filed November 30, 1972, The Potomac Edison
Company of Virginia 1 (Potomac Edison, or, collectively, with Vepco,
also referred to as Companies or Applicants) also requested this Commission to issue a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity authorizing the new ·construct~on of a continuation of Vepco's proposed 500 kv
transmission line (No. 5, above) from the proposed point in Warren
County to the Virginia-West Virginia boundary. 2
The five Vepco applications were all assigned Case No. 11655 and
Potomac Edison's application was assigned Case No. 10758, but all
.1 Since the institution of this proceeding, The Potomac Edison
Col.Ilpany of Virginia was merged into The Potomac Edison Company,
which surviving electric utility is now providing electric service in the
area formerly served by The Potomac Edison Company of Virginia.
20utside Stat·e Corporation Commission jurisdiction is the proposed
extension of this line from the State boundary to Vepco's Mt. Storm generating plant located in W~st Virginia.
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applications were considered in a consolidated proceeding because the
location arid operation of all the proposed

f~cilities

are interdependent.

3

Following public notice, hearings were held away from Richmond
on March 28 and 29, 1973, respectively, in the Circuit Courtroom at
. Warrenton and Washington, Virginia, in an effort to give greater oppor- ·
tunity to interested members of the public to offer comments on the proposed Unes.

Th~

hearing was continued in the Commission's Courtroom

at Richmond on April 30, 1973.
was granted a

r~quest

At this session, the Commission's staff

for additional time to conduct further investigations

into the feasibility of using existing transmission corridors and also to
determine if alternate transmission corridors might have less adverse
impact on the ·environment than those proposed by Vepco and Potomac·
Edison.

To accommodate these investigations, the hearing was continued

to October 4, 1973, and ·public notice was so given.
Following its resumption on October 4, 1973, the hearing continued
on the 5th, 1Oth, 11th, 12th, 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th of that month, on

3 To orient the reader, attached hereto is a diagram, from which
the reader can generally understand the relative lengths of the transmission lines subject of these applications and the portions of the states
affected.
·
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November 5 and 6, December 18, 19, 20, and 21, 1973, and into 1974,
on January 23 and 25, and February 20th.

The following appearances

were entered by counsel for. the parties indicated: Evans B. Brasfield,
Joseph M. Spivey, III, and Randolph W. Church, Jr., for Applicants;
John F. Kay, Jr., and Angus H. MacCaulay for the Rappahannock League
for Environmental Protection, the Warren League for Environmental Protection, the Frederick County League for Environmental Protection, and
several individuals; Henry M. Massie, Jr., Assistant Attorney General
for the Commonwealth of

.Virgi~ia;

L. Lee Bean for the Fauquier County

Board of Supervisors; Clarence T. Kipps, pro se, and the Culpeper League
for Environmental Protection; and, Richard D. Rogers, Jr., for the
Commission's Staff.

By leave granted, briefs were filed on or around

May 1, 1974, by Applicants, the Rappahannock League for Environmental
Protection, et al., the Fauquier County Board of Supervisors, the Culpeper League for. Environmental Protection, and Carroll J. Savage, an
intervener.
By order entered herein on May 15, 1975, the Commission made
the following findings:
(1) That construction of th.e proposed facilities by Vepco
and Potomac Edison . . . is necessary to serve public
convenience and necessity;
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(2) That the corridors or routes to be followed by the
required lines. as proposed by Applicants. will reasonably
minimize adv~rse impact on the scenic and environmental
assets of the area concerned;
(3) That existing rights-of-way cannot adequately serve the
needs. herein established. of Vepco and Potomac Edison.

The aforesaid order of May 15, 1975, then directed the appropriate
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity be issued to Vepco and
Potomac Edison and authorized them to begin construction.

The order

contemplated the issuance of an opinion at a late·r date.

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION
Virgini~

Code Section 56-265. 2, et seq., requires prior Com-

mission approval for the construction of electric facilities except for
"ordinary extensions" Ot:" "improveme:qts in the usual course of business."
Code §56. 46. 1 requir_es like approval of the location of ". • . electrical
transmission line [s) of two hundred kilovolts or more • . • , " together
with a determination ". . • that the corridor or route the line is to follow
will-reasonably minimize adverse impact on the scenic and environmental
assets of the area concerned. "
Applicants propose ·to construct five distinct. transmission lines
and associated facilities along five different routes.

The 230 kv Morris-

ville - Remington line, approximately 4. 9 miles long. would follow the
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same route as the Mt. Storm- Morrisville 500 kv line, except for a
distance of 0. 7 mile.

That portion of the common route would occupy a

235 feet wide right-of-way, while the 0. 7 mile for the 230 kv line would

occupy a separate rj.ght-of-way having a width of 120 feet.

The Remingtoh-

Warrenton route carries a 115. kv transmission line, which need not be
approved under pertinent Code provisions, but the route was considered
in the Commission's overall investigation because of its relationship to
the other facilities under investigation. No objection was made to consideration of the Remington- Warrenton route. and evidence was offered
regarding its impact on the environment which was evaluated by the Commission in making its decision in this proceeding.
The testimony received at the hearings in Warrenton and Washington,
Virginia, was primarily from persons owning property in the vicinity of
the proposed lines and from persons concerned with protecting the beauty
and historic features of the counties to be traversed.

Many citizens were

understandably concerned that the proposed towers and lines would cause
damage to scenic beauty and diminishment in land values, along with other
objections.

It is the testimony of these witnesses which makes the Com-

mission acutely aware of the grave responsibility conferred on it by §56-46.1
of the Code.

It serves also to highlight and emphasize the clash in values
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so much a part of today' s society.

On the one hand we seek growth in

industry. business. and home conveniences requiring greater consumption
of energy. particularily eleGtric energy.

On the other hand. society today

attributes great value to our natural environment and historic features.
While society tries to balance the two values. it seems unavoidable that
the former continually encroaches upon the latter.

In reaching its present

decision. the Commission fully recognizes the importance society places
on the preservation of the environment. but it must likewise recognize the
importance of electric

en~rgy t~

our way of life with its attendant demands

for new generating stations. transmission lines, and associated facilities.
Vepco witness, C., M. Stallings, outlines the following purposes to
be served by the transmission facilities proposed for approval in this
proceeding:
(1) reinforcement of the distribution system serving Fauquier
County through a centrally located transmission substation,
(2) reinforcement for an overloaded transmission line serving
loads in the ·counties of Fauquier. Culpeper. Greene. Madison,
Rappahannock, Spotsylva·nia, Orange and Louisa, (3) additional
transmission capacity between. a nuclear generating station in
Louisa County and the growing demand in northern Virginia and
the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan area, and (4) additional
transmission capacity between generating plants in the West
Virginia and Pennsylvani~ coal fields and growing demand in
northern Virginia and the w:ashington, D.C. Metropolitan area.
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From the evidence it is obvious that the transmission facilities
are not intended to serve identifiable load centers, i.e., particular
towns, cities, or counties, with the exception of the 115 kv RemingtonWarrenton transmis·sion line which is intended to serve the growing
electric load in the area of Warrenton.
resent

Otherwise, the facilities rep-

a major upgrading in the Companies' ability to transmit large

amounts of power from major generating stations to points where it can
be fed

into distribution systems serving vast portions of northern and

central Virginia.

Company witnesses contend that the facilities are

needed to reinforce the present system for improved reliability and to
provide the capability of importing power into fast growing load centers
from Vepco's Mt. Storm Generating Station and from other generating
stations situated in the coal fields of West Virginia and Pennsylvania.
Vepco also asserts that it needs the capability to transmit power to
northern Virginia from its four scheduled generating nuclear units of
the North Anna Power Station,· situated in Louisa County, which power
will also reinforce the supply in the· counties in and around Charlottesville,
Virginia.

Potomac Edison, which proposes to build a portion of the

Mt. Storm- Morrisville 500 kv transmission line, declares that this
line is necessary to feed the growing load upon its lower voltage lines.
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In preparing this opinion, we

hav~

chosen to give particular

emphasis to the method of route selection chosen by the Companies
and to the nature of the investigation of the Commission's Staff which
sought to determine ·the reasonableness of the Companies' proposed
routes.

Less attention is devoted to the actual features of each route

approved and to alternate routes which were rejected. It is the completeness of the investigations by Applicants and Staff which provided
the Commission with sufficient evidence to determine whether the transmission line routes

propose~

by Applicants would reasonably minimize

adverse enviro:nmental impact, whether alternate routes should be
approved, or whether additional routes should be investigated.
Donald N. Rice, C4ief Electrical_Engineer, for Vepco, outlined
the scope of the Companies' investigation in locating transmission facilities.

He testified that the routes were selected by using coast and geo-

logical survey maps,· aerial photographs, and by actual field studies.
Further, the routes were selected to conform to the Federal Power
Commission Guidelines entitled "Electric Power Transmission and
the Environment." The latter prescribes line route selection, construction, and maintenance procedures intended to minimize adverse
impact on the environme~t and on people.
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Mr. Rice gave a full explanatibn of the steps which were then
taken to explore the reasonableness of the routes initially selected by
Vepco' s personnel.

These routes were explored with federal agencies .

and with state agencies such as the Commission of Outdoor Recreation
and the Division of State Planning and Community Affairs.

The routes

were also presented at the local level at public hearings and to local
officials such as the Planning Commission of Fauquier County.

Mr. Rice

portrayed the alternate routes which were considered and the reason for
rejection.

He further explained why certain existing rights-of-way were

not to be used in constructing the subject facilities.
Bruce Howlett, Inc., a firm of environmental planning consultants,
was employed by Companies to review the environmental impact of the
proposed routes.

The scope of the review was explained by Bruce

Howlett, President of the firm.

In his

presentation~

he made extensive

·use of large and small maps, with a series of overlays, to show the
scope of their review and to illustrate the bases of their conclusion that
the proposed facilities, if properly constructed and maintained, were
located so as to minimize adverse impact on the environmental assets
of this State.
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Within the confines of this opinion, we cannot hope to set forth
the scope and detail of the Howlett study.
will be attempted.

Only a limited description

A study area was selected consisting of 2 7 counties

in Virginia, 4 in West Virginia and 2 in Maryland.

The features and

characteristics of this study are·a were then accumulated.

In an exhibit,

Mr. Howlett lists more than 40 federal, state, regional (state), and
local (.state) ·agencies and government representatives contacted by
his firm to obtain information for the study.

In a bibliography intro-

duced as an exhibit, Mr. Howlett lists well over 100 sources of information utilized in compiling an inventory of zoning laws, proposed land
use plans, soil surveys, forest areas, water "locations, scenic assets,
historic places, parks., national forests, and other features within the
study area.

The data collected was assigned to one of five classes,

namely, existing land use, proposed land use, proposed critical environmental areas, physiographic regions, and scenic contrast.

This

data was placed on giant maps of the region, and on a number of overlays, to permit Companies to exhibit to the Commission the environ~ental

assets of the region studied and to show various combinations

·of the data.

These maps, and others, were of great help to the Com-

mission because ·they showed existing rights-of-way and substations,
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the relationship of proposed facilities to existing facilities, and the
locations of both existing and proposed facilities relative to the environmental assets of the study region.
mission with a perspective

o! the

evaluate the individual lines.

The maps further provided the Com..:
entire region within which it could

Mr. Howlett concluded that the lines had

been properly located within the study region.
Mr. Howlett's study of each of the five proposed line locations
was conducted in more detail than had been the regional study.

To study

the environmental impact along each line, his· firn1 studied a 5 mile wide
corridor extending approximately 2 1/2 miles to each side of the proposed
route.

Again, by a combination of maps with overlays, the Commission

was shown the location of each proposed line in relation to the environmental features and character of the land within each 5 mile wide corridor.
Aerial photography- supplied considerable detail for the preparation of
these maps.

The corridor maps showed residential, commercial, in-

dustrial, and recreational land use, in addition to estate and farm centers,
·historic sites, parks and recreational facilities, radio and TV towers,
and land areas devoted to orchards, forestry, and agriculture.
posed land use was shown.

Pro-

Local plans for land use were shown when
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available.

Highways~

river

crossings~

flood

plains~

the shape and

character ·of the land surface {slope, mountains, etc.), major land forms
{mountains, plains, etc.), along with other relevant information, were·
also depicted by the maps.
The overall study undertaken by Vepco and presented to the Com...L
mission permitted a full review of the locations proposed by the Companies .
.Commission staff

members~

with the aid of outside consultants,

also undertook a comprehensive and complete investigation of the need for
the subject facilities and of the reasonableness of the routes proposed.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and Technical Associates,
Inc., a private consulting firm, entered into contracts with the Commission
to develop a c·omputer-based program to provide a means of investigating
alternative routes for high voltage transmission facilities.

In addition,

Technical A.ssociates~ Inc. was requested to investigate the need for the
additional facilities; however, at this point we shall focus primarily on
the methodology employed by the staff and their consultants to investigate
and evaluate feasible transmif?si.on line routes.
The Staff's computer analysis was explained by Dr. Robert Giles
of VPI&SU and by Dr. Michael J. !leo and Kenneth C. Strobl of Technical
Associates, Inc.

Their computer program was offered to measure trade-offs
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between transmission line costs and environmental impact.
of a route ·which absolutely minimizes environmental

impact~

Selection
without

consideration of the cost of constructing the line, may be entirely too
costly and result in rate increases to customers which would be unacceptable.

On the other hand, construction of a line which absolutely

minimizes cost will., in all
which

~re

unacceptable.

probability~

.

have environmental consequences

Staff's program was offered to determine en-

vironmentally acceptable transmission line routes while recognizing
construction costs as a constraint.
The Staff first identified the study area in which transmission
line facilities could be located and still satisfy. the power supply requirements.

All beginning and ending points for the lines were accepted for

the purposes of the Staff study - such as the North A.nna Generating
Station., the Mt. Storm Generating Station., and the proposed location
of the planned substation.

This study area., comprising nearly one-third

of the Commonwealth., was divided into 25 acre grids., or cells.
broad areas of information
catal~gued.,

r~la~ed

to the study area were then

Two

collected~

and identified for each .cell.

Environmental information was gathered and catalogued under the
direction of Dr. Giles., who assigned it to each cell on the basis of location.
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The information gathered included locations of registered historic sites,
transmitter zones, airports, scenic easements. national parks, public
parks and recreational areas, public game lands and national areas.
national forests, submerged marshes, national resource areas, private
recreational areas, possible erosion areas, recreational trails, recommended historic sites, proposed scenic easements, proposed recreational
areas, potential historic sites, proposed public parks, proposed natural
areas, ·proposed recreational areas, beaches, boat landings, swamps
and wooded n1arshes, orchards, residential areas, urban areas, etc.
All of this environmental data was assigned to one of six groups of
"constraints." The six groups of constraints were assigned an order
of environmental importance.

The first order. constraints were deemed

to be the most important under the priority system adopted to protect
against the encroachment of transmission lines; second order constraints
were of lesser importance, and so on, with the sixth order constraints
being the least important on the priority scale.
Cost data was obtained under the direction of Dr. Ileo.

Average

costs of constructing and maintaining transmission lines, with adjustm.ents for different types of towers; were determined from data provided
by Companies and then assigned to each 25 acre cell as determined by
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the terrain of each cell.

Real estate records were used in determining

property acquisition costs for each cell.

Construction costs, based

on a thirty-year life, were added to annual maintenance costs, property taxes, income taxes, and interest and equity costs, to determine
the annual cost to

~ ompanies

of constructing and maintaining a trans-

mission corridor in each 25 acre cell.

The sum of the costs in each cell

was used to estimate the probable costs electric customers would have
to bear should the transmission line traverse that cell.

To express the

cost estimates -in terms of current dollars, the annual costs were discounted to determine the total present value of the cost of constructing
and maintaining transmission lines in each 25 ·acre cell.
With the cost a..pd environmental data assigned to each cell, the
Staff's computer program was then used to seek those transmission
corridors which minimized costs, and avoided, to the extent possible,
in the order of priority determined by the six constraints, those cells
containing environmental factors.

The Staff's data and computer pro-

gram were used for four broad-purposes: (a) to determine a corridor
having the least adverse environmental impact, while recognizing cost
restraints, (b) to analyze the routes proposed by Companies, both
as to costs and as to environmental impact.
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(c) to analyze the costs

and environmental impact of routes proposed by other parties. and
(d) to enable Dr. Giles to offer expert opinion as to the relative effect
on the environment of the various proposed corridors.
Rappahannock League for Environmental Protection, Inc ••
Warren League for Environmental Protection. et al •• (RLEP) opposed
construction of" the Mt. Storm - Morrisville line.

RLEP contended

that the transmission of power could be accomplished by constructing
a 500 kv transmission line parallel to an existing transmission line
running from Mt. Storm to Doubs to Loudoun (See Attachment).
In response to the above. Applicants contend that placing this
second 500 kv transmission line on the Mt. Storm - Doubs - Loudoun
corridor would unreasonably jeopardize reliability of electric service
by concentrating critical transmission capacity within a single rightof-way. It is further argued that constructing the new transmission
line adjacent to the existing Mt. Storm - Daubs - Loudoun line would
expose both lines to

simultane<?u~

outage from a single cause, and

that the failure of both lines would cause power loss of tremendous
proportions, which should be avoided at all costs. Applicants also
respond that parallel construction would breach the planning-purposes
criteria of the Regional Reliability Councils which was adopted to avoid
mass power oufages.
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RLEP. argues in its brief that Companies fail to show that
reliability of electric service would be unreasonably jeopardized
by constructing the new 500 kv line parallel to the existing

line~

and thus fail to carry the burden imposed by Code §56-46.1 to
''. • • provide adequate evidence that existing rights-of -way cannot
adequately serve the needs of said company. " RLEP argues that
parallel construction would result in less damage to the environment and in less qost to Applicants.

RLEP says that Companies

fail to show that the proposed Mt. Storm- Morrisville corridor
reasonably minimizes adverse impact on the scenic and environmental assets of the affected areas.
Culpeper League for Environmental Protection and Clarence T.
Kipps, Jr. (Culpeper)~ argue on brief that the Commission should
deny all of Vepco' s

applications~

and in particular its application to

construct a 500 kv transmission line along the North Anna - Morrisville corridor. In support ther.eof, it is claimed that Vepco has failed
to prove that '' ••• substantial use of.existing rights-of-way woUld not
adequately serve ·its needs." Culpeper maintains that, in the alternative,
Vepco could construct the aforesaid 500 kv line along a route that
II

. . • commences at the North Anna Plant, follows Vepco's proposed
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route • • . about 12 miles to a point near Robertson Run in Spotsylvania
County, thence easterly substantially along existing telephone rights-ofway for about 11 miles to Vepco's existing Ladysmith- Bristers 500
kv line, thence on and adjacent to these existing rights-of-way for
about 21 miles to Bristers •• ·• . " Culpeper maintained that its proposed North Anna - Robertson Run - Bristers route would not jeopardize reliability of service, would make use of existing rights-of-way
as prescribed by Code §56-46.1, and would minimize environmental
impact.
Fauquier County Board of Supervisors (Fauquier) objected to the
proposed location of the' substation at Morrisville.
tion will serve as a center point for

C~mpanies'

This proposed loca-

proposed Mt. Storm -

Morrisville 500 kv line, North Anna - Morrisville 500 kv line, Morrisville - Bristers 500 kv line, and Morrisville - Remington 2 30 kv line.
Fauquier contends that use of existing rights-of-way would eliminate
the -need for the Morrisville sUbstation.

Fauquier, like Culpeper, takes

the position that a 500 kv line could be constructed along the North Anna Robertson Run - Bristers route, thereby making use of an existing
corridor, rather than constructing along the proposed North AnnaMorrisville corridor. Oh brief, Fauquier contends that a single substation
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could then be constructed at

Bristers~

and a transmission line con-

structed from Bristers to Remington along an existing right-of-way;
the Remington Substation could then be enlarged to permit additional
capacity to the Warrenton area
mission

line~

o~

Fauquier County through a new trans-

and to permit reinforcement of the existing Possum Point-

Remington - Charlottesville line.

Fauquier expresses the opinion that

the proposed
Morrisville
Substation is not needed as a termination point
.
.
on the proposed North Anna - Morrisville corridor because the line could
be constructed. on the Mt. Storm - Doubs - Loudoun existing
as advocated by

RLEP~

right-of-way~

or it could be constructed on a more direct route

between Mt. Storm and Loudoun.
Objection was offered to the proposed corridors by others who
appeared as interveners at the local hearings and at the hearing in
Richmond.

A lter~ative solutions were proposed by these parties and

considered by the

Commission~

although not specifically identified in

this opinion.
Three basic issues must be resolved by the Commission in
considering Companies' proposed facilities and the location thereof:
(a) Is construction of the proposed facilities necessary for
service to the public?
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(b) If construction of the proposed facilities is found
necessary~

will existing rights- of-way adequately

serve the needs of Applicants?
(c) As mandated in Code §56-46.

1~

the Commis-

sion ". . , shall give consideration to the effect of
[the proposed faciliti.es] on the environment and
establish such

~onditions

as may be desirable or

necessary to minimize adverse environmental impact . ~ . " and ". . . determine that the corridor
or route the line is to follow will reasonably minimize adverse impact on the scenic and environmental assets of the area concerned."

NEED FOR THE PROPOSED FACILITIES
While there was no stipulation by the parties that the subject
facilities are

needed~

the preponderance of the evidence supports our

conclusion that growth in electric loads on Vepco and Potomac Edison
systems requires
construction of the
facilities.
.
.

Additional generating

capacity is being made available at Vepco 1 s new generating station on
the North Anna R.iver.

Similar capacity is to be "transported from

Vepco 1 s Mt. Storm Station and other generating stations to the west
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of the Vepco systen1.

()bviously, generating capacity cannot be utilized

unless facilities arc available to transmit the available power to the areas
where needed.

He liable electric sc rvi cP requires strong interconnection

of n1ajor generating facilities.

No electric utility operates as an inde-

pendent entity, but coordinates its power supply and transmission with
neighboring electric utilities.

Hegional planning and cooperation of the

several electric utilities has become the foundation of service for the
individual utilities.

Providing dependable service not only requires adequate

interconnections of generation stations with load demand within an electric
utility system, but it is equally dependent upon strong interconnections
among the several systems of a region.

Evidence was offered by both

Vepco and Potomac Edison, and by the Commission's Staff, to show
that reinforcement of Applicants' transmission system is needed to
n1ake available new generating capacity, and to upgrade reliability of
service in large areas of northern Virginia.
C. IVI. Stallings, Executive Manager of Power Supply and Production
Operation for Vepco, testified that the historic growth in demand in the
area of Warrenton, Virginia, and in the Counties of Culpeper, Greene,
Madison, Rappahannock., Spotsylvania., Orange and Louisa has been at
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a rate of approximately 10o/o, compounded annually, and a high growth rate
is expected to continue.

The power supply to these counties is delivered

by the existing Possum Point - Remington- Charlottesville 115 kv line via
the distribution systems of Vepco and Potomac Edison.

Mr. Stallings states

that construction of the 230 kv line from the proposed Morrisville Substation
to Remmgton, with the

a~dition

of a 230-115 kv transformer at the present

Remington Substation, is needed to reinforce the 115 kv line and to provide
for transmission of additional power to the Warrenton area via the proposed
Remington- Warrenton 115 kv line.

According to this witness, Com-

panies have already had critical load problems on the existing 115 kv line
which Vepco proposes to reinforce.
Mr. Stallings describes load growth in Vepco's northern Virginia
area.

The area is described roughly as consisting of the Cities of Alexandria

and Falls Church, and the Counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Prince William,
Loudoun, and Fauquier.
in

t~is

Exhibits were offered showing that electric load

area has grown at an annual rate of over 15% for the past 20 years.

The 1970 peak load was shown to be 1, 250 megawatts., with the load projected to reach about 2, 500 megawatts by 1975, and 4., 500 megawatts by
1980.

Objections were raised to the rate of growth used by Companies;
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however, no one disputed that the demand for electric power will continue
to grow at a substantial rate.
L. H. Weeks, Executive Director of Planning Service for Alleghany
Power Service.,

test~fied

that Potomac Edison has been experiencing

load growth in its service area. in northwest Virginia of approximately
1 Oo/o., compounded ·annually.
Lionel 0. Barthold., President of Power Technologies, Inc • .,
testified for Applicants that construction of the facilities is required
to improve the ability to exchange electric power with neighboring systems
under both normal and emergency conditions.
of the 500 kv lines is

req~ired

He maintains that construction

to provide an adequate and reliable supply

of power to the northern Virginia area.

In regard to the proposed 230 kv

transmission line along the Morrisville - Remington corridor and the 115 kv
line from Remington to Warrenton., he expresses the opinion that their
construction is critical. He states that:
·

Warrenton presently has .service from two 34. 5 kv lines.
~ecause of the length involved., two such lines are not
adequate to maintain reasonable standards of service in
the Warrenton area. This load is now about 15., 000 kw
at peak periods. V~PCO has extended the adequacy of
these lines by installing voltage regulators in·them. In
one of the lines, regulators have been installed at two
points and one is up to its current carrying limit. At
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this point, even with regulators there is no way of
maintaining satisfactory service to Warrenton during
even minor emergencies or maintenance periods.
Dr. Michael J. Ileo, President of Technical Associates, Inc.,
testified for the Commission's Staff that he concurred with Companies'
concluoi~n

that the new facilities are needed to supply growing electrical

demands in the northern Virginia area.

Dr. !leo, at one point in his

testimony," commented on his study of the northern Virginia load growth
as follows:
Demand in all parts of VEPCO's service area appears to
be growing at a considerable pace as indicated in Exhibit
MJI-2. Between 1968 and 1972, megawatt hours sold rose
by 42. 3 percent. Demand l.n VEPCO' s Northern Division,
which includes the Northern Virginia area, grew by 51.2
percent which is considerably more than total system
growth. On a yearly basis, megawatt hours sold in the
Northern District increased at an average rate of 11 percent.
This is substantially higher than the average yearly rate of
growth for VEPCO's total system o"r any of the remaining
Divisions. Based on this data, it is reasonable to conclude
that demand growth in Northern Virginia is the primary reason
for the widening divergence between internal capacity and
load requirements.
Dr. Ileo testified that load demand could be expected to continue to
grow at a high rate in the northern Virginia area.
Ernest M. Jordan, Director of the Commission's Division of
Public Utilities testified that, not only were the subject facilities needed,
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but further expressed the opinion that the facilities should be constructed
as soon as· practicable because time was an important factor.
Witnesses for RLEP and Fauquier agreed that additional electric
facilities were needed.

Fred Chambers, principal Engineer for Boray

Engineers, Inc. , a witness for RLEP, concluded that there is a need for
all the facilities Companies propose to construct.

Fauquier stated in

its brief that it participated in this case ". . . not to question the ultimate need but to question the proposed locations of the electric facilities."
The evidence in this proceeding is clear and convincing that
facilities of the type proposed by Applicants are needed.

ARE EXISTING RIGHTS-OF-WAY ADEQUATE

Applicants oppose the use of existing rights-of-way, or such rightsof-way, widened, to accommodate additional lines.

Four general reasons

may be stated for this opposition, namely: (1) that concentration of two or
more principal lines on a single right-of-way would jeopardize reliability
of service, {2) that the location .of certain lines on existing rights-of-way
w_<:>uld not permit adequate service of growing loads and would probably
require new lines to

ser~e

such loads, {3) that, in some instances, placing

new lines parallel to existing lines would be more detrimental to the
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environment than the use of new corridors, and (4) the use of existing
corridors is prohibitive because of the additional cost.
The issue of reliability was one of Companies' primary arguments against the Protestants request that the Mt. Storm - Morrisville
route be denied and that the 500 kv transmission line be placed parallel
to an existing 500 kv line on the Mt. Storm - Doubs - Loudoun corridor.
Companies contend that the parallel placement of this second 500 kv line
would subject both lines to simultaneous outage from a single cause,
which could result in power failure, not only in the Vepco and Potomac
Edison systems, but into neighboring systems as well.
It is obvious from the testimony that the probability of an accident
to transmission lines., such as an airplane crash., a wind storm of unusual
force., an earthquake, etc., cannot be expressed with mathematical precision.

Expert witnesses appear to be in general agreement that there is

no certain definition of reliability., nor any agreed formula as to its measure,
and that it is a matter for subjective judgment.

A.ny conclusion of the Com-

mission to accept the possibility of a silnultaneous outage., although its
probability is not susceptible to measurement, will depend in part upon
the consequence of such an outage.

Typical of the comments offered by

witnesses opposing paralleling are those of Applicants 1 witness Barthold:
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If the Mt. Storm- Loudoun transmission line were to be
paralleled by another 500 kv line on adjacent and contiguous
rights-of-way, Vepco would have to design and build the
remainder of its transmission system to withstand the
simultaneous loss of both of these lines. It is for this
reason I have stated that the entire 500 kv loop would
need to be paralleled with a 500 kv line. If a transmission
line parallel to the existing Mt. Storm - Loudoun line is
to be considered as an alternative, doubling up the whole
loop woul~ enable the Company to withstand the loss of
both circuits at any particular location.
Mr. Barthold's conclusion is that paralleling the existing 500 kv
Mt. Storm - Daubs - Loudoun line would seriously impair system reliability unless rectified by completion of an entire parallel loop via
Elmont - to Dooms - to Mt. Storm (See Attachment).
Mr. Jordan, testifying for the Commission's Staff,said that he was
in favor of the use of rights-of-way for multiple circuits whenever it was

possible to do so without jeopardizing power supply reliability.

However,

with regard to paralleling the existing Mt. Storm - Doubs - Loudoun
500 kv line, he stated that:
I cannot agree with RLEP' s ·suggestion that additional
500 kv lines be put on the same right-of-way with exist- .
ing 500 kv lines. This would niake a great deal of Vepco' s
capacity vulnerable to a disaster such as a tornado, airplane
crash or sabotage. Such a disaster could not only knock
out electric ppwer to Virginia, but to neighboring states
as well.
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He further testified that:
. ·. . if the loss of both lines would result in a cascading
outage under any anticipated operating conditions. This
is a risk that I don't believe any prudent engineer would
take, no matter what the odds.
While the probability of a simultaneous outage, and the consequences
of such an

outage~

was debated, there was little, if any,, evidence that

would cause the Commission to decide that paralleling is an acceptable
alternative.

Mr. Barthold presented the most definitive evidence of

the consequences of a double outage by means of a study of a network
model of the transmission system utilizing parallel 500 kv lines.

He

subjected the model to a double outage, and after reviewing the results,
concluded

t~at,

under electric load conditions anticipated for 1980,

such an outage would lead to cascading failure in the transmission
network.
The Commission finds that the public need for reliable electric
service would not be served by construcing the second 500 kv transmission line parallel to others.
wa~

While the need for reliable service

the primary reason for not approving parallel construction, we

did consider other consequences of such construction.

Testimony was

offered regarding the e-nvironmental impact of the parallel construction
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of a 500 kv line as compared to the construction of such a line along a
new corridor.

The evidence failed to show any environmental advantage

to be gained by parallel construction.
Potomac Edison testified that construction of the North AnnaMorrisville line would permit it to furnish electric power to its northern
Virginia customers.

Marc A. Jansen. Director of System Facilities

Planning for the Alleghany Power Service Corporation. testified for
Potomac Edison that construction of this line would provide:
.•• the means for continuing to serve Potomac Edison's
Northern Virginia customers with adequate power and
reliability by tapping the line in the Northe.rn Shenandoah
Valley ar~a where such reinforcement is requested.
·Moving a transmission line location away from the electric load it
is to serve. in an effort to maximize

us~

of existing rights-of-way,, can

cause undesirable effects to the environment and accompanying higher
costs.

Blind determination to use existing rights-of-way ultimately can

mean that additional, and longer. lines must be constructed to serve
custon1:ers far removed from generating sources.
After considering the evidence on reliability of service. environmental impact. the public's need for power. and estimates of construction
cost, we are satisfied that the public interest would not be served by
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requiring that the 500 kv transmission line from Mt. Storm be constructed
parallel to the existing line along the Mt. Storm - Doubs - Loudoun
corridor.
Protestants also request that the Commission deny Vepco's application to construct a 500 kv transmission line from the new North .Anna
Generating Station along the proposed North Anna - Morrisville corridor
and to require it to use the existing Elmont - Ladysmith - Bristers corridor.
A transmission li.ne is already planned to extend from North Anna Generating
Station

~astward

at Ladysmith.

to a point of intersection with the Elmont- Bristers line

To satisfy reliability and safety factors, a second corridor

should leave North Anna and remain separate for a reasonable distance.
The evidence of record does not proscribe, for either environmental or
reliability reasons, the 500 kv transmission line proceeding from North
Anna on a northerly route, for a reasonable distance, then following an
easterly course until the Elmont - Bristers line is intersected, then following the existing corridor north.. $uch a route was proposed by Culpeper
and de'scribed earlier herein as the North Anna - Robertson Rtin - Bristers
route.
At the hearing, and on brief, Vepco maintains that its proposed

North Anna- Morrisville corridor should not be replaced by the North
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Anna - Robertson Run - Bristers route.
given for this.

Three primary reasons are

First, construction along the route proposed by Cul-

peper would be more costly.

Second, the present use of the Elmont -

Bristers corridor would only delay the future need to acquire a rightof-way along the proposed route of the North Anna - Morrisville line.
Vepco witnesses testified that, in the early 1980's, a 230 kv transmission line will be needed to serve local loads along the latter proposed
route.

If the 500 kv line is now built along that route, the corridor will

be available for the later construction of the 230 kv line.

Third, as

Vepco argues in its brief, the approval of the Fauquier-proposed route
would

11

•

•

•

require the relocation of Morrisville Substation to Bristers

which would -in turn require an otherwise unnecessary 2 30 kv line from
Bristers to Morrisville (to join with the Morrisville - Remington transmission line that will support the Remington Substation . . .. 11
Having reached this point, the reasonableness of the proposed
location of the Morrisville Substation should be resolved.

Earlier .. we

commented on the interlocking nature of the facilities and the fact that
the·location of all the

transmissio~

facilities was dictated, in large

part, by the location of the Morrisville Substation.

If justified by the

evidence, the Commission is of the opinion that it has the authority,
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and the dL.ty, to deny location of a substation at the proposed Morrisville
site.

In Board of Supervisors of Campbell County, et al. v. Appalachian

Power Company, et al. decided June 13, 1975, the Virginia Supreme
Court confirmed the Commission's action approving a transmission line
corridor and substation site different from that proposed by the electric
utility.
The type facilities, and their electrical configuration, proposed by
Companies

~re

Morrisville.

geared to location of a substation in the vicinity of

Facilities keyed to the Morrisville Substation are 500, 230,

and 115 kv transmission lines, and substations with capabilities to transform voltages of 500, 230, 115, and 34.5 kv.

Relocation of a facility,

different from the electrical configuration proposed by Companies, or
utilization of an existing right-of-way, generally requires structuring
a different electrical configuration.

A number of changes were offered

by the Protestants in this proceeding.

One such change was to relocate

the _substation proposed at Morrisville to the vicinity of Bristers on the
Elmont - Bristers corridor.

This change was suggested to support

Protestants' contention that Companies should utilize the existing corridors
of Mt. Storm - Doubs - Loudotm, Elmont - Bristers, and Bristers Remington, in whole, or .in part.
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The Commission spent considerable time considering the record
to determine whether the Morrisville Substation should be eliminated,
or whether its basic function should be served from a substation located
at an alternate site, such as at Bristers.

Alternate electrical con-

figurations were considered, with the view in mind that, if justified, the
Commission would either direct Vepco to implement an alternative or
it would require further investigation into the merits of such an alternative.

After consideration of the environmental impact, the electric

power requirements of the public, and the cost estimates of various
electrical configurations, we find that the Morrisville Substation site,
and the electrical configuration controlled in large part by that site, will
best serve the public interest and satisfy the requirements of controlling
statutes.
Having found that the proposed Morrisville Substation site is reasonable, it necessarily follows that utilization of the Elmont - LadysmithBristers and Eristers - RemiD:gtQn corridors will be considered no further.
'The use of an existing right-of-way not yet considered in this opinion
is. that between Remington and Warrenton for the construction of the additional
115 kv line.

Earlier,. we observed that Code §56-46.1, which applies only

to lines of 200 kv or more, does not require Commission consideration of
the environmental impact of the 115 kv line.
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A 34. 5 kv line pr'esently follows

the Remington- Vlarrenton corridor. which runs along U.S. Routes
17 and 29.

Witnesses for Vepco testified that use of this corridor would

require rebuilding the present structures so that the 34. 5 and 115 kv lines
could be placed on the same structures.

Vepco contends that this would

unreasonably jeopardize reliability of service to the Warrenton area.

The

present 34. 5 kv line has been out on a number of occasions because of
highway accidents.

If the 115 kv and 34. 5 kv lines were placed on the

same structures along the highway, and knocked out of service because
of an accident, the remaining 34·. 5 kv line could not carry the Warrenton
area electric load.

Vepco, also cited clearance problems for the heavier

structures which would be needed to carry the additional 115 kv line along
the existing corridor.

Also, it is questionable whether larger utility

structures adjacent to the highways would not be environmentally objectionable.
After due consideration, the Commission fl.nds that construction of the 115
kv line along the proposed new corridor should be approved.

On consideration of the evidence, we are of the opinion that existing
rights-of-way are not available for building the additional facilities.

Per-

haps a word of caution to Applicants is in order at t&is time. however.
The Commission intends to see that future plans for construction of transmission line facilities are formulated sufficiently in advance to assure
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that all rights-of-way acquisition and planning will allow maximum
reasonable concentration of facilities on common corridors.

WIL'L THE CORRIDORS PROPOSED BY APPLICANTS AND
THE CONDITIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION REASONABLY
MINIMIZE ADVERSE IMPACT ON THE SCENIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS OF THE.AREA CONCERNED?
Having accepted the Mt. Storm Generating Station, the North Anna
Generating Station, Bristers, and the proposed Morrisville Substation
site as end points, it is incumbent upon the Commission to determine if
routes between these points are r~asonable (the Remington- Warrenton
route was decided earlier).
were

e~sentially

As pointed out by Protestants, the routes

established by Companies prior to the employment of

the Bruce Howlett, Inc. consulting firm to study the environmental
impact of the proposed routes and to prepare and present justification
of the routes in this proceeding.

However, as earlier noted, the study

presented by Mr. Howlett enabled the Commission to review the route
selection of Vepco within the northern area of Virginia, and to review
in more particular detail the attending conditions within an approximate
five-mile wide corridor.
Also, as noted, the Commission's Staff conducted an area-wide
study presupposing the end points which we have found reasonable, but
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~

providing the benefit of a wide area analysis for our review.

The

methodology of the Staff was sufficently detailed to permit us to judge
the merits and limitations of its review.
Using its independent study, the Staff located corridors between
North Anna and Morrisville, Morrisville and Bristers., and Mt. Storm
and Morrisville.

It also used its review to evaulate the corridors pro-

posed by Companies.

The staff- developed routes and those proposed by

the Companies were closely aiigned., and in some instances they were
virtually the same.

This

sh~uld ~ot

be surprising., of course, if sound

methodology is employed in both cases.
A comparision by the Staff of the cost of routes proposed by Companies and Staff was favorable to the former.

However, this difference

in cost cannot be considered a factor because of the tolerances and
assumptions built- in to the Staff's method.
The conclusions of Dr. Giles, testifying for the Staff., are significant.

:ae testified that neither the North Anna - Morrisville or Morrisville -

Bristers routes., as proposed either by. Applicants or by the Commission's
Staff., raised "environmental problems, " and that the. Mt. Storm - Morrisville route proposed by Applicants was the environmental equal of that
proposed by Staff.
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For the fore going reasons, predicated upon the evidence of
record, it is our opinion that Companies 1 proposed routes should
be approved.
CONCLUSION
As noted earlier, an order was entered in this cause on May 15,

1975, granting Companies' applications.

Therein we stated that a de-

tailed opinion stating the reason for our decision would be forthcoming.
Accordingly. a· copy of this opinion shall be sent forthwith to all parties
of record.
Commission Bradshaw, dissenting in part: I agree with the
majority's finding that construction of the proposed facilities is necessary
to serve public convenience and necessity:. However, I do not agree with
the finding that the corridors, or routes, proposed by Applicants should
be approved in total. In my opinion, the investigation by the Commission's
Staff using the "computer method,

11

and the alternatives suggested by the

parties interested in the Community of "Sumerduck,

11

provided ~epartures

which are less costly and have less environmental impact.
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RICHMOND

NOTICE OF APPEAL AND
OF ERROR

ASSIG~HEN1'S

OF INTERVENORS
NOTICE

OF APPEAL

Notice is hereby given of (i) an appeal by Intervenor-s,
Rappahannock League for Environmental Protection, Inc., Warren
County League for Environmental Protection, and Frederick County
Le~gue
11

for Environmental Protection, et ·al. (all herein called

Intervenors"), from the Fj..ndings and Final Order of the State

Corporation Conunission dated May 15 ,· 1975 granting Certificates of
rublic Convenience and Nepessity to the Applicants in these cases
to construct certain electric lines and substations and (ii)
Intervenors' intention to petition the Supreme Court of Virginia
fo~

a \-lrit of supersedeas from such Final Order dated Nay 15, 1975

in the event that the Commission does n9t suspend execution of such
Final Order pendi~g the appeal from it.
ASSIGN1·1EN'l,S OF ERROR
Intervenors assign the following as. errors by the
Co.mmission:

1.

The finding that.the construction of the proposed

facilities by Applicants is necessary to serve public convenience
and necessity.
2.

·- - · · ·
The

fin~ing

that the corridors or routes to be

fo.llowed by the proposed transmission lines will reasonably.
rninimlz·e adverse impact on the scenic and environmental. assets
of the area concerned.
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3.

The finding that existing rights-of-way· cannot

adequately serve the needs of the Ap?licants.
4.

The sustaining of an objection by Applicants' counsel

to a question on cross-examination of Mr. Bruce Howlett, an
expert witness employed by Applicants, such question relating
to the fee or compensation

receiv~d

by ..Mr. HO\-llett from Applicants

in connection with these cases ...
5.
consultants

..

The failure to require Technical Associates, Inc.,
emF~oy~d

by the Staff of the Commission, to study

the transmission.line route from Mt. Storm to Daubs to Loudoun,
as px-oposed b~t ~nterv~nors.
6..

The

granti~g

of Certificates of Public Convenience

and Necessity to Applicants in these cases.
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NOriCE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR OF
INTERVENORS CULPEPER LEAGUE FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND
CLARENCE T. KIPPS, JR.

Intervenors Culpeper League For Environmental Protection and

Claren~e

T. Kipps,.Jr., hereby file their Notice

of Appeal from the Findings and Final Order of The Commission
.in Applications 9f Virginia Electric and Power Company (Case
No. 11655) and Potomac Edison Company of
10758) issued

M~y

Virginia (Case No.

15, 1975.

·The Conuitission erred in all of its findings and in
aut.horizing and granting Certificates to VEPCO
Edison.

and Potomac

More particularly, the Commission erred in finding:
(1)

That construction of the proposed facilities by

VEPCO and Potomac. Edison is necessary to serve public convenience
. and necessity;
(2)

That the corridors or routes to be followed by

the required lines, as proposed by Applicants, will reasonably
minimize .adverse impact on the scenic and env.j.ronmental assets
of the area concerned; and
(3)

That existing rights-of-way cannot adequately

serve the needs, herein ·establish~d, of VEPCO and Potomac Edison.
The Commission further erred in author-izing the construction of th~ facilities herein identified

on

the locations

proposed by Applicants and in granting Certificates of Public
Convenience and Necessity evidencing such authority.

1 Sl

·~

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
STATE CORPORATION

CO~rniSSION

APPLICATIONS· OF
CASE NO. 11655

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY
and
APPLICATION OF

CASE NO.· 10785

POTOMAC EDISON COMPANY OF VIRGINIA
For Approval of Electrical Facilities Under
§56-46.1 of the Code of Virginia and for
Certification of .such Facilities Under the
·utility Facilities Act ·

~OTIC~ OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENTS OF
ERROR OF INTERVENOR CARROLL J. SAVAGE

Intervenor Carroll J. Savage hereby files this Notice
of Appeal from.the Findings and Final Order of The Commission
in Applications of Virginia Electric and Power Company (Case
No. 11655) and Potomac Edison Company of Virginia (Case No.
10758) issued May

15~

1975.

The Commission erred in all of its findings and in
authorizing and.granting Certificates to VEPCO and Potomac
Edison.

More particularly, ·the Commission erred in finding:

.(1)· That construction of the proposed facilities is
necessary to serve
(2)

That the·

publ~c

convenience and

c~rridors.or

ne~essity;

routes proposed by Applicants

will reasonably minimize adverse impact on the scenic and
environmental assets of the area concerned; and

(3)

That existing rights-of-way cannot·adequately serve

the needs of VEPCO and Po.tomac Edison.
The Commission further erred in authorizing the construction of the facilities herein identified on the locations proposed
by Applicants and in ·granting Certificates of Public Convenience

and Necessity evidencing such authority •
submitted,
. Respectfully
...
Carroll J. Sa~~-e
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. c. 20006

Dated:

June 9, 1975

-2'•.
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
APPLICATIONS OF
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC·AND POWER COMPANY

CASE NO. 11655

and
APPLICATION OF
POTOMAC EDIS.ON COMPANY OF VIRGINIA

CASE NO. 10758

For Approval of Electrical Facilities Under
§56-46.l.of the Code of Virginia and for
Certific~tion of Such Facilities ·under the
Utility Facilities Act
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENTS
OF ERROR OF INTERVENOR FAUQUIER
COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Comes now Intervenor Fauquier County Board of Supervisors, by
its

cou~sel,

and files its

pursuant to·Rule 5:18 of the
N~tice

~upreme

Court of Virginia,

of Appeal and Assignf!lent.s of Error from the

Findings and Final Order of the State Corporation Commission in
Application of Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO)
and Potomac Edison Company of Vil."fJinia (P.E:co)·

(Cas~'

~Case

No. 1165

No. 10758), iBsued

May 15, 1975, respectfully assigning the following errors in said
Findings and Final Order:
· 1)

That construction of the proposed facilities by VEPCO and PECO

is necessary to serve public convenience and necessity •.

2)

That the corridors or routes to be followed by the lines,

as proposed by the applicants, will reasonably minimize adverse impact
on the scenic and environmental assets of the area concerned.
3)

That existing rights-of-way cannot adequately serve the

alleged needs of the applicants with respect to these applications.

1S3-A
•
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4)

In authorizing VEPCO and PECO to construct the facilities

described in
5)

th~ir

applications.

In authorizing the issuance of Certificates of Public

Convenience and Necessity to VEPCO and PECO for construction of the
facilities proposed in these two cases.
Respectfully submitted,

L~ean\

Co-Counsel for Fauquier Board of
Supervisors
2045 15th Street North
-Arlington,·Virginia 22201
June 13, 1975
CE~TIFICATE

OF.SERVICE

This is to certify that a copy of the above Netic~ of Appeal
and Assignments of Error·was mailed, postage prepaid, on June 13,
1975, to the following counsel for the Conuni!:sion, the Attorney
General, the appellee and the intervenors, pursuant to Hule 5:18(1.>)
of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Appeals.
.

.

Richard D.' Rogers, Jr.", Esq •.
General Counsel,. State Corporation
Conunission
P. o.·Box 1197
Ric~ond, Virginia 23209

Evans B~ Brasfield, Esq.
Joseph M. Spivey, III, Esq.
Hunton, Williams, Gay & Gibson
P. o. Box 1535
Richmond, Virginia 23212

Henry M. Massie, J~., Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Supreme Court Building
1101 East Broad Street
Richmond, Virgi~ia

Randolph w. Church, Jr., Esq.
McCandlish, Lillard, Church &.
Best
4069 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

'

CARROLL J. SAVAGE,

a witness introduced as an Individual Intervener, being
first duly sworn, testified as follows:
WITNESS:

I have prepared a summary of what

I wanted to say, and I would like to hand out the maps and

photographs attached to my statement.
DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. ROGERS
0

State your name and address, and whom you

A

My name is Carroll J. Savage, and I am

represent?
1
'···

a resident of Alexandria, Virginia,

and I am right in the

the middle of the area to be supplied by the Mount Storm to
to Morrisville line, so I am a consumer at home.
stockho~der

I am a

of Vepco, and I am also a property owner in

Fauquier County.

I am here to oppose very vigorousl_y the

proposed Mount.storm to

Morrisvill~

line application No. 36.

My land is located in an area which I don't
believe has been discussed this afternoon, and maybe it is

184
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a forgotten county

2

Fauquier County -- as far as this proceeding so far.

3

up in the Northwest portion of Fauquier in the mountains, the

4

Blue Ridge mountains, not far from Lindon and Front Royal,

5

but still this side of the Warren County Line.

excuse me, a forgotten corner of

6

That is a heavily wooded area.

7

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

8

9

It is

Is that mountainous

lan4.?
A

That is mountainous land.

I would like to

10

describe it a littl~ bit to you.

11

seven acres there.

12

which cuts :-:it just about half in two·.

13

entirely ~f a wooded valley.

14

side, ·and my property line goes right at the top of the ridge

15

on each side, and there is a stream running down the middle,

16

called Fiery Run, which is a tributary of the Rappahannock.

17

There is a stream and a waterfall down through the woods,

~8

and the proposed 500 KY line would pull across one ridge on

19

one side of the property at the southern end, and at about

20

1250 feet when it

21

right down to about 250 feet right into the ·stream bed which

22

occupies the whole_ valley, and the property runs right up

23

the stream bed and cross off at the other end of the

24
25

I have a hundred and sixty-

It is right on the path of this line

~its

The property is

It has steep hills~on each

the ridge, and then it would drop

prope~ty.

It goes from there off of my property and it
crosses Fiery Run three times, and then it turns and goes up

1 35

"'"1
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1

the side of High Knob, which is the high point that you can

2

see from the gap where the Blue Ridge crosses Route 55.

3

It goes up to 1750 feet on the northern side of High Knob

4

bef·ore it starts coming down again near Front Royal.

5

It crosses the Appalachian Trail about half

6

a mile from my property at an altitude of about 1500 feet

7

in a heavily wooded area, and about half a mile north from

8

the trail on Mosby Shelter, which is a shelter for the hikers

9

to stop there.

10

It. is the first one after you leave Shennandoah

National Park going north.
This whole area as I say is heavily wooded,

11

12

and· it abounds in deer and other wildlife.

There is a wide

13

variety of trees and shrubs and wildflowers.

14

borseback riding and hiking trails throughout the area.

lj

In the exhibits which I handed up there,

There are

16

Exhibit A which will be the first one,·shows the path of the

17

line cominq through, and I marked the boundaries of my property

18

in

19

there, and you can see the hills going up the side of it,

20

·and then the Appalachian Trail is marked in green a little

21

further up there, ·and then Exhibit Noo 2 is the plat of my

22

re~

and you can see Fiery Run in blue running down through

property.
COMMISSIONER HARWOOD:

23

24
25

Exhibit

That would be your

~?

A

Exhibit

n, yes, ·sir, excuse me.
l 36 .·~
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1

And then the exhibits after that are photographs.

2

one, Exhibit.

3

the background.

4

other.

5

that is what you would see there, and you go on over to

6

Exhibit D is another

7

the other direction.

8

what that area looks like.

9

is the actual area around Fiery Run that will be clear-cut

c,

The first

is the point, well, there are two ridges in
The line would run from one ridge to the

As far as I could tell a tower on each ridge, and

pict~re

of that same point looking at

Which this will give you an idea of
Then Exhibit E, the last one,

10

and treated with insecticides.

This is a picture that is

11

actually in the proposed right-of-way.
The rea~on I bought t~at property was that

12
~-

13

I wanted

14

Mr. \"lillingharn referred to -- I wanted to have a wooded

1~

retreat that I could go to and preserve in its natural

16·

state.

17

Fiery Run, but I couldn't do that if this goes through.

18

was going to give an open space easement over the remainder

19

of the property to the

20

the Commission of Outdoor Recreation, or one of thse authorizec

21

by the General Assembly to accept easements to prevent further

22

dev~lopment

23

And the possibilty of extending hiking trails through the

24

property.

25

it

~uts

as how I live in the urban nightmare. there that

I had intended to build a little cottage up along

Virg~nia

I

Historic Landmarks Commission,

of the property and leave it in its natural state.

Again, there is not much point in doin9 that if

up this way.

1 3'1
r. \ nnrT'T" ' •·· · • · • •

J.Uo

1

I am an attorney actually, not specializing

2

in anything ·that gives me any expertise in this area, but

3

I know .enough about it as I have read some government

4

publications about transmission line siting, and Federal

5

Power Commission guidelines, and I have -- everything I have

6

seen is that new transmission facilities should be confined

7

to existing corridors, and these guidelines also state that

8

rights-of-way should avoid scenic, wildlife, recreational

9

land, steep slopes"and prime or scenic timber areas, all of

10

which describe the area that I am spe~king about.

11

to me in view of this and the guidelines saying where the

12

lines should go and where it shouldn'_t go, both of these

13

are

14

place a very heavy burden on Vepco to show that there is no

15

other way that they can reason:ably do this, even if it costs

16

them a little more, which I doubt, or a little less reliable,

17

which I doubt.

18

destruction of such a beautiful area.

19

being.vio~ed

in this proposal, then the

It seems

Co~ission

should

There is no justification for such a massive

As·far as cost is concerned, I think in

20

comparing the proposed route with the routes paralleling the

21

present line coming from Mount Storm south through Loudoun

22

and the northern Virginia urban corridor, or the southern way,

23

whichever way seems better to the

24

lines alongside of those.

25

the_problem that people are complaininq about toniqht. Not only

e~perts

couldn't you run

It would seem to be you would avoid

1 s8
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1

2

the land that is being taken, but also the land that is not
being taken; the land that is being depreciated by this.

3
4

5
6

7

In the case of my property it is a hundred
and

sixty-sev~n

acres, and only about twenty acres of it is

any good for anything, and they will run the line right across
·that.

It would affect the value of a hundred acres, and not

just the ten acres or so they want to take.

8

thing you

9

parallel existing corridors.

10

a~e

That is the

going to get that you would not get if you

Then I have been told,and it was the surveyors

11

that told me, and

12

electrical engineers, but they told me that it is going to be

13

unreliable to parallel existing corridors, so then there would

14

be only two corridors coming from Mount Storm.

15

a few years ago there was only one.

16

three.

17

has got to be a lot of showing to convince anybody·that they

18

have to have three when .they can live with one -- or could

19

live with one ten years

20

~

guess they are not authorized to speak for

Well, back

Now some of them have

I don•t understand that, and it seems to me that there

agq~

About the only legal expertise.that I do have

21

that bears on this, is. that I am a tax lawyer principally,

22

and·I ran across a tax case not too long ago entitled, "Vepco

23

vs. United States .. , which was a case in the

24

Claims, where the Company was trying to convince the Court of

25

Claims that it should be allowed to depreciate its extra high
I

139
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1

voltage·transmission line right-of-way.

2

tax deduction for them each year because they have a limited

3

life, and they put on some very convincing experts.

4

the testimony ·that was given in this opinion, and it was

5

accepted by the court finally that the overhead transmission

That is, claim a

All of

6

lines, these right-of-ways would be entirely obsolete in 27

7

years, by the turn of the century, and they are by that time

8

all new transmission facilities are going underground.

9

Well, if that is true, then this is just a

10

temporary

11

by

12

to ecological changes and the change.in the destruction of the

13

environment.

14

maybe ·then they can live with something that is a tenth of a

15

percent less reliable for the. next 27 years so that we can

16

preserve its natural beauty.

17

there it will never be able to be returned to its natural

18

state.

~orne

~xpedience.

standards, but it is a very short time when it comes

21

If they can get it underground·in

years, then

Once they cut that swarth through

And I have seen -- I was in Canada not too long
ago and I have seen cortidors of just one line after another
maybe five or six abreast across the highway, and then you

22

go for a hundred miles and you don't see any.

23

can do it, I don't see why Virginia can't.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

24
25

~7

There is no gQinq back.

19
20

Twenty-seven years may be a long time

wider?

140

If Canada

Those were substantially

lOY
1
2

A

have to widen the existing corridor.

3

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

4
5
6
7

Well, it may he that they will

Oh, yes.

A

wide or more.

Oh, yes.

But they were wider

They may be five hundred feet

This is only one area that is being affected

though, rather than having a checker board pattern of crisscrossing.

If they need three routes from Mount Storm, then

8

later on I guess they are going to need four and then five,

9

so pretty soon you are not going to have any way to turn.

10

You will have transmission lines everywhere

11

you look.

12

burden here.

13

still take the preservation of the countryside. :

14
1~

16·
17

I just urge that the Commission place a heavy
As l

say, as a

COMMISSIONER

consum~r

HAR~~OOD:

and a stockholder, I

Does the court reporter

have a copy of the statement you just made?
A

No, sir.

I have this here --

COMMISSIONER HARWOOD:

r1hy don't

you give that

18

to Mr. Rogers, and it will be

19

W-6, and the exhibits attached thereto will be

20

appendices 1 through 5.

21

MR. ROGERS:

r~ceived

as Exhibit

I have been assured by counsel

22

that they will help me find the case that you just

23

mentioned.

24

25

A

I have a citation of it here.

were Mr. Alexander Kooska

The experts

and the Vice President of Ve co

141 .4
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1

who spent his entire career specializing in transmission lines.

2

COM.J.'-tiSSIONER SHANNON:

3

A

4
·A

7
8

It is 188, Court of Claims, 120, and it

was decided in 1969.

5
6

Can you site the case?

I have one other thing.

The property to the

north of me is 916 acres, which can also be seen:··,..- it
occupies most of the area on Exhibit A.

I haven't got it

marked off, but it is a large tract of land.

9

COMMISSIONER HARWOOD:

10

to Exhibit W-6.

11

A

12

MR. ROGERS:

Yes.

That would be Appendix 1,

It is Appendix A.
Obviously from what y6u have

13

said, your feelings are based more on the environmental impact

14

than the loss of money?

15

A

16

MR. ROGERS:

17

Yes, sir.
If this goes through your 167 acres

what would you do with your land?

18

A

19

Now,. on the Appensix A, it is owned by a

I will

se~l

it for what I can

g~t

for it.

20

corporation, International Capital Corporation.

21

been able to get out of them

22

impressed by the fact that they told me, but I asked them

23

whether it was an investment and ·they said no, and I said

24

a development, and they said no, and I said what, and they

25

said

let'~

sav for

\t~hat

nnn-P~nnn~ic

I have never

they have it: for, but I am

r~~~nn~.

2

111
1

out why, but at the present time it is cut up into bridal

2

paths and all through it is horseback riding, hiking, and the

3

Appalachian Trail runs through it.

4

whose offices are right across the street from mine, yesterday

5

and asked them if they were appearing, and they said they

6

were afraid

7

statement in opposition to the line, and submit it, so I

8

will submit ·that.

9

of the power line because they figure it will disfigure the

th~y

And I called the Company,

weren't, but they did want me to bring a

They say they are opposed to the constructi)n

10

countryside) and drastically reduce the potential uses of our

11

property.

12

International Capital Corporation.

13

It is signed Gerald L. Olmstead,.Secretary,

COMMISSIONER HARWOOD:

14

That will be Exhibit

No. W-7.

15

MR. BRASFIELD:

16

I would .like a moment to

look at the appendices to this exhibit.

17

COHMISSIONER SHANNON:

·18

Do you know whether

International Capital is a Virginia corporation?

19

A

20

MR •. DAVIS:

I assume ·it is, but I really· don't know.
I '"as very much interested in

21

Mr. Savage's comment as to the location of his land.

22

Tomorrow, we will-develop the history of where his land is

23

located.

24
25

I should appear in tomorrow's hearing.
WITNESS:

and then it goes into

This line passes through Fauquier,

Rapp~hannock,

14 3

~

and then into Culpeper,

112

1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8

and then it comes back into Fauquier.
COMM):SSIONER SHANNON:

Did you take those

pictures, Mr. Savage?
A Yes, sir, I did.
COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

Thank you very much.

MR. ROGERS:

Mrs. Mary B. Jones?

COt~ISSIONER

SHANNON:

spo~e}for

Mrs. Fliver I believe

Mrs. Jones.

9

WITNESS STOOD ASIDE.

10

11

12
13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20

21

22
23
24
25

~
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Stallingr:~

-

TESTIMo~·~
._,..

OF C. M. STALLINGS
···-~__..;...

______

0

Please state your name

A

~Y

name is

c.

occupation.

~~d

M. Stallings.

I am Executive

~

Manager of Power Supply and Production Operation for Virginia

'

Electric and Power Company and have served in that capacity

•

since April 1, 1973.

,
I

0

1\''llat is your pr·ev·ious professional exper.ie.nce?

A

After graduating from North Cat·olina State

•

University with a bachelor of electrical enqineerin.q degref?

•o

in July, 1949 t I \f..'as em~·loyed by Virginia EJ.eotric a.r•d Po"~ez·

.,

Company as an Engineering Assistant in Newport News.

''

I. was .tra.ns!erx:ed tc Richmond in 1952, and

n

served .1.. n the Syst.em Engineeri.nq Department, and in the system

••

planning group in various capacities until 1957.

''

· ••

Since tha.t tj_.me 1 hav.e. served a.s Di atrict

Engineer in South Boston, District Superintendent in

"

Williamston, N•. c. , Supex·ir,tendent of Power Supply, Director

••

of

••

Executive Direct~r of.Power Supply and Planning.

P~~er

Supply Engineering, Mar.ager of Power Supply and

I asgumed my present responsibilities in

~

''

April, 1973.

What were your responsibilities as Executive
,,

••
a

Director of
A

Powet.~-

Supply and Planning?

I was~

responsible for supervision of the

System Planninq Department.

This depart:ment develops

TAYLOE, ZAHN

&

ASSOCIATES

CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS
VIRGINIA REACH. VIRGINIA
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pl.~:1s

Stallings ····

. 26

for additions to the transmission and

distributio~

2

needed to serve the projected load growth and to

3

power

4

cnstomersc

f~om

systems

d~liver

existing and nf.'w generatir'9 stat:l.ons to the

•n~.s

I

also responalble tor t.he

sup~ly

of

bulk po~!er to the Vepco system, the hour-by-hour and day-by-dal'
7

ope.x·ation

8

0

eo

~.,f

the generntion and

transmissi.n~, .~yotems,.

What. have been the !:eepon.Eibi lit:.ieg of you

pr~ceadi.ng?

olectr.i.c fatd.li ties t.hat are the subject of this

II

T·he Syg tem PlannJ.nq Depa·rtinen t

A

~tudiaa

,,

future years 411d

••

with t.heae future load.s supplied by the then

.,

A~

gf'!~e ·r.11t.ion.

f~recasts

tn.~

the pow·er flowB. th.at wilt result
axi~ting syqtem.

the load .i.ncre'!ses in suet'e::l~:tve y~a.r& r end

as

••

flo\1:-~..

••

is di.s.covered, all practical alternvtfl plans for relieving

,,

rea.rra.n~'lng,.

a.

adding new

!.~hen 11

n

;.

it~
i

is added to supply tl1is

i~1creased

·•

future d.e!ic.iancy in the

load,. the

tra..~smissl.on ~ystem

upr.ating or replnc.i.ng pre$e.nt:. facillt:!.es or.

fa~ilitiee~

We consult with other

depart~ent.s

concerning

the cost est.i.mates and potential t:'r.oblems associated witJ~

~

I

I

II
\.
i

each

pl~~.

Then after an economic

analy~isf
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I
I

I
I

considerinq reliability, rcutinq problems and

!
2

problems, the best

3

approval.

4

pla~

con~tr.uction

is recommended to our manegement for

The Planninq Department specifies only the

!

te:.cminal points for new circui-ts.

e

The exact routinq of the

circuit i!= done by t.he Syst-em Enginee.ri.ng Departm.en.t after

7

a detailed

'

~ t.udy.

Are all

Q

•

of

the facilities involved in this

proceeding t.ransm!Esion facilities?

!0

Y~~~

A

No qer.eration

OT.

distribution

"

fac:il1.tiee

.l

t.ranrs.ro.issiora f.acilities .i.e to transport power from the

'l

source of qenerat!.on to the distribut:_ion system, t.:ransmisaion

.,

facilit.~es

,,
••

~!'a

aJ:(!

distri~ution

·involved, although si.nce the function of

nece~saril!t"

facilities •
Qo y_ou have

0

Q
tl

.

i

ele.~tric

~.

map

sho~·inq

the facilities

syetem?

Yea , I have a. standard Sf Stem me.p of Virqinia

.A

tt

Elc.ctY.ic and Fower .company tbDt the Company uses for many

•

purpo!es •

,

0

:z

A

.
i

ln Vepco's

:related to generation and

· Wha.t· does thi«! map show?

This map

D

Car.olina a.nd

..

whole.-a.ale.

•

.also sh.o"'-n, an.d

l

1-·:.'

t~es:t

sho~tts

/

the arees in \Tirginia, North

Virqi.ni.a served by Vepco .at. r.etai:l or at

The location of major qeneratinq facil:l.ties is
sup~r!mposed

on the map is a schematic
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representation of Vepco•s transmission system.

Distribution facilities are too numerous to

2

s

be shown in dotail on aucb a map, but they are located

4

throughout. the Ccmpany 's

servic~

territory.

The tranamissi.on facilitiee involved in this

s
e

proceedin9 have been shown in red, yellow and

1

~~&

a

transmission syBtem.

green~

so that

may clearly see how th6y fit into the existing

The.North Anna to

1

L&dysmi~l

line, shown in

to

rea, ha:J recently been app:roved, and therefore it is not

"

involved .in ·this proceeding,
Q

u

Do

~ou h~ve

a map showing the p't'oposed

facilities in greater detail?

••

A

Yes.

A larqer ccale map

sho~!ng

tJ1e

''

facili.ties to bo discussed has. been p'repared under the

,. ·

direction of Donald N. Rice, Vepco' s Chief Electrica.l Eng ineel',

''

who will testify later in this proceeding. I refer to the

..

map in ~· testimony eo I offer !.t· ai: this point.

.
•

Q

Please identify the r.eparate projects that

are 'involved in this
A

p~cceeding.

This proceeding ln•JOlves 5 transmission

;•

projects. each of

i•

filed by Vepco.

~hich

'is co·1ered by e. aapar:ats application

These pt1)jects are:

i.

l•

~pplication

No. 32, a llSkV transmission line

I·;.~~.~~~~~~~~~~~C-E-!-~-~-~-0-E,-Sz-H~-~-~-H-:-N-~-S~-~~~·~RS
\

from Remington Substation in Fauquie-r County to a new

.

VIRGINIA BEACH. VIRGINIA
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.------------------substatio11, to be built
2

at~

Warrenton.

(Indicate on Exhibit

No. CMS-2).

3

Application No. 33, a 500 kV transmission

4

a new subs_tation near Morrisville in Fauquier County (the

frorr

ine

Morrisville Substation) to a point on Vepco•s existing 500
e

near.Bristersburg in Fauquier County (Bristers), and the

1

Morrisville Substation.

Application No. 34, a 230 kV transmission

a
9

(Indicate on Exhibit No. CMS-2).
l~e

the Morrisville Sub.station to the existing 115 kV substation a

•o

Remington, and an expansion of Remington Substation.

••

on

(Indicat

Exhibit No.. CMS-2) •
Application No. 35, a 500 kV transmission line from

12
13

Vepco•s Power Station in Louisa County to the Morrisville

14

Station.

(Indicate on Exhibit No. CMS-2).

Application No. 36, a 500 kV transmission line

•s
I&·

to be constructed from Vepco•s Mt. Stor.m· Power Station in Gran

,,

County,_ West Virginia to the proposed

18

portion of this line will be constructed and owned by Alleghen

. 19

zo
21

frorr

~rrisville

Substation.

A

Power System (Potomac Edison Company of Virginia) and they are a
party to this proceedinq with respect to their portion of this
·transmission line •. (Indicate on Exhibit No. CMS-2).

22

Q

Hr. Stalli.ngs, '..rhyaze the proposed £acUities mcessary?

23

A

Speaking generally, these facilities will

24

satisfy four separate'public needs, but they have been

15

integrated to result in the minimum .practical construction to
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produce n relinble system.

.$yat:~m

eerving

F.r..uquiE~r

3

diEtt;:r:ibutlon

4

loc~t..ad tr~ffm.lss1.o~l

5

overlos.ded

6

of E'o.uquiGr·, Culpeper, Gz'!eno,

7

Spot!ly-lvanic, Or.l-lnge and Louia.a'l., {J) a.ddJ.tional

substation, (2) reinforcement for an

t~r.Gn~rni~sion

line servi.n9 lr..;adg in the counties
r-tadis~H:.

10

D.C. mgtropolitan

"

capacity

12

Pennsylvani .., coal fielde and g't'ow in'i

t3

Virg.inia and

pe.t,..-~e~n

t~h~

ce~t.ralJ.f

County thl"ough a

are~

E

Rappaha.nnock {'

and (4) additional

t.re.uatr~ssion

t~an&mis~ion

ganerating pla.ntll .ln t.he West
d~!t';a':'.td

V!.l·~.L.·~.la

and

in :1c r the.rn

Wts.shinqto.n, D.C. metropolitan

are~.

-The grotJtth in demaxu:l for el.ectric:lty necessit~~e.s

••

•s

all of these facilities.

''

·di~tribution ~~9ta~
~Jloctric

Tha need !or rein£orcement of the

serving Fauquier

co~nty

results from a

load in that area. of abo\it lOt per year.

n

grotwtth i.n

••

The need to re.!.niorce the transrnisoic:r.. line serving l.oad.a in

. ,,
ao

load· in tho!re countie9.

a•

·virgir.ia area as a ·whole has been

n

'~·.ten

.All cf theae trends are

greeter.
expect~:d

to con·tinue

in the future, and rel1. . able electric se.rvica f!.annot

a.

to be fumiflhed w! thout new Cac;lli ties to tteet thi;:; ~.oad o

l.I.
I

The ·load gro-..rth J.n the northern

a

_•
I

the counties enumerated ·re·sults from a similar gro. ~t.h. in

There has been oomg effort by conamun1ties t.o restrict
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eontl.nuu

populati~.Hl

. ll
gro\\"th; but ever, if they could at.t.ain a zero population grO"tith,

the

use per residential customer continues to grow

ave~age

at about 6\ per
·

yea~.

Mr. Stallings, please review the necessity

Q

for each ·of the transmission projects individually.

A

the Remington to Warrenton 115 kV line, and

the War.renton Substation, are. necessary to serve. the increase··
load in the vicinity of w.arrenton.

As I indlca·ted, this

load has grown at a rate of about lGi per year, and in 1972
it was about lS,OOOkw.
This growi.nq load is _pre.sont.ly served .b~-- t.wo
34.3 kV

circui~e,

one from

Ga.i~esville

circuit miles from Warrenton and

~he

Substation loca:te.d 17

other from Remington

Subst.atipn, 11 miles so1.;tth of Warrenton.
· Exhibit

l~o.

CMS-2) •

Under

of

thes~

(Indicat:.e on

pl:·eseri~

condi tio.'ls of load 1 if one

circuits.were to ce lost the other one could not

carl'y the entire load during the rnonth·s of heaviest demand.

Under- auch

cir~u~stances,

customers i.n the Warr«a:nton area

·would be without power until the

d~~aged

The load in th.e: a.r·ea
extent -that

~au

circuit was repaired
g.rown to such an

'substation are now needed to serve the area.

the

clos~st

SUbstat~on

ne:~

a llS kV transmission line and a

step-down

Rem!.ngton is

source of 115 kV power, and the Watrenton
is located in the center of the load.
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Mr. Rico, the Company•s Chief Electrical
2

Enqineer, will testify concarninq the

3

fro·m· Remington ·to the proposed wa:.:rento·n Substation.

4

~ill

teutify on

5

0

6

~1e

desiq.n of all of the

p~oposed

He also

lines.

Were any alternatives considered for r.oeetlnq

Yea,

.i\

aa'i1er~l

nlternatives '1fere considered

8

for reinfor.,.;inq the rl.arrentcn power supply.

g

reinforc.tnq the

~.rea w.tth

from

II

beea\lse J.. t;· would h·a a.deguate

12

not be as

R~mington

or !rom

~ell~ole
~'i.;e

11

·~

,,

..,

,

,.

.

,

~Je

considered

en add.l.tional 34.5 ltV circult

10

Gainesville~

This was discarded

for a feiN yeers, and would

onl~·

as a 115 kV circuit.

also

coneidsrc~

the possibility of

construc·tlng a ll5 kV circuit from Gainesville to Wa:r:·renton

(Inaio11te on E.xbibit No. CMS-2).

This has

t~yo

d.tso.dvantaqest

i..t r7ould rcquir·e ·a lon9·er ll5.kV circuit, t:.nereby .;;:.ffecting

more of the environment, and it woQld add load to facilities
that

a~e

presently supplying Prince William County. which is

one·of.the

•

II

of the line

thi.s need?

7

I

routi~1q

hi9be~t gr.~w~

rate areas which

w~

serve.

we also eoQsidered construct.inq
·catl~•-t

a 115 kV

Exhi~.:.lt

l1

from near

:1

CMS-2) •

D

expected to have a 115 kV line constructed to Catlett in

t:

(Indioate on

No ..

'f.·his al ter.nat.ive was c"nsidered at the ti:r.e wo

order to ·se<t:ve a
Company•

to Warrenton.

lino

l~rqe

pumping station of Colonial Pipeline

Unfortunately,

Fauqui~r

County delayed app:oval of
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Stallings ·the line to this

custcm~r

to such an extent that the customer

2

found it necessary to move the pumping station to another

3

location, and therefore the 115 kV line to Catlett was not

4

built.

5

to Warrenton alternative.

6

7

Ca~lett,

we abandoned the Catlett

What is t..he necessity for the Mcrrisvil.l.e to

0

Briste.s:·s ·transmission line and the Morrisville Substation?

8

1

With no 115 kV at

A

These facilities constitute an essential link

in the total project.

The power transmitted from the coal

10

fields via the Mt. Storm-Morrigville ·transmissJ.on ·line a.nd

11

from

12

Anna-l·1oxr !sville transmission line will in turn be t::.t.nsmltt.eo

13

from Morrluville to the northe1-n Vi.rqinS..& load center throug:h

14

switching facilities at the Morrisville Substation and the

II

Morrisville to Bristers transmission l.ine.

~e

new North Anna nuclear

powe~

station via the North

At Bris~ers the transmission line connects

. It

with existin9 transmission facilities into northern Virgin.ta.
II

Thus, one purpose for this line and substation is to complete

••

the link· between the ·new generating capaclty and the demand for

ao

electricity in northern Vi.rqinia.

••

No. CMS-2) •

(Indicate on Exhibit

I
The Morrisville Substation also will contain

:1

n

transfor.mers to

~

power will then be

•

Morrisville to Remington 230 kV transwission line (Indicate on

s~ep

power down from SOO kV to

trL~smitted

230

kV, this

to Remington via the
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Stallings on Exhibit No. CMS-2).
2

The

subst~tion

is

nece~~sary

for this purpose,

3

and u_ntil tha Mt. Storm te Mor:ci9ville and Nortn Anna to

4

Mor..riav!.ll<:: l!.neg are

5

t.ransa\i3.tJion line it:r neees:raey to prove the powe:r.- from the

6

exi:;tinq 500 k.V l.oc·p to energiz(' the Morrlsvilla-Reminqton

7

linea
Morr1svi.ll~-Bri.aters

line and U1e Morrisville Substation will

10

as I

~xpla.:lri

II

th~~

&r.e

more apparent

beco~

th.e neceseity for the other proposed !'acilit,ies

~~nnected

to them.

t.1la.t

12

13

the Morrisville to Bristers

The necessity for the

8
9

comple~ed,

~1 t.e:rnate

plans ,,?ere considered to

meat. Ulis need?

14

It

A

~1as

originelly planned for· the MorrisvJ.. lla

15

Sub~tation

wh~re

16

existing trc.n~ua.ission r:tghts o.f way into the load area.

17

a lecation waa dependent 'lpon the

1e

500 k\' line adja.ee.n.t to the exieting ll.S kV

19

are.a.

to be r1t Remingto.n,

maximum use could be made ui

con~truction

or

11r~e

&

Such

new

through the

{lndic:at.:e on S:x:nil:·it CMS-2).
1\s

20

othe·r.

wi tncsses

w.ill tes·tif:t, we learru:d

21

of a sr.nls.lt:i''-re.. govemxnant corunu.."lica.t;ions

22

time. m.a.d.e i.t · .l.lllpot:.t $lble for thi.~ rla'l to ba carrie.d o>Jt.

23

have no\!.· learned- that the comunlllications facilitY is to be

24

phased out, and· Mr. Rice wi.ll testify further concerning this

2s

alternative.
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-----------------·-------------------------------.
Considerution was also given to placing the
2.

Morrisville Substation to the east, on the existing 500 kV

3

line from the Richmond area to northern Virginia.

4

on EXhibit No. CMS-2).

5

increased line construction and 3·ddJ. tional right of "tt'ay, with

6

no ·useful purpose beinq served by t.he add.lti·onal expense.

9

t~is

would have required

Mr. Rice will testify more precisely concernin

7
8

To do.

(Indicate

the routing and location of these proposed facilities.
0

Explain in more detail the need to :reinforce

10

the trans.missio!l line se:t·ving load in the counties of

11

Fauquie:r, Culpeper, Greene, Mad is on, Rappahanr~ock, Spotsyl vani ,

12

Orange and Louisa.

13

The power supply to thes-e coWlties presently

A

14

comes from the Charlottesville-Possuffi Point 115 kV transmissio·

15

line and is delivered to the·':lge:cs either through Vepco 0 s dist· i-

16

bution aystem

17

Syste·m (Potomac .Edison Company o£ Vi.rginia).

18

Exhibit Noft CMS-2).

19

20
21

22

Ol'

through the

S}~teiU

of the Allegheny Power
(Indic~te

on

The total load on this lin(;: was 97 megawatts
in· 1972 and is estimated to· be 125 mega 1o'atts
7

lr~

191 J

3r&d

· 149 megawatts in 1974.
The load has gro'lln so rapidl:r that the line.
C.harlott~S~v·il!c

23

has z·eached its limitr with the

24

line open in the su·ttamer ·of l5l72 t~~e volt.~;e for. su.be tations

25

near that end was only marginally

end of the ·

a~ceptable.
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Stallinqs In 197lt the volta9e level under sue~

. 1

2

circumstances would. have been intolerably

3

have

4

end of the ·line had been out for any reason at the time of

s

the peak load.

b~come

lo~,

and. it might

necessary to drop load if the Charlottesville

By the summer of 1974 the line will

'6

t~e

~e

7

overloaded to

extent that operation of it will be

8

completely un.r·eliable, and there will be some danger of losinq

9

the line alto9ether, if either end should be opened.

We have had

tO

S'Jrne

experience with these

In the sununer. of 1972 when repai.xo of flood damage

11

conditions.

12

was in progress at·the Bremo transmission substation, this

l'l

line was opened at the Charlottesville end to avoid the

••

possibility of overloading the line which supplies Charlottesville

1'5

.from the west..

u

supplied by the· line that it was necessary to reclose the

"

circuit and risk the potential overload. of the line from the

11

west. ·

. 't

"
ID

I"
•
II
I

Q

We received so· many complaints frotr. customers

How does the Company propose tc reinforce the

Charlottesville to Possum Point transmission lin.e?
A

We propose to reinforce this line by

constructing a 230 kV line from the proposed Morrisville

I

\ D

Substation. to Remington Substation, and by adding a 230-115 kV

:It

transformer at the Remington Substation.

·:·

Exhibit No. CMS-2).

,.

(Indicate on

This will enable the 115 kV transmission
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Stallings line to be re_inforced at Reminqton.
2

concernin~

Mr. Rice will testify
~nd

roYting·of the transmission line.

0

Wb~t

reinforclnq

alternate plm\s were considered for

th~ Charlottesv.ille~·Possum

We

1\

conside~ed

rni.l\ls. long And

'~ould have

Po.t.nt transmi5sion line·

rebuilding the elCistinq

l.lS kV tine for 230 kV operation.

The line, however, ia 93

to be rebuilt for its entit"e length

to eliminate th.., problem we no.., have.

\ '

the desi9n

This le

!lOt

econ.omicall

'

; tO.
!

pr:actical,

II

~~reover,

more detail,
i

t)

~9

as other witnesses will testify in

learned· that we

ba prohibitad from

~ould

rebuilding t..he lin.e for 230 kV operation· in two areas: where

the

U~1it~d State~

90vernment had sensitive

r~dia ~eceiving

f,l'.c:ilities.

As Mro Rice will. testify in oor:e detail, one
of

t

'·
I

t.b.e~C:,

factlitles: .is: to be phased out, but the continued

nptL~at:f.on. o·f.

the oth~r f11cilit.y will sti.l 1 not: alli'J"' the line

••

to he· rebuilt. for 2JO kV.

•

of ; i"·:1 f:rom f'!('rrisvill.e Subetati.o,, i-:o

"

app:- ar~d to bi?' the most satisfacto:ey ao1.ution.
·0

•

·~~.t

Thus~

:f.s the

the

rela.t~i.vely ~hor.t

neces~:J.ty

Rt~nnington

.length

Substat.ion

for. the proposed North

Anna t:.o M~rTif'V:f.ll.P. tx·a.nsmis~ion lino?
A.

BaB1cally tJlis line is necosanry t.:.o trat1smit

power to be generated at the new nuclear po-..u::!J." station at
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North Anna -to the northern Virginia load area.
2
3

What is the magnitude of the load growth in

0

Vepco•s northern Virginia service area?

4

It is well recognized that the metropolitan

A

o.c.

s

areaof Washington,

s

developing areas in the country.

7

portion of this metropolitan area ·south of the Potomac River.-

e

This area is regarded by the conlpany as its northern

e

Virginia load area and consists of the cltic-ts of Alexandria a.n :i

•o

Falla Church, _-plus Arling·ton,

11

and

12

&hown on Exhibit CMS-1 as the area north of Fredericksburq

11

in the Northern Divis ion.

••

growt..h in thig area.

F~uquier

,,
II

Counties.

is one of the most rapidly
Vopco serves the major

Fairf,~x,

Prince lfilliaro, Loudon,

The northern Virginia load area is

We have prepared a chart of the lo#J 3

0

What does this .exhibit shQW?

A

It shows that electric load in northern

,,

'lirginia h.ns grown at a rate of over 15' per year for the past

••

20 years.

It

and

w~

The 1970 peak

_lo~d

ln this area

'A' as

1250 megawatts

expect this load to reach about 2500 megawatts by

1975 and 4500·by 1980.
!
I

l Jl

\u
I
I

.The

1980 load in northern Vir9ia will be

almost as larqa as the 1970 load of 4852 maqawatts which we

experienced for the entire Vepco system.
Alleqheny Power

Sya~em

serves the area

northwest of Wafjhington and similar load development is
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Stallings occurring in their area.

a

,
•
I

•
'

•
•

..

,,

.,
••

Q

What will be the effect of this load growt.h?

A

One effect will be ·the necessity of having

additional transmission facili.ties to serve the growth.
These faciliti.es tr,ust bring

po\\~e:r

from new generating sources

in the south (North J\nna) and in 'the \\"est (Mt. Storm a.nd APS
qenerating
0

stations)~

(Indicate on Exhibit No. CMS-2) •

Plaasa di&ouss the need for. facilities to

bring power from North Anna in the south •
A

The North Anna EJ·ower Sta.tion w.i.ll have a

capab'il!t.y of 3740 me.gawatts whe.n completed in 1978.

There

are four generating units to be in service, one each. in 1975,
1976, 1977 and 1978 •
extensive licensing

Ths commission held

proceedings in connection with this proje·ct and has approved

it for the ultimate proposed capacity ..
:f~

I

.1•

Most of the output of this plant will flow
into the northern Virginia· load area...

Two 500 kV lines will

i

:•
•
.p

i

be required to deliver the output of the first two ·generating
·units to northern Vi~ginia, and

11

third line will be needed

to that area \t.i'ith the last t.wo generating units.

One of the

first two linee will be provided by connecting into the
existing north-south 500 kV line at Ladysmith.
been approved and is now under

construction~

line is the North Anna-Morrisville

This line has

The second

line~

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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4U

In the eummor of 197'5 .• with two genera:t:ing
2

unlts

3

!Ti.eqawatts of power flow:l nq f.rom Nort.h Anna to northern Vl rgini

4

lo:Jds.

5

is in service at that time, an outaqe on the

e

transmis~ion

7

will cause the

8

to be overloadei.

I

Q

op~ratin.q

Unlo.~~

at North Anna, there

u~derlying

Anna to northern Virginia?

••

115 nnd 230 kV transm!asion system

tn de tc~mi.ning how to get the

Y~~1

A
fl

po~~er

from North

The North Anna Power Station is in the

large trianqula.r sh.fSped area that ~ s no"' I!Hlpplied

·by lo.w vol tag'=' l. ines only.

Th i.s is bounded by the

IS

Charlottesvi.ll.e·. . Y.O~sum Poi.nt .115 kV line on the weet. (Indic!lte

••

on Exhi.blt No" r.:~MS-2), the Elmont.···Frederickabux.'~··Possum Point

u

230 kV line on the

••

Richmon.d ar~a to Charlotter:Jv!lle. on the sout.h ( lnd i.cate) •

••

e~st

(lndi~ate),

and a 115

k~ lin~ fro~

distribut.ion t:ircuits su.pplying the load in this area must

••

be re.infot·ced by building tral\smiesion lines t.hrc ugh the

a

ar~.ft w:~

a

By routing the North _r,nna-Morri.sviJ.le trarasmissior. line

•

the

We are approaching the time when the

10

.

4

t:h

~tE'p-down

S\1bsta.tiong connected to this transmissior..

through this area, ,.,..,e wtl1 establish a co.r'ridor that can be

utilized at a later date by 230 kV facilities serving the

I
t

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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I

500 kV

7-\.T.-e· there any other factors which were

II

center o~

othe~

line (from l·adysmith to northern Virginia.)

con.sld~Sred

ll

be about 1250

the North Ann.a .. Morrisvillc transmission line

tO

12

'~i.ll

160
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load distribution network.
As Mr. Rice will testify, Vepco is acquiring
sufficient right of way along this route to meet both of
these needs.
Q

Were alternative methods of transporting the

power from North Anna to northern Virginia considered? .
· A

Yes.

We

conside~ed

the possibility of .

extending the line from North Anna to northern Virginia

nor~~

along the North Anna-Morrisville right of way for some distanc
and then.east to the present Elmont-Loudoun line, from which
point·we would have proceeded north parallel to the present
line to Bristers.
That plan was rejected for several reasons.

I

would have required the relocation of Morrisville Substation
Bristers, and, since we must support Remington Substation with a
230 kV circuit, it would have required a 230 kV line from Bris era
to the Morrisville Substation location, not now proposed under
our plan.
It is not good utility engineering practice to
locate two transmission

ci~cuits

serving the same function adj cent
I
phes

to one another, since they would then be vulnerable to
such as airplane crashes, forest fires, tornadoes,

~ce

stor.ms

and sabotage.

Also, the cost of routing the line on such
a new route would be several million dollars more than on
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Stallings the proposed North Anna-Morrisville route because of its
2

greater length, and many mora acres of right of way

3

required for the facility.
F~nally,

4

~1ould

be

even if we did relocate the North Anna-

5

northern Virginia line parallel to the present 500 kV line, we

6

would still require a 230 kV line in the vicinity of the North

1

Anna-Morrisville route in the future to serve loads in that
Mr. Rice will cover the cost of this

8
9
10

ar~a.

alternative and the additional right of way requirements in
his testimony.

Mr. Stallings, the last facility to be

Q

II

12

considerad is the Mt. Stor.m to Morrisville transmission line.

13

Why is that
A ..

14

~ine

necessary?

The Mt. Storm to Morrisville 500 kV line,

15

which is a joint project of

16

is necessary to deliver the power generated in the coal

11

fields to the rapidly growing loads of both Allegheny and

18

V~pco

Power System and Vepco,

in the Washington metropolitan area.

Exhibit No. CMS-3 shows the magnitude of

19

20

Alleq~eny

this growth within the portion of that area served by Vepco.
Presently the power generated in the coal

21

22

fields is brought into this ··area via the Hatfield Ferry-ooubs

23

line of the

24

Loudoun line owned jointly

~

~legheny

·Power System .and
b~l

~~e

Mt. Stor.m-Doubs-.

Allegheny and Vepco.

,

Of course, additional power from Vepco
TAYLOE, ZAHN
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genex·ating plants is brought into the area by existing
Anna-Morrisvil~e

2

facilities to the south, and the proposed North

3

and Morri"sville-Bristers lines will increase this capability.

4

Nevertheless, the continued load growth

5

and the addition of generating capacity in the coal fields,

6

such as Vepco•s 1973 addition at Mt. Storm, requires that

7

additional line capacity be provided.

8

9

0

transmissio~

capacity is not constructed?

10

11

What will happen if the additional

A

The proposed transmission line will meet

several needs, and if not built, those needs will qo unmet.
The most "immediate need is to provide a ·

12

13

transmission system which will have a·reasonable capability

14

to import power from neighboring systems to the north and

15

west.
Because of breakdo\flns in generating equipment

16

"
18

and delays in construction of generating units which inevitably

· occur,. t'he Vepco tra11smission system should have the strength
i~port

18

to

20

1974.

21

at least 2000 meqawatts from the north and west in

. The Mt. Storm-Morrisville line will provide

this capability, but without it the import capability will be
about 400 megawatts, which would be totally i.nadequate.

Unless the Mt. Storm-Morrisville line is placed in·service,
.ZS

the loss of the transmission line between Doubs and Loudoun
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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in 1974 will overload the 230 kV

du.r.i.ng the

pe~.k

2

system and

re~ult

3

customers and, as a result,ultimately the dropping of

load !Jer.iod

in low voltage for several thousand

Somewhat further into the
5

to have &uch a

future~

load~

the failure

facJ.lity in service would ex;?and the hazard

to such an extent that if .the Hatfield Ferry-Doube
7

line of l\PS were lost in the

8

.M.t:.. Storm-Doubs

pe~·.k

transmissio~

load .Period, the remainin9

line would be forced to carry more than ita

car.>abil i ty, res ul t.ing in the lo~ s of this lin..:~ also, which
.10

wou.ld cauae low •1oltage and load dropp:Lnq over a widespread

II

area.

of·leeser importance •.

12

~ut

nevertheless worthy

tl

of consideration, is the.fact that construction of the

••

Mt. Storm-Morrisville

IS

I'einfo.r:cing the su.pply to new :loads that are ·develop in~ in

16

the northern Shenandoah Val.ley with a minimum of new

n

,.

transmi.ssion line construction.

••

MQr:t' lsville lirae ar1d th-a

trane.mia~ion

line will permit

F.inally. this line along with the North Anna·M~~risville

Sub statio!:. w:f.ll provlde

an econo!11i.cal me.ans for reinforcing the Charlot tesvi lle··Poss\Uii
u

Poi.nt. 115 kV line and thereby eliminate the need .for a
t.ransnd.ss.ion li.ne to bs b-uilt by APS through Rappahannock
County to s.exve the Madison and Greene Coun·ty a.rea.
Q

b

What alternate methods of meetinq these needs

were considored?
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Numerous alternatives were considered for

A
2

meetinq these critical needs.

3

the capabili'ty of the existinq facilities.

4

We first considered increasing

The· maximum capacity of the Mt. Storm-Doubs

5

500 kV line was about 1700 meqawatts in 1972.

6

capacity wa.s increas.ed to about. 2100 megawatts in 1973, but

7

this relatively modest increase in capacity is insufficient

8

to eliminate or

9

I

~ubstantially

That

lJ~e•s

mitigate the problems to which

have referred.

10

At one tiree we considered another plan to

11

construct a new 500 kV line to northern Vi.rginia from a

12

switching station to be ·added in the Mt. Storm--Dooms 500 kV line

13

near Harrisonbarq.

14

plan was discarded because the line did not sufficiently

15

relieve the loa.dinq on the Mt.

16

(Indicate ·on Exhibit No. CMS-2).

Storin~Doubs

lines

This

(Indicate)

We also considered paralleling the existing

17

500 kV system in two ways:

18

construction of a second 500 kV line adjacent to the present

19

Mt .. Storm-Doubs-Loudowt 500 kV line.

20

first, we investigated the

This.was unsatisfactory from a planning point

21

of view because i.t sacrificed reliability by placing two of

22

t~e 'princip~l

23

right of way, thereby exposing them to simultaneous outaqe.

24

With lines of this 5ize and importance to the system, such

25

doubling up on one

supply lines to northern Virginia on a comroon

ri~ht

of way is contrary to sound utility

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Stallings
practice.
2

If we were to build a 500 kV line from

3

Mt,. Storm· to Loudou.n along the route of the present Mt. Storm

4

to Lot.ldou.n circuit, and we were to lose all the lines on that
right of way.
'~ould

7

be ao

voltag~~.

in the northern Virglnil'. load &.rea

intoler~bly

low .that service to our customers

would he un.9-at.ta.factoryft

8

An additicnal source of major transmission
into nort.hern Virgi1·d.a would be necessary to elimina/ce t.hJ.. s

10

problom a~.d ~_n:e.ble Vepco, under such circumstances

I'

to

11

f1.\r:nJ..sh tho reliabilit}· .and qua.l:i.ty of service that it is

12

req~ired

13

requlred and nothing ie grd.ned by the- parallelinq of the

14

Mt. Storm-Loudot:m line.,

to

furnish~·

15

Thus, additional transmiasion would be

Paralleling the:Mt. Storm-Loudoun .kine also

16

would require more line construction to reinforce tne northerr

,.

and of the Shenandoah Valley..

1t

In addition, auch a line

would.ericountor severe right of way

problen~, ~out

which

Mr .. · R'lce will testify.
The aecond paralleli.nq of exiatillq 500 kV

u

..

facilities t.:hdt we

elimi.na.t.e

th~

~onsider.~d

danget"

t.~

was a propo:!al that the

re\ lability that Wr:>'·lld result

frOirt

parnllel!n~ Q:tlly .a

portion of. the loop, but ehe cost of thls

al tarn ~t.e.

.l t. ttJtnlly impractical.

~e,dt~:t"ed

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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As Mr.

~.ce

will testify, our studies indicate

that the cost of such construction would be $52,980,000
more than the cost of the proposed Mt. Storm-Morrisville
line, and much more land would have to be acquired than under
the proposed 9lan.
The proposed Mt. Sto~~-Morrisville·transmissiop
line is, we believe, clearly preferable to all of the

alternat~ves

that have been considered or suggested.

It was· suqqested that we-consider an

alternative, ·which !rom the outset we did not like or approve,
but considered, from Mt. Storm parallel to the present
Mt. Stcrm-Doubs line and thence

terminus of the Mt.

.to

Loudoun'· TA"hich is our

Storm-Doubs-L-o~..-doun

aeveral objections to

follot~inq

line.

There were

t.hat parallel route.

The first and foremo3t in my mind is the
danger to reliability of

servic~.

lf tt'e should have -these

two lines paralleled in 1974, which aeeme

al~ost

iropos9ible,

and '.tie should lose ths riqht away acr.oEs the !?ot.omac River,

which J :J rlght; in the fliqht path of Natiunal Aiz·port, as you

knou if you have flown

~o

Pittsburgh, then the lights ir,

northern Virginia are going out for many people as aarly as
1974.
~

167
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t

To avoid that problem, we said, okay 1 if we

are to consider this northern route, then we mustr from our
responsibility to provide reliable service, ccns:ider par.allelipg

the sntite lopp around here so

th~t

if this section qoes outf

tt..is section will be capable of replacing it.

That alternati?£ of paralleling the entire
loop was also discarded, because as you saw in the figure I
just changed for you, the additional cost over doing this
I mean, from Mt. Storm to Morrisville
ia some 53 million dollars, and we just don't believe that
we should spend 53 million dollars of our customers' money
in that· manner.

[\R.

7-r. '15- ~~)
COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

Well, the idea, I

suppose, what you are striving for is close to 100
per cent reliabilJ.ty as yo~ can possibly have in
designinq your system.
THE WITNESS:

No, sir.

I don't think that the

consumers of Virginia could afford 100 per cent
reiiability.

100_ per cent reliability would mean

th.at this light would never go out.
COMMIS.SIONER SHANNON t

ideal.

I realize that' 8 an

You probably never achieve it.

But what is

the percentage of reliability that you ·al.l strive fori

t 168

f
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THE w·ITNESS:

We have no fiqure for

of total reliability to a g·iven customer.

percentage
We operate

under the criteria which has been adopted through -by most utilit.ies -- I guess all ut.ilities. I

kno·~

all utilities ha"Je some criteria., and our criteria
says that we should not have a single contingency

resultinq from·a cascading outage, so that if we had
a single outage and that single outage may be a
multiple.facility, we should not have cascadingG
That means we should not have the next line
t:a:ip and the neJct one and the next
cotton-picking thing

bl~~ks

out..

Ol'IC

·~e

so the whole

want to avoid

that sort of thinq, but that may be a differ.ent
r~quirement

reason

~e

in each case you 5tudy.

That's

t~e

have a Planning Department and a computer.

They study what 9iven si tuat.lons a1·e at given time

periods t.o det.ermine what is necesei:iey t.o a\'·oid
c&soadi~l9'

outage,

cascading outage
outage

t~cmorr.·e·"~,

Thls

thing.
growing.

a.~d

what ia ·-- what

toda~· rna~..

x~sult.s

in the

not !:esult in. cascading

because ether faeil!. tie~ are added.

el~ctric

utilitl:· :ayatem is not a simple

!t's not a static thin9.
lt becomes mo:t"'e complex

lt•B dy4amic.
~.ach dr~.y,

It's

ar.:d it

must be contir,ually studled, and what. you may find

r
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concerning the system tedar
a.nd

~i.nce

we know that, we

ma~"

net be tr.ue ·i:omorro\11;
look at. to.;norrow.

al.~ays

We can 1 t a.3sume it's goirJ.q t.C' be the

The schedule for the

Mt..

~~arne

&.s todaj'

~·a~,

Storm to Morrisville

ci rcul t; is what. -- the need for. Mt. Stoi1n··Morrisville

circuit is the summer of 1973, which is back theree
Its need is anytime between now and the tiree we get
it constructed that we can possibly put it in service.

The sooner,.the better.
It is needed in the 1974 summer, and we don't
know that we can build it that soon. ·~\'e' d like to
try, and if \\•e don't have .it, and if we ha,re some of

the contingencies that could oecur, then there are

going to ·be scme liqhts out in northern Virginia.
If we do attempt to build it and don't make
it, a~d t..hose same contingencies occur'· that same

s:J.tuat!on will ·occ-ur.
La.ter on,. in the 1980's, without that circuit,
there's a possibility _we. will cascade that to the

e·astern seaboard.
BY

MR~

BRASFIELD'
Q

Mr. ·St_allings,. is it your testl.mony that

avoidinq a cascading outage is VEPCO's sole criterion?

A

No, sir.

I 70

-~

'You are not satisfied -- s.re you satisfied

0

with reliabili·ty?
A

·. That 8 s not the sole cr!t:eri.a for reliability.

That was just in answer to his question.

BY MR.

MASSIE~

·The only other quaetion I want t..o ask you,

Q

th€ Com.rnlssloner.s just went int.o it with y0u a little b5.t,

and l want to. short of
fact~s

arguing~

get some of t..he additional

tllat relate to the worde you said, "it's not good

I

good 11tili.ty practlce. to build in the .same corridcr .. "

p:r..?.c·tice

I'd like to

b~gtn~

briefly~

by saying it•s

true thS:t ne.ny 11tility lines" many utility companies do build
many utility lines i.n the sa.me cat7ridor·, and as a. matter of

fact it's done a good deal out westr is
A

rt'~ done a

0

Well, could yeu eYplain

i~

not?

good deal right here in Virginia.
yo11l."'

reasons, in

add'ltion t<;) the ones l"ou· have given, as to why thls is not
qood p.ractlce?
1\

I

hope the record w.ill

9·hOW

what. l

ssid is

that llneE? of ·the same vc.lta.ge serving the same purpose

nhouldn't be r.>n the ·same :r.igh t. of
Q

\HlY.

Is it true. ·that this is not. done?

171

A

This is avoided wherever

pos~ibJe.

We do parallel transmission lines on the

right of

~ay,

~ame

undoubtcdlye
For instance, I have already said that --

Q

A

Yes, I understand that.
across the river here we have a 500 kV

lineu and directly parallel to it there's a 230 kV line.

Q

WOrds i

\-Jell, what I have a problem

,.,i th.

is the

"i.t t 5 not 900d practiCL "?
Q

All ·riqhtj' let me try to explain that.

I hope

l can do it successfully.
If I have twa lines which are both necessary
to do a job, and I .put them on :separate r.outes --

0

Yes.

t

-- either one of the lines can do the job.

If

l lose one of them, the job continues to be done.
If I take those same two lines, either one
of which is capable of doing the job, and put them both on
tho san\e righ~ of way, and I lose them both, and chat •s alJ.

I had to do tha job, w·ell then the job can • ·t be done.

If you follow me, that's the reason for saying
li;1es of' the aan:e voltage serving th.e aame purpose shouldn't

be on the same right of way, because if they are botll lost

you can't qet a job done.

A

Oh, yes.

If you separate them. you could.

There are cases where lines can

on the same right of way and not voltage reliability

be

problems~

Each is studied individually, and where it's not a problem to
put them on the same right of way, they can. be put there.
Q

And where is this particular area, for

instance, slgnificantly dangerous or high· risk area for
running in the same right of way for two 500 kV's?
A

Let me give you an example.

Let•s suppose

these were adjacent.
Q

Right.

Okay.

A

And that's what.you•re

0

That's right.

173

tal~ing

about?

135
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A

If these two lines were built on adjacent

2

right of ways, and as I have said before, if we lost this

3

right of way in 1974 , we will have to drop load. in this area

4

to avoid low voltage to all customers.

5

of about 35 per cent of the customers in that area to

6

volta9e back to the level where we cauld supply it to the

7

remaining· customers and not damage their equipment.

We'd

ha~e

to drop load
~et

8

0

Well, the if is what I am talking about.

9·

A.

Sir?

0

The if they are both lost. · I want to know

10

11

what is the risk of that?
You &aid that in some areas this can be done.

12

13

14

the

Why can it be done in some areas and not in this area?
A

L-et Jtte refer to the reliability .. criteria that

15

is uoed in the southeast Electric Reliability Council, whieh

16

VEl?CO is involved with, and it tells you \'that we shou.ld

17

the crlteria we should follow in desiqning lines.

18

Each of a certain number of.systems will be

19

desiqned to avoid cascading upon the occurrence of the

20

followi.ng contingencieso

21

to be studied and guarded against, and cne of those is sudden

22

l.oss of all lines on a common right of way.

23
24

2s

And it lists those thinqs that are

So we took a look at.losinq all the lines·on
any right of way in our studies.

If you follow this close, once you build this
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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J 74

- cross

~ta!~1nqs

line, it's there for its life, and its life is what,
2

thirty-five, forty years?

Once that line is put there, then

3

you must: look at what the situation is farther out i.nto the

4

future, and if this same occurrence comes about in 1980, then

5

we have a real problem.

6

right cf way get lost together in 1980, this line becomes

7

overloaded, and it will open.

If this line and this line on this

8

MR. BRASFIELDr

9

THE

\ihich line is that?
Oh, excuse me.

WIT~~SS:

~l~

line from

10

Hatfield Ferry in the APS system to Doubs in the

II

APS system.

12

and

13

line, are all simultaneous.

t~e

These two lines, the Mt. Storm to Daubs

Hatfield Ferry to Doubs are all on the same
Therefore, Hatfield

I

I

Ferry-Doubs wauld be lost, and when that line is

'14
I

I

I

I•s
i

lost, our

~omputer

won 1 t converge.

It won•t tell us

what hap.pens next.

II

You get a pretty good idea that it separates

17

~·

the eastern seaboard, and that is just something that

1

we cannot build- into our system:know!ng ahead of time

»

that we have a possibility of cascading outages

~

t~

r

throughout the eastern seaboard is something that we

J

just could not plan for.

•

Q

And- that is something parti.cular to this line1

•

A

Yes.

'

These two lines together on this

right of way lost at the same time would in turn lose this line,
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and when this line goes, the system is split up.

THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir, but when ·this

happens , these two. lines on thin right of

occurren~e

~"ay,

and

they are lost in 1980, our studies show that the load
on this line, th.is line will try to take th.e. potrFer.

that these two. wi.ll carry: and when it tries to
east
carry that powert it will burn down, and wben it
does, then

th~

power that it was carryinq and that

thflse two were carrying has got to qo some'\\'"here else,

and the some·ilhere else path continues to get ama.ller,

but the load it tries to carry doesn't diminish.
COMMISSIONER

SHk~N~~:

But all the load

that;~

i

lJH

stallings - cross

being carried on the Doubs to Loudoun and the Mt. Storm .
2

line~

3

b~ilt, that wouldn't be transferred over to the Alleqh:illY

4

Power System line?

Mt. Storm to Remington line, assuming it's

THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir, and to this line.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON!

Tha.t' s right..

That 1 s

what you·say you have got the line coming down from
the south to take·up some of it.
9

10

II

12

Right, you would.

THE WITNESS:

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

Aren•t there some other

systems in there that would pick up part of it?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

This line goes on

13

up ints the PJM system, and there are some lines

14

that go around and that come back in through here.

15

16

. 17

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

Come back in through

the back door?
Certainly, they would take

THE WITNESS:

18

part of the pewer, but there would be enough left on

,,.

this line that it ·would burn down.
Now, when it does, then the power it was

carrying wants to qo this way, too, and around this
-way a"'ld back around down through.

integrated system.

All of it is an

Certainly, you are right.

Power

is goi-ng to flow wherever it's going to flow, because
this power doesn't have any name tag on it.
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It's

power going from a 9anerating source to a load, and
it's trying to get there over any path that's

Q

Well,

I

don't want to arque -- I want to

avoid at all costs arguing.
am not clear on is:

availab~,

The only question that I really

given the fact that it's acceptable in

some situations andlegislated to look at in Virginia and the
Federal Power Commission has said -- are you aware the
Federal

Pow~r

Commission has said that. it should be considered

whether lines cen be put in the

that

it

sa~~ co~ridor?

A

Yes, that's right.

O·

Well, given all of those criteria and the fact

has been done successfully. why in this case it

absolutely cannot ·be done -- and I understand your point that
this other line might be -- might burn out and cause a
nationwide or East Coast cascading?
A

Well, that • s the only reason I ha"e for it.

0

That'a the only reason?

A

The only electrical reascn.

- .17 8

BY MR. KAY:
0

Mr. Stallinqs, before we get started here,

would you produce for me the studies that you just referred
to that show tne situation in 1980?
A

·Yes, sir.

Q

Kould you produce them now, please?

A

Yes.

These·, of course, are studies that you

already have, and I can refer to them.

You can have copies

~NT \ N
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~tall1nqs

-

~ross

of this.
2

Well, if you would show me what you are

0

3

talking about.

4

From you all?

5

6

things were mnde available that the intervenors af«l<ed for.
Well, there was a truck load of stuff made

Q

available, but nobody would identify what it was.

9
10

I will give you the ease numbere, and then

A

you can h.s,re cotlies of these..

11

·The firet case is 80S···l00 D- '3..

12

is 80S-ll5 B-3.

13

80S Pl04.

14
15

~.nd

The third is SCS-300 B-l..

The second

The fourth is

the last is 80S Pl 04A.

Q

When were these made, sir, these studies

A

Let's. aee.

made?

gave them to you.
18

Where did I get them?

Well, they were made available wherever the

A

7
8

You say I have them.

I will take them in the order

I

100 B-3 is a sheet from the .1980 summer

stud1 of ECAR,MA1\C VACAR, and I don't have the_. date of that
s·tuclr right here, but I believe it was 1970.

Now, 1970
0

l4!.y

x· see that?

Mayte i.f you'd sho·\., me that,

maybe I could :identify it.

..
•

MR .. BRASFIELD:

While he's dolng that., ~oul.d

you spell it out for the court reporter?
Tim WITNESS:

Yes.

ECAR is
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F.a~t

I tfO

Central Area

of Reliability Cowlcil.
2

companies in it, but it involves American Electric

3

and Power Company, the Allogheny Power.

4

Cleveland Electric.

MR. BRASFIELD:

5

Excuse me.

Syste~,

I just meant for

6

you to give her the lettera so she can get the letters

7

straight.
ECAR is East Central Area of

THE WITNESS:

8

Reliability.· MAAC is

9

l

I can •t name all tho

MR. BRASFIELD:

10

E-C-A-R1.

;
I

l

II

I
I

12

MR. BRASF.IELD:

13

THE WITNESS:

II

~ast

· THE WITNESS:

14

IS

.committee on
Carolina

16

Okay.
l~C

Reliab~lity.

Ar~a

of

Central Area of Reliability·.

is Mid Atlantic Area

And VACAR is Virginia

Reliab~lity

Council.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

And you used the term

here, for the .record, PJM systems.

THE WITNESS:

18

Oh, PJM is the Pennsylvania,

New Jersey, Maryland interconnection, and it's
PJM is the operating. group;

synonymous tfith MAAC.
MAAC

i@ the reliability group; and they repor·t to

one another and are so intertwined that I don•t
I

understand it.

BY MR. KAY:
0

(

Is thiA an extra copy?

'
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No, it isn't.

A

You may have a copy.of it,

in addition to the copy you already have.
COMMISSIONER SHANNON 1

The Bailiff can

make you a copy.
THE BAILIFP:

Just oneA

MR. KAY:
MR~

How many do you need 1 sir?

ROGERS:

We will need about six.

BY MR. KAY:

Q

· You

s~y

1

"in addition to the copy you alread}"

have?"
I mean that you may have· from what you

A

~ell,

Q

Mr. Stallings, if I had copies of every

saw.

piece of paper you all made available to me in response to
my request, I'd

sti~l

be copying them.

A

That's right.

Q

Now, sir, when did the planninq within your

company for tile routes here under consideration commence?
A

It was tentatively discussed in early '69,

and I think, as I already said, it was picked finally sometime
during the sqmmer of 1969.

182

Excuse me, Mr. Kay.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

Let me ask you what is the generating
capacity of Mt. Storm as of today?
THE WITNESS:

You picked a bad day, Judge

Shanllon, but the installed capacity -- the first two

units are 565,

~

believe.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON s

Megawatts?

THE WITNESS:. Yes, sir.
.is 560.

And the third unit

So that's 1130 and 560 must be 1690.
COMMISSIONER SHANNON:
THE WITNESS:.·

Q

Ye~,

1690 megawatts?

sir.

Now, when was the

decisio~

actually first

made that the Morrisville area would be the terminal point
for the Mt. Stor.m line?
A

After

we_d~te~ined

183

that we could not qo
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Stallings - Cross
1.

2
3
4

through the FBI radio installation.
0

Well, I am talking about the area in general.

Remington, when was that selected?
A

.Well, of course, when we first found that

ther~

5

was a problem getting power to northern Virginia, and that was

6

sometime prior to 1969, it was obvious that we had to get

7

a circuit to northern Virginia.

8
9
10

Q

Well, I mean, when did you first decide that

the Remington area was to be the terminal point for this

Mt. Storm, new Mt. Storm line?

11

A

In the area of 1969.

12

Q

Now,·what agabl -- you.have touched on this
yout~

13

earlier, but what -- before making

14

to· the Remington area, what alternative terminal points did

15

you consider?

16

A

Alternative terminal points?
I'm not sure that there was an alternative

17

. 18

decision in 1969 as

·terminal point considered until we received. sugqestions that

1 19

we double up on this side and double up on this siqe.

.20

this was -- the initial terminal point was Remington.

21

22

I

l123
!
I

124

Ilas

Q

I mean,

So that was the only point you were thinking

about then; wasn't it?
A

That was the initlal terminal.

Q

And it wasn't until after people made

suggestions that you considered paralleling th~ existing line
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that you considered those as alternatives?
2

3

A .

Riqh~,

because we did not consider that to be

a viable solution to the problem.

4

0

All riqht 1 sir.-

5

A

Either electrically or economically.

0

Wel~,

6

you

~ay

you didn't consider it to be a

7

viable alternative.

8

consider it until somebody else suqgested that you consider

9

10

A

I thought you said you didn't even
it~

We didn't look it, because on the suJ;face we

could tell it wasn't viable.

I

I

I
i

i

11

Q

You just rejected it out of hand?

12

A

Yes~

Q

Based on no studies?-

\

! 13
lI

i 14

!

: A

Based on experience and judqment.

15

Q

What experience do you refer to?

16

A

Based on the knowledge that you couldn't

I

17

lose both lines and survive in this area.

18

•e

0

How did you know you couldn't lose both of

thQse lines ·and survive?

20

A

From just qood enqineerinq judqment.

11

0

You.weren't even in the depart~ent at that

u

time, so Mr. Rawls made it just based on experience over the

~

years.

No _computer studies at that time?
A

I am not sure tha-t there was computer studies ,

but a computer study would have shown that.
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Q

I am asking

2

you at the time that the decision was made for the Remington

3

area to be the terminal point, that was the only point you

4 ·

all considered?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

All right, sir.

1

l

Well, I am not asking you that.

Now, when was your consultan

1

Mr. Barthold,employed for this project?

8

A

I'd have· to look that up.

9

Q

Approximately?

10

A

After 1969.

11

Q.

How far after 1969?

12

A

I don•t

13

0

Would it take you long to find that out?

14

A

I'd have

• 1s

you know tomorrow.

'16

Q

. 17

that out?
A

I don ' t know.

~now.

to

go back to the office.

I can let

You have to go back to the office to' find

Yes, because obviously you ,.,ant an e:cact date,

and I am not goinq to gfve· you an exact date·.
Q

No, I said approximately.

I said approximate! ,

·Mr. Stallings •
A

And I said after we got into the project.

Q

Well, let me ask it to you this way:

was it

after the pl-anning had been done?_
A

After the planning had been begWl.
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sure the ·planning has been done yet all the way.
2

Q

Sir?

A

I say after the planninq·was begun, yes, sir.
Well, was it

4

a

We normally don • t do our own planning.

A

5·

-~

We

don't nor.mally hire consultants to do our planning.

7

0

And so he was not in on the planning?

8

A

Not entirely.

9

0

You had selected the Mt. Storm-Morrisville

to

point and the North Anna-Morrisville terminal point of tha.t

11

area before :·1r. Barthold was employed?

12

A

Yes.

13

0

He had no part in that decision?

14

A

No.

•s

'l'be·y make

tex~inal

Consultants don't make our decisions.

recommendations to us.
COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

16 .

It's 3:00.

The

Commission will recess for ten rninutas •.

17

(Recess)

18
I

': 19

BY MR. KAY:

I
I

lzo

I~~

Q
Mt'.

I think we had stopped with

astabli~hing

that

Barthold was not· in on the selection of the Mor.risville

area as a temina·l point for the line?
A
Q

Is that also true of Mr. Howlett, your

environmental oxpert7 he was not in·on that either: was he?
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A

I think that's true.

Q

t~en

was the final decision made by VEPCO,

Potomac Edison !or Morrisville as the terMinal point?
A

~ell,

it was in the azea of 1969.

It was,

aa I say, after we found we couldn't qo through the FBl

installation, and.I think that that was probably

d~ring

the

early summer of 1969.
Q

Now,

~ir,

your application Jn No. 36, which

I thin•; is t.he Mt. Stoxm to Morrisville application, states

that the route· selected had been reviewed by an independent
consult.antll'

Thia was after the route had been selected,
was it not?
i:hink it wa.s •

A

J.

0

And this consultant ha.d no· voice in the

initinl selection of that terminal point?
A

I think not.

0

Nor in the alternatives that were to be

considert'ld?

A

He di4 review the a.lte.rnatives, yes.

Q

These were· alternatives within the limits

of those ter.minal points?
A

Yes.

188

4

L\.R. t=?. \ (0 -11 \ _]
0

But those studies all show on them, do they

not 1 tit.... ·st.orm to Morrisville line?
A

.I'd have to
Mt.

0

think

~hey

do.

Storm to Morris·1fille on that one"

So they showed the line fr·om. i-tt.. Storm to

MorrisvilleA

The dcciston had been made by that time?
right, but --

A

That~s

0

All right, new, sir, do you have any studies

that. ehow an
pu.rpose

confi~m that~ !

b~·

~ffort

tu see how yo\l 1 mi ght accompl:lEh the same

upgrading ·the

Mt~

Stotlft to Doabs to

Loud~un

line?

Do yo•~ have· any base case at.udies frora tll.ose?
A

·From these .stud!es, \.•e can deten•.ine the

result if we put these lines together.
Q

But the decision bad

189

·been made at that t.ime
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to take the line to Morrisville, so you start out with that
2

premise?

3

A

Yes, sir, and ·I don • t mean -- I am not try!.ng

4

to be argumentat.ive.

5

doesn't ohange the electrical

6

factr because from these

7

the purpose you state, make that invest.i"gation.

8

studies there, we can prove to 011r.selve9 and to

9

that that would not work electrically •.

10

11

12

13

14

15

: 16

What I am trying to say is that that

ve~y

resul.~.

It doesn 't chan.ge the

studies here, we did not, for

Q

Well, I won't concur

A

Well; I know, sir.

th~t

From those
)lOll,

I

t.hink,

you can prove it to

me.
I will take that back, too

COMMISSION~R SHANNON: . Let- me interrupt

you.

.. You s.ai.d t "would not work electrically"?
THE .WITNESS:

Ye:s r sir.,

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

Would you elucidate on

i
I

~I 17
I

that a little bit?

I·
' 18

:~:· 19

20

21

THE _WITNESSa

Yes, sir.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

,13

COMMISSIONER SHANNON1

:u
j:

in 1980 --

You are talking about

reliability now.
THE WITNESS=

Z4

aqo~

that I discussed a little while

22

~

Because of the thin9s

THE WITNESS s

Yes •.
I.get you.

That-'s what I mean by wouldn't

work electrically.

.j
I

·~
I'

I

Okay.
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Q

All right, sir, I am qettinq to tnat.
Now, as I understand it, you

d~dn't

that it was not possible to do until after you had

determine
dete~ined

that you wanted the line to qo to Remington?
A
~las

afto:r lt.

As I told you earlier, we studied the thinq
suggested, even though we didn't think it was

a viable alternative from our
Q

judq~.·nt

and experie11ce.

But.you didn't start out -- this is an honeet

statement; you didn't start out and try .to figure out a way
to get the 'line from Mt. Storm to Douhs to'Loudoun in an

electrically feasible manner, did you?
A
. Q
~

That 0 B right •
You did not?

Did not, because it was not a viable

altornative.
Q

But you didn't know

that~

at the time,

Mr. Stallings, until after you studied it, and you didn·•t

study it until after you had made your decisionz isn't that
·right?

A
0

A
it --

That's your sta_tement.

I.

~ink

wa did.

·And it's your statement?

No,· sir.

I think we knew it.

Wa didn't know

Q

I hate to keep beating a dead horse.

A

We

didn'~

know it because we had made a

spec:lf J.c study on that particular point, but t.!t.u:·e are lots
of thinqs that we don • t study that we know won't l~ork

before we study them.
And

Q

~hen

you set out to justify fOUr

o:r:·iginal decision after somebody suggested that

yo~

might do

that?

A

· And I think "'a hi1ve been

Q

Now~

eminent!~·

successful..,

does VEPCO have any compiled data

indicating t.hc number of outages, the duration of outase.s
411d the c·auses for· those outages for its 500 kV linea that

are new in service?
A

Wo have system operators interruption

reports , which I balieve were furnlshed in

an!ltt:6r

to your .

interrogatories.
Q
~Y

Yes, sir, out

~y

question was:

do you have

compiled data?
A

They are c~mpiled on those reports, yes.

Q

Well, do you h~"Je those 'llith you?

A

There•s a report for each day, and these

circuits have bean in·service since 1966, so there are seven

192

ye~s

of daily reports.
Q

Do you. ha"·e some of those with you?

A

No.

MR. BRASFIELD:

I have brouqht tho documents

that wa furnished to you that you requested.
Mro Stallinqs

doesn'~

MR. K1..Y:

have them here i.n the courtroom.,

l\'ell, I '<1 like to -- j u.s t so the

Commission might see what we arc talking about, if I

could see some of thoaa interruption reports. .
BY MR. KAY:

Q ·

·Whilo we are waitinq for that, ttr. Stallinqs 1

I t&ke it, then,. the only·information you
. have on
duration and causes is in

co~~on

t~ese

~~e outage~,

interruption reports?

~

The only info:rmatJ.on I have is, yes.

Q

And so you have·never compiled it on a

basis to say that there are so many per h\mdred miles

per y~ar for any particular cause?

You don • t know that?

A

I have never compiled that.

Q

And VEPCO hasn't to your knowledgo?

A

Not that I know of.

193

It may have been compiled!.

But there is no place that you have taken the

Q

data for· tlle ycc.t>s that the 500 kV lino has been in service
or in fact the 230 kV 0 s .tmd gone· through these interru.pt!on
reports

am gathered toqet..her the number of incidents of

lign·t.ning o,ltagas, for example?

Thero•s no instance for which l have done

A

that~

It's entirely_possible that for some other purpose somebody
in planning has dono that, but I don't know about it,
It wasn • t used by you or. by l-ir ~ Ra\1rls ,, to

0

your knol'lledge, in the planning of the lines we are talking

about here?
A

No.

Well~

·of course, in the plannin9 of

t~e

lines, tbe inicrmation wasn 5 t available becauae tr..e lines
didn't eY.i~t.

r.r·hey couldn't

have

gone Ol\~ if they didn • t

existo
Well, you did have planning for -- I assume;

Q

·for your proposed l·lt. Storm to

~iorri9ville

line?

Yes, but what ! am s11ying, tere would be no

. A

interruption :record on a line that. wasn't in ec:l.r.-•ico,.
Q

.

I know, air, b\lt I am asking you the experiencf

of interruptions on your 500 kV line that was in sarvice that
· you might have utilized in your thinking in planninq the other

line-s.

A

I see what you are

No.

know of any

saying~

No, I don°t

0·

Q

And you have one of those biq books for eac;h yfl':r.7

A

Yes.

Q

multiple

So the answer would be tho same with
on a

str~ctures

co~~on

right of wayr you don't have

any experiences as to when only one would go out as compared
to both of t:llem out?

A

·x don't have any experiencea of it, you say?

Q

You don • t have arty r.eco,;d of your ex.per!,encec

A

Yea.

I've qot th~ syetem operator interruptiof

reports, and from that, it wou.ld be possible, !

thin~D

to

determine what your outage is.·
Q

Wall, let's

any compiled records.
A
f~r

it. str·ai«Jht.

You. don't ha\•e

You haven't compJ.l9d

haven~

\ie

g~t

t -lookGd at the thing you are asking

specifically and made a compilation of thoae 3Dswero.
Q

And

)'OU

don • t have any one aj.nqlc r.«3cord that.

you could go tO and look at it and say in 1965 on right of
way such and such

th~re

were five occasions in which

~te

service was interru.pted because of. lightning for a duration
of so many minutes?

19

s

!l

A

I don't have 7 but 1 ae I say, it 2 s

~nt.J.rely

po•sible that somebody in some of your isolated studies may
have looked at that.
0

I don't have such a studyo

And you haven't used this raw data then in

making your decisions concerning tho routa applied

fo~

A

No, siro

Q

Now, J.n considering the altern.ati''Jes to

here?

Mt. Storm to Motrisvill.e lines and the North Anna to MorrisvilL
1-i.nes, the alternative which would involve .pa.rallel.ing of
existing lines,· has VEPCO made any ctudy to project the
frequen.ey of outaqes of. those
li11eo as paralleled?
.

A

You mean the one that does it and the one

that_isn't. built yet?

Q

Aoouming that one would

b~ par4ll~l~d ~ith

the other., have you made any projections aa· to tho frequency
of outages?
A
prcj~ct

No, and I don't know of any way we could

frequenay of outages•

It only takes one to tear the

sys:tom ·up, and that one we want· to avold. .bec:au!'e cf the

criteria of keeping the liqhta on whon one single contin9e.ncy
happons.

196

Q

But if the chances of that line from Doubs

to Loudoun being put out of service are 5 million ·to one,

if·those are the chances, would you still --would VEPCO

still De opposed to the double -- to tho paralleling of that
circuit?
A

lf the result is what we know it to be , in

1980· a.brewt•UP of the utility, electric utility systems in
the eamte:rn s.aaboard, yes, sir.

We don 8 t want to bre·ak u.p

the eastern seaboard's electric system ·and put the liqhts out
on the Whol.e eastern seaboard.
Q

All right, if the chan·ces were 10 to l

A

If

0

So you are designing for 100 por cor.t..

the~·e

was one

chBd~ce

~

of any sorto

reliability?
A ·

No, ·sir.

We are not designing for 100 per

cent reliabilityo . We are designing our bulk power transmiaoiot~

system so that no one s;ngle continqency
Any one single

sys~em.

Q

cont~ngency

w~.. ~1

disrupt the

m\tst be prepared for.

liave you made any current stud.J. es t-o evaluate

or project the performance of the altornati,orea of parall.el.'lng

lines under various assumed conditions?

t9'l

A

Would you ask that one more time?
I tried to follow that, and I am not sure !

All rightc

Again, considering the

di1·

alternat!~e~

of paralleling Mt. Storm to Doubs and North Anna up the Elmont
line, considorinq thoaa alternatives, have you ma.de any
studies to evalunto or project the performance of those
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alternatives under assumed contingencies?
2

A

Yes, sir.

3

Q

What's that?

4

A

We sure have,· and I mentioned one of those

5

studies yesterday.

6

Q

7

Well, before you point them out to me, will

you produce them for me?

8
9

10

A

I gave you a copy of them yesterday.

Q

Is that what you are talkinq aboutr· the

document

11

12

IJ

y~u

gave me yesterday?

A

That's the one study I am talking

Q

All right, go ahead •.

A

And you can determine from that study tllat

if this Mt.

tS

both these circuits in

to Doube line is paralleled and you use
1980~

the results would be -- and when

••

I say, "lose the

.,

service, are inte.rrupted, open at both ends •

••

0

cirouit,~

I mean the circuits go out of

Wait just a minute.

Let .me interrupt you,

•
•

I don't know that you understood my question •

\:

studies, and I am qoinq to tell youo

•

•

•

A .

Q

yes.

R..r. J_,

·~

Sto~

about~

Yes.

You asked mo about studies performed, an

I asked you if you have performed any studies

to evaluate the performance of the paralleling?
A

This is what I ain describing to you.

asked me to describe it.
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Well, yesterday, sir, when I asked you about

Q
2

that, you

3

parallel·lines.

ac~nowledged

that these studies did not show any

They show the Mt. Stor.m to Morrisville lineo
.They show the

A

res~lt

if the lines were

paralleled.
But the studies weren't made for the purpose

Q
7

of assessing the reliability of the parallel lines, were theyf

8

sir?

9

Why do you think we looked at both of .them

A

10

out.?

It

outages.

They had to be parallel.

12

13

though, Mr •. Stallings?

'"

thing.

16

Th~y

~a:rallel

lines,

are not paralleled on this

The.assumption is that they are paralleled

A

and lost simultaneously.
Mr. Kay.

ass\U\)ed simultaneous

You didn •·t assume the

Q

15

We

That's what the assumption is,

There's no other reason for assuming that they go

.out simultaneously •.
Q

Well, if the assumption is that they were

20

parallel, why don't your base case studies show the line

Zl

being paralleled rather than showing the line from Mt. Stor.m
to Morrisville?

u

A

We show they went out simultaneously.

0

But you don't show them in that location,

do you?
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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A

Well, that skotch is not geographic.

That's

an electric diagram.

2
3

Q ·

But Morrisville is geographic, isn•t it?

4

A

Yes, that's riqhte

5

Q

And you show the line from Mt. Storm to

Morrisville?

6

7

A

8

Let me

s~tisfy yo~r

that wau not dra\l."ll parallel.

desire by sayin·q that

That's right.

9

Q

All right, sir.

10

A

But the study was

perfo~od

asstzming t.he loss

11

of both these lines at the same time, becauee we were

12

paralle-lism here, adjacent· parallelism.

ll

Q

Where in the base case ·studies that you showed

••

me yesteJ:cay do y·ou assuma the los3 of

IS

same timo?

,,
,,
,.

A

ass,~inq

If· you will

permit~~

tho~e

lines at the

to pull that study out,

I will show you very easily.
. Q

All. right, sir, l 1 d like

yo~

to.

:

Is that

CO~~ISSIONER SHANN~~~

'"I
I

;·
l

~·
I
I

1:
•

•

atud~

in the

record?

TUE WITNESSa

This, yes, sir.

I don't know that it's in tho record 1 but you
had a copy of it yesterday.

I gave it to himg and

he made Xerox copies.
MR. BRASFIELD a
TAYLOE, ~AHN

Why don't
&
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we make it an
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exh!:.b1t, CMS whatever the next exhibit number is.
COMMISSIONER SHA.liNON:
m~

exhibit and let 9.s qivo

1At 1 s mako it an

a copy· of it, too.

This

wou.ld be thenext number.
Jud<Je ,. I want to make a couple

THE BAILIFF:
mor~

copies , but I need anothfl!r one
l-tR. KAY:

fo~ th~ ~·ec-ord 9

Uere, I have got an extra on a here,

if you can reed it. I made a copy from a copye
CO¥~!SSIONER

SHANNONs

Now,

thi~

h~

C.MS ..· 4 ·'

will be

CMS -MR. ROGERS:

· 41t

THE B1,ILIFF 1

This ':rill.

·coMMISSIOlmR SHMNON:

-~ir.

All right.

(Copy of base case studies numbered
BOS-100 B-3, 80S·ll5 B-3, QOS-300 B-1, SOSP 104
Md- 80SP 104-A we.re m.a~ked Exhibit CMS ..·4 and.
r~~olv~?

in evidence.)
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.4

Q

Wait a minute, Mr. Stallings.

Let me just

interrupt you a minute.
I

·though·t

I

understood you to say that you had

a base case study showing the two lines -A

Just --

0

-- showing the two lines out at the same time.

A

· We do have.

It's not this study.

Tnis one

$bows -- I am going through this one to show you the principle

and then we ran· another study to confirm this, yes.

0

Ran another study?

A

Oh, let me see when. Sometime in June, July

When?

of this year, to confirm the.calculations we had made from
this previous study.

C:ONII tvUC:j)

20 3

1
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I was trying to explain to you how we made
2.

these calculations in that previous study.

3

Q

~ihy

4

A

I didn't have it with me yesterday.

didn't you qive me that one yesterday?

f·1R. I<AY:

We

have

been

trying

to gat

documents, Your Honor, from the very outset of this
7

proceeding.

8

of all the interrogatories.

Mr. Rogers has copies of all the requesta,

rwtr o Brasfi~ld has been vary cooperative.

He • s

tO

put me in a room about this size piled up with this

"

kind

of

book

&ld

said, "you can dig it out of there."

So wa tried to. do it as best we could.
II)

Now, six, ei.ght months .later we find ourselves

••

b~ing

IS

on the most

,.

&ld I

faced with new studies that we have never seen
c~itical

just.do~'t

part . of this case, reliability,

-- I think we ought to have

additiona~

time, perhaps, to study these so that we can examine
Mr. Stallings properly on them.
MR. BRASFIELD:

•

;.

•

May it please the Commission,

the studies that Mr. Stallings has been testifying to

so far were made available to t·Sr. Kay.

He took copies

of them, I believe •
The study that Mr. Stallinqs has just now

...

referred to was run after we received the testimony

••

of the intervenors where Mr. Chambers testified that

..

--------~------------------------------------------~------------~
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we had not run sufficient studies to make tuis
determination •.

Mr. Stallings is now in the process of showing

3
4

that as of that time, from the studies furnished

5

Mr. Kay, we hau made sufficient studios, but to be

6

doualy safe, we, since that time, have made a

7

study;

8

since that time.

CL"ld

that's not the only thing we have done

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

9

been

10

11

9i~en

confir.mi~g

Now, Hr.

l~ay

hasn c t

a copy of the confirmation studyr has he?
He hasn't

MR. BRASFIELD:

asked

for one until.

this moment. ·

12

Well, I haven't asked for it?

l-tR. KAY:

13

I

have been askinq for them for eight months.

14
15

COl-tMISSIONER SHANUON:

I think, in order for

Mr. Kay to properly present his case -- this is

16

.,

information, of course, that is peculiarly within the

••

control of the applicant, and I think it should be

,.

made availablo to him.

I assumed that you would do

that, . and I think !-tr. Kay would have to have a
reasonable perioo of tJ.me to look it over to see if
a
D

•

•

there were any questio-ns on this.
We may want to recall Mr. Stallings

MR. KAY:

at the conclusion •

MR. BRASFIELD:

rle have no objection •

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

think that's a

2

fair request on it, and I think you ought to give him.

3

a copy of it, and any other coun3el that desires,· ·so

4

that they may look the record over and make an

5

report.

6

7
8

t

MR. MASSIE:

.

.t

I

\

adequat~

We'd like a copy.

BY MR. KAY:
All right, qo ahead.

Q

I do want to pin down

this j_ust so there will be no misWlderstanding.

•o

;

I

MR. BRASFIELD:

I wonder if I may just make

this· comment, so I hope the record will be.cloar,•that
there has.been. no impropriety on VEPC0 1 s part.

..

I

VEPCO is constantl¥ in the process of makinq
studies and confirming the calculations that it
I .

from

oth~r

studies,

-~nd

deriv~s

particularly when· the

I

i.

....
\

conclu~io~s

that the company reaches from a particulal

set of studies is challenged in a case this important

'II

~·
1

we want to do what we can. to confirm ito

believe that

there

So I

has been any impropriety.

just tryinq to show the

Co~ssion

don~t

We were

that the condition!

we believe will happen, will happen.
COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

All right.

Well, I

think wo can_ cure tho problem by providinq Mr. Kay
with the study and giving him sufficient tj.mo to look
it over.

That would be acceptable to you; wouldn't
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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i~?

Ce~tainly.

t-tR. KAY s

Certainly.

BY MR. KAY:

0

But gettinq bnck to CMS-4, and I want you just

to answer this question very precisely, if you would,

pl~asa:

thexe is no· base case study in this data that shows the

simultaneous outage of Mt. Stor.m-Doubs, Mt.

The study was not· made for the purpose of

A

Bhowing that

I

Sto~~-Morrisville?

sirnult~1eous

outaqe.

a

So it doesn It show it 7

A

It can be made to show it.

Q

Mr. Stallings, it's a simple question, and

reques~

a simple answer.
It doesnet show it: docs it?

A

The study I have made here, this calculation

study doos show it, yes, very vividly.
Q

I don't know how I can ask it .any more clearlyjC'

There is no base case study in

~~ese

docwnents

that show what I just asked you.
MR. BRASFIELDc

I suggest he•s answered the

question, Your Honor.
MR. KAX:

\·lell, I suggest that he hasn, at.

CO~IISSIONER SHANNON1

Can you

answer it yes

or no?
TilE

WITl~ESS:

Yes, sir.

COMMISSIONER SIIANUON s
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right here now -THE WITNESS:

These cases which were made

right; here were not a base case study made for the
purpose of showing the simultaneous outage of these
l:lnes.

a

So it doesn't show.it, and the &lSWer is, no.

A

The base case itself doesn't.

Q

That's all I am asking.
N0\'1,

That's right.

sir, first of all, the base case, or

these studies that you have here, do not show a
such, of

t~c·p~rallel

stu~y,

as

lines we have been talking about, the

parallel lines from Mt. Storm?
A

Which case are you talking about now?

Q

I am talkinq about any of them in here.
COl4MISSIOUER SHANNON:

Just so the record will

be clear, \'lhen you say, "parallel lines," you tnean

parallel -l.fR. KAY:

From· Mt.

Storm to Daubs.

COMMISSIOi-lER Slll\NNON:

Parallel 1 500 k"l

transmission lines from Mt. Storm to -MR. KAY:

The same right of way.

COMMISSIONER SHAl~NON:

MR. KAY:

Yes.

COMMISSIONER

l

Tho same right of way?

SHANNOL~:

I

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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...--------------------·· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

sure the record is clear on that.
Yes, sir.

MR. KAY:
aY MR. KAY:

0

There is no base case study in here on that.

A

Mro Kay, I don • t want to be

trying my best not to
soreethinq that r don't

~e

evasi\te~

evasive, but you want me to say

~elieve.

0

Well, show it to me, Mr. Stallings.

A

I

tt~as

I am

right in the middle of it when you

stopped meo
Show it to me on the e:Y..hibit.

Q

asking you.

I

That's all I'm

am asking you, do you have an exhibit here

that shows it?
A

That's what I \'las doing, sir.

This base case is not

mad~

for that

purp~seo

That's exactly right.
Q

All riqht41

That•s all I want to know.

A

But we took the base case, a.nd from

~'lose

cases wa made calculations which proved what I am saying, but
I didn·'t gat throug!l with the proof.
0

Well, we will get to that, Mre

Stallings~

I think wo will get to it much quicker if you confine your
answers to my questions.
A

I will do that.

0

One of ·these

studi~s

postulates the:lt the

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Mt. Storm to Doubs line is out?

That's a separate study;

is it not, a separate base case in here?

yes.

A

It's a part of these

Q

But it's a separate -- it's a variation of --

A

Yes, right.

Q

It's a variation of 80 S-115

cases~

80 S 100 B-3

is the base case, and the postulated case is 80 S-ll5 D-3, .
which postulates Mt. Storm to Doubs out?
A

Th~t's

Q

Now, the base case 80 SP 104 --

A

Right.

Q

The postulated case to which is 80 SP 104-A --

A

Yes.

Q

-- shows the

A

Yes.

Q

And you don't have one that shows both of

true.

~lt.

Storm to Morrisville line

out?

them out?
A

You are so right.

Q

And each is·based on a different contingency;

isn't it?
Well, don't let me say that citherc

A

let me say

'I.JC

don • t have them, because I just told you

have.
Q

Don't

nut you don't have them in here?
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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A

Yes, I havo got it.

I don't have them rlght

ilere, yes, but we do have one that shows it.
Q

Let's confine ourselves to thino

TilE BAILIFF:

This is a new cxhiblt:.?

MR. BRASFIELD;

That will bee
Let's go ahead and

COMHISSIOllEil SHANNON:

identify it right now.
THE BAILIFF:
MR.

ll~SFIEL.D:

Tilis will bo CMS-5e
Is that the only copy of it?

r.chat' G the only ccpy o

If wo

could get co pi as made -COl~SSIONER

what CMS-5 is.

I haven't

TUE WITNESS:

Tell me in simple terms

SH1\NN01'J &
SCfJn

It 1 s a

it yetG

etud~r

simultaneous outage of both tile Mt.

\tr•hich shews the
Storm-Do'~s

line

and the l-it. Storm-:4orrisvillo line.

COl(MISSIONER

SHANNON~

Thank you_

(A copy of a study sh~wing eim~ltaneous

outage of Mt. Storm-ooubs and Mt. Storm-Morrisvillg
lines ·was marked Exhibit CMS-5 and rcc:ei.·1e.d in

evidence.)
DY MR. KAYa
Q

But anyway, back to CMD-4, ao we won't get

confused -- let's take one stop at a time, because I have
trouble following this.
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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A

Yes.

Ia that that group of studies I gave

Q

Yes.

That's CMS-4.

A

!

0

And those base case studies ware made, one of

you yegterday?

am gcinq to mark thatD

them, i.u October 1972, I think?

A

That•s right.

Q

And oneo£ them in 1970 and revised on

January 1, 1971?
A

I can't find the dates on thato

October • 72 on here, s•p 104 and

Q

I see tha

104-~D

On 115, 80 s 115 B-3, it's down at tho very

bottom right-hand corner.

time~

A

011, yes.

Right.

Q

Januaryo

So they were made at two different

even?

A

Yes.

Q

Then your testimony yesterday

c~~e

from the

top sheet of these exhibits, of thoso documents: which bears
the date September 25, 1973?
A

Yes.

Q

So a week aqo, roughly, you tried t.o put.

together the two independent base studies to support a

conclusion that you reached four years ago?
A

And did it successfully.
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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But the answer

0

l.S

correct, ·you didn • t do this

at the time the <lecioion-making process was beinq carried out?
T~is '\vas

A

done when l-ir o

HcKay,

who is manager

of Planning, \·las attempting to give me t.ha i.nfoX"l'nation he had
como up with.

You said you made the decision oa this line

0
~l

the

'69 or

1

70, and these things weren't done in °70?

A

T~at's right~

0

Now, none of these studiee take into account

I said that.

none of these studies take into account the outage of

the Uoubs to Loudoun line1 do they?

A

These studies right here?

0

Yes.

A

~o,

Q

!~ow,

sir.

are you saying, sir, that the Z.1t. Storm

to Doubs line being out and the

~it.

Storm to Harrisville line

being out is the same thing as two I-tt. Storm tc Doub3 lines

going out, electrically?
A

I \-tould liko to try to toll you wuat --

Q

can you answer that question?

A

I vJill tr.{ to.

If

\'fC,

in the study, have a

line connected from Mt. Storm to Morriovillo a11d a line

connected from Mt. Storm to Daubs, can we convart to, instead
take tllis line and build it actually in the field
this line all the

\~ay,

and

,.,e

aloJ~qside

ware to lose both those lines

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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that

t-te

just built on this right of way, it •s the same as

not having this line and not

ha~ing

that line.

Q

Even though they go to different terminal

A

Yos.

0

And you are uaying then in your conaidered

points.?

opinion that the system responses would l>e identical in those
two situatioas?
A

I think they would ba closely enough identicaj.

to prcduca the result that we found.
Q

You think they would be close enough.

You

are not saying that they would be identical?
A

I am not saying that they would be absolutely

identical, no.
Q

You don't know what the differences would be7

A

We have not put ·the

do you?
t;.~o

lines absolutely

along that right of way to those points and taken them both
out.
Q

Until you do thatr you don't know what the

system responses will be?
A

Yes, sir.

I think we do.

I think we know

within the dugrea of reasonableness that will tell us that if
they are put there and lost, tho systems in the eastern part
of the United Stateaare going to separate, and we are going to
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have a

~asaive

blackout.
Come on now, Mr. Stallings.

Q

from -- for a statement as drastic as that,
ougl'!t to bo

I want to see
I

think there

hard studies and not, yes, I think there mighf.

sc~e

be,oasad on cxperienceo
A

!

didn't say I think there will be.

I said

our judgment i.s that if both these lines aro on this right
of way, we t..hink these studios that '"e hnve performed are

sufficient to

sh~f

that result.

0

All right, sir.

A

That's it.

If that's what your testimony

is --

THE

~7ITNESS:

We aqreed in the SERe -- well r

SEne is Southeastern Reliability Council, and you
understand that's a group of utilities lll the whole
areao
COfotfo.tiSS IONER SHA!.JNON :

Yes

1

I

W&ders tand.

THE WITtmss: --have agreed that to

prevent

cascading outaqes we will consider in our planning
that lines on the same right of way can qo out, and
we \otill plan our systems to avoid the results of that

outage if it should occur.

215

Now, we are not saying that the lines are
absolutely going out 9 but we do say that it's possible
if they are on the same right o! way, ar.d since it's

possible, we must plan for the system to

coll~pse

!f

that does happen.
We sincerely hope it won•t.
CQl;lloiiSSIONER 111\:R\vOOO:

Mr • Stallings, let me

C01'Jj t N UC:-j)
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express my ignorance and ask you a question based
on that.

lihen you make the studies, you hypothecate

one contingency, a line being out, and then see what
will happen, and tl1is is predicated on
THE \'II'l'UESS:
CO~lMISSIONER

l~BO:

Yes, sir.

HARWOOD::

It's also r::hcwn in h.ers-

a11y upgrading or improveme~ts in the adjoi:'ling systems

o.f ot.l&er companies, or do you t.akc what you have

tod'!ly,. put in what you plan to use and use that for
J.980?

THE WITNESS:

Oh, no.

Theee are the systems--

and they are rather extensive, as you saw f::om the
carolina to the Canadian border-- t'hey are t.ho systems.
"-'hi.ch are expected to exist by the eystems partioipati .;

in the studies.
·In other \vcrds i wo provide our data and PJU

provides ita data and tho Uew York people all provide
their own data and say this is whe.t my system is going

to bo at this time, and this is what the load is that
we·expect to ba imposed on it.
to

tha.~

So we apply that load

system to see bo.._, it operates.

Por the normal base case, that is witi1
everything in service and with tho load normal, for

contingancy cases within that same instance we
t.a!<e out whatever contingency we assume and daterrnine
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what the result is.

If the result is

ou~ages,

then

we must do something to prevent that result for that
occurrence.

A

If I understand your question to be, did we

make a study sp·ecifically to ·take these two lines o•.1t of

service from between Mt.·Storm and Doubs, there was no

specifi~

study of that particular caso run, to my knowledgeu

Q

Bristers

Well, when do you propose to do that, from

o~er?

A

I don't have the schedule riqht on the tip of

my tongue for that.

218.
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What size line would qo from Brister& over

Q

there that you're talking about?

A

What size line?

I'm not sure what the

conductor size is, but it's whatever conductor sizeq
Q

It would ba 500?

A

It would bo 500 kV, yes.

0

It would-be a 500 kV line.

A

Oh, yes.

Q

But you don't hava an application here for

Is that in Virgini?

that now?

.No.

A

\iell, I thought the need wa:5 to qet the power

Q

from North

It's not a. part of the applications here.

~1na

to northern Virginia; and, yet, you

don~t

get

it any farther than Bristers, as I understand it?

A

l'lell, there are many -- we have many plans

for m&\1 things which have not been completely finalized and
the applications haven't bean submitted for.
0

~.Zell,

isn•·t it -- it seems to me \'lhcn you

are talking about this particular general area and you are
talking about lines of the size ti1at we are talking about
tbat the Commissjon ought to have before it your complote
plans for this area in the foreseeable future,

~ecause

before

they can really make an intelligent decision on this point -A

I believe that's a statementr not a question.

'rhat' s the reason I haven • t said

an~· thing.
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You don't

with

~qree

~hat,

or do you agree

with that?
A

I don't know what you expect me to say.

You

said it would seem -Q

Isn't it true that the whole object of

getting power from

Nor~~

Anna and

~~rrisville

to northern

Virginia ought to be all one integrated package for tile
foreseeable future?
A

Well, it's integrated in our plans to a

largo extent.
For instance, we have not included here the

circuit that we talked about yesterday that we fully expect
to build·. front north Anna to Possum Point: or the circuit from
!:·!orth Anna to Midlothian.

Q

Well, when are you going to build the

North Anna to Possum Point line that you talked about yesterda'?
A

I don't know.

I believe it's '78 or 9, in

Q

And you are in

~~e

A

That's right.

0

So you ougllt to have a pretty good idea when

that area.
Planning Department?

you are doing it.
If you were to build that line now, rather
than the Mt. Storm to Morrisville line

nott~,

then electrically

you'd be well offr wouldn't you?
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I would not have even served

Elactrica).ly, I '"ould have made

a large m.lstake.
Q

Nell, maybe I didn't phrase that riqht.
You could parallel, in ordC!%' to qet your

Mt. Storm power to northern Vlrginin, you could parallel
Mt. Storm to Doubs ; and in order to get your reliability tha.t.
you are talking about, you could build you.r line !l"om Nc:r: t.h
M'la to Possum Point, because yesterday I understood you to

tell Mr. f-1assie that that would provide the

s~..me

.kind of

reliability that you need, that this double circu.it. all the

way around the horn would.
~isunnerstood

what I told Mr.

~~ssieo

A

You

Q

~1ell,

A

I told him that it would not provide the same

what did x·ou tell Mr. Ms.seie?

reliability.
(Discussion between counselo)
BY f.tR. KAY:

Q

Hy understanding was the s&me as Mr. Massie 0 s

that you did say that.
Well, anyway, you have testified.

But ono

of the main purposes that's in this propu.red testimony from
begir..ning t.o end is that you ,,1ant to get pO\'Ier from North

Anna to norU1ern Virginia: and, yet, the applications here
before this Commission only got it to Brlfitars, as I understar.d
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correct?

A

No, 3ir.

Q

All right, now, how arc you going to get it

inunodiately when x·ou build the line from Nc,rth Anna to
~·1orriavil.lo

to ur.istars 1

llo\-1 arc you goinq to get po1fter to

northern Virginia?
I fttasn' t very successful in my m':lst recent

A

explanation, !:>\.'t I tried to explain that to you.
Let ml! trt one mora time and see if I can get

that acroas"
Q

I think I understood what you said 1 that you

were going to build it?
1\

That' s how vre arc going to do it.

Q

Well, why wasn't that includad in thiz

application if that •s where you ara trying to get the
A

po\t~er?

. \ia have asked for pe:r.mittglon to bui.ld a

circuit from Morrisville to -- from North Anna to Moxrisville
and from

r~orrisvil.le

to Bristcrs.

No..Ai', when we get to Bris ters , we are going

to reconnect the circuit right here at this point, which I
explained a moment ago, and I thought you understood.
0

I understendo

A

And that \t.rill provide a circuit from !lorth

Anna to t-1orrisville to nort.hem. Virginia, and I don• t know

how else, really, to explain that •
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You mean you have got enouqh'capacity,

present capacity, from Dristers to northern Virginia to
take this additional capacity that you are going to be
pumping out of North Anna?
There will ba

A

that, because

~1e

~omc

additional cepacity beyond

other end of this split line will be

turned and brought around here to ox, which will provide a
parallel path in thio area, see.

0
build the

But immediately upon completion -- before you

ox line,

you can carry some of this North Anna po•'le.t

from Bristers up to Loudoun?
A

You see, we have a circuit

n~~

to Ladysmith

and a circult -across here, so in effect there is a parallel
in here electrically.
0

Well, that's what I don't underr.tru1d; how

yQu can take the power -- and maybe this is elemontary to
you all -- but how you can taka the power from North Anna to

tw-o separate 500 kV lines nnd merge it and than carry that
same capacity only on one 500 kV line from
1\

Well~

D~ioters

en up?

as I have said, at this point this

line will be broken and the red line will go north he:ce, and
this black line \-illl go here.

I shouldn't be saying

"he~·e. n

Excuse me.

500 k'l line from Elmont to Lou.doun will be broken, split,
cut open at Bristers Junction.
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Q

But before you split it, where is it going

A

tr;t

to go?

will

forR~t l.Yhat

rr.e finish with that explanation, because I
I said, and then I will be accu.sed of not

sayine it right.

The line from Elmont to Loudoun will be cut
in t'-io at Bris ters Junction, leaving a tng end to the north

and a tag end to the south.

The northern and from Loudot1n

do·wn

to Eristara will be connected to the

North

~~nn

Briotcrs-Horrisvill~-

circuit.

The tag end from Elmont to Bristers will be
connected to a circuit lvhich goes to Ox and thenC'e to Loudoun.

So that, in effect, then thera will be a
circuit from Elmont to Ox and a. circuit from North Anna to

Loudoun.
COHMISSIONER SHA..."'NON:

Hhat is the purpose

in puttine that off-sheered o\rer to flx nnd around?
THE 'to.TITNESS:

To provid~ bt~ck-up .:tt Ox, and

that's a very good question.

At

the moment, the line from Loudoun to

Ox is a radial line.

la7e have transformer capacity

here.
co~n·IISSIONER

SHANNON:

Hy radial • you mean

a stub end?
TitE ltliTNESS:

St•..tb end, that's

ri~ht

p
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- - - - - - - - - - - ---------·····------At Loudoun, there is transformation capacity

down to 230, and Ox there's transformation capacity
do·wn to 2 30.

At the moment, we can lese t.his line and -\'lhich line?

P.tR. BRASFIELD 1

THE WITNESS:

The line from Loudoun to ox,

the radial line can be lost, and the transformer
capacity at Loudoun will provido the capacity needed
to the 230.
Aes loads grovJ 1 the tJ.me will coma when that

is no longer true, and at that point we need sofl\Qtbinq
to back Ox up so that if we lose the Loudoun-Ox
500 kV line, there will be an alternate 500 kV line
feedinq ox to provide

servic~

CQr•lMISSIONER SHANNON:

into 0x thero.
Yau c<!>mpleted the

ox.

loop into

THE WITNESS:

We routed it

t~

complete the

loop, yea.
BY MR. KAY:

Q

But until that line from Bristers to Ox is

built, you are not getting any more cnpaoity from Bristers
into northern Virginia by these applications here, are you?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

From t-!t. Storm.

got, right

From Mt. Storm.

no,.,, as I undorstand

Well, Mr. Stallings, you have
it, one 500 kV line from
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Sristers to Loudoun?
A

Oh, that's right.

0

Is that right?

A

Yes.

0

Now, you propose to bring in -- I don't know

now many megavolts from 1-!t. Storm to z.torrisvillo tc Bristers o
A

Five.

Q

Sir?

A

Five.

0

Then you are trJing to bring in some from

North Anna to Morrisville to Bristers?
A

Yes.

Q

And you are goinq to transsui t all of that

over an existing 500 kV line thatvs there now?
A
other day.

No, because timing is off, as we said

~le

This·was needed this-past summer, the summer

of 197 3, the tine from Mt. Storm to P.torrie""ille 7

a.~d

had wa

progressed in our normal process of planning needed facilities
and installing needed
ad~quate

facilitie~

to keep the sexvice

to our consumer9, then this circuit would be in

service next summer.
This circuit from North Anna to Morrisville,

however, was not planned to be in service until early 19.75,
and I testified yesterday that there is a possibility -- we
are reviewinq the schedule for construction of North Anna.
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There's a possibility that this may be 'delayed.
By that time, we should have a circuit here
in servico from Bristers to Ox, and then we have two parallel
paths to northern Virginia.
Q

I am sorry that I

c&~'t

make myself more

clear, and I apologize for it, but I still don't saa.
Right now you have got a 500 kV line going

from El.Jr.ont to Lndysmith to B%'isters to Loudol.'n; correct?
A

Elmont to Ladysmith to Dristars to Loudoun.

'l'hat • s riqht.

0

And it's carryinq a load today?

A

That's right.

0 ··

Now you propose to build another 500 kV line

from North Anna to Morrisville to Bri.sters to c.ar%1' load?

A

In 1975.

0

All right.

And yon propose a line from

Mt. Storm to Morrisville to Bristers to carry back up to
Loudoun?
A

1973, yes.

Q

Ho\'1 then, without building additional

transmission facilities from Bristers to Loudoun, can you
get that power up
1\.

there~

I just got through telling you.

We are going

to build additional facilities from Bristcrs to Loudoun,
and it's qoinq to be that blue dotted line from Bristers
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over to

ox

to Loudoun 1 and I don • t know how to say that

any different.

That's how it•s qoinq to l>e.

It's going to

be 500 kV.

What I am trying to got at:

0

the applications

presently before this Commission
A

This is not a part of the applications before

this Conunission.
0

So tile applications presently before this

Commission don't get any more power to northern Virginia?
A

Oh, they do.

0

H0\>1

Prom Mt. Stor.m.

is it going to get up that l.ine?

there enough capacity left on that line to
A

(Demonstrating)

car~j

Is.

it?

This power flowing north in the line from

Elmont to Loudoun comes from many sources, and power from
l-it. Storm comes around this

way, too, to IDudoun.

An

addition 1

circuit through here will provide -MR. BRASFIELD:

THE WITNESS:
from Mt. Storm to

To where?

Excuse ma.

Mo~risville

Additional circuit

to Briatars will provide

another path for west to east transfer of power.
BY MR. KAY:
0
any

Do

you have any present pla.'ls for bui.lding

lines directll' from Bristers to Loudoun?

rnor~

A

Directly from Bristers to Loudoun?

0

Yes.
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A

Not that I know of, no, air.

Q

~1d

A

I hope so.

Q

Thank you.

you'd

kn~A

if there were?

I think I would.

COf.m!ISSIONER SHANNON:

Well, actually,

until you build your Ox line, you are not going to
really have any greater volume, if I can use t.hat
word r I Jmow that • s not proper -- greater

volum~

of power being transmitted from Bristers to Loudoun,
but you will have an additi.onal. source of pO\•:-er

because of this short circuit loop thatvs coming
across Rappahannock County there?
THE \iiTNESS:

This?

COMl-1ISSIONER SHANNON:

THE WITNESS:

Yes •

From Mt. Storm to l-klrrisville 1

Yes,. siro
And, you see, this line from North Anna to
~~rrieville

is

p~anned

presently for two years later

in-service date than we had asked for this line.
COMMISSIONER SHANNON:
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

Which is amplo time to:> come

back with this, so there i3 no inconsistency in the
t~.ma.
C0~2MISSIONER

Mr~

SHAMNON ~

Well r l

ouppoae

K.ay•s question really wnuld be reduced down to
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why

did you file all five applications simultaneousl'

here?
l-tR. KAY:

Well, I think, why didn 1 t he file,

as long as they were going to do all of them -- why
didn '.t he do the sixth one and put the ex line in

so that we would have the whole picture?
THE WITNESS:

Well, of course, the logical

extension of that is why didn't we include the
seventh and· then tho eighth and then the ninth, and
we didn't.

We had to stop somewhere.

BY MRe KAY:

0

You have a

seven~'l,

eighth and ninth line

planned for. northern Virginia area?

A

I wish I hadn't said that.
We havo got plans for lots of other thinqs

that are not included in.the applications presently before
the Commiss-ion, yes, sir.

We must, in order to provide

service for the customers in Virqinia today which they should
have, \-Je have qot to continuously plan.

0

Well, it just seems to me that they ought to

be shown, parhapa, on these maps.
A

It 8 s a question of whore do you stop.

You

have got to stop some\-lhere.
Q

But qotting back again, I think Judqe Shannon

phrased it much better than I did, and that is that you have
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gotten -- by what you are doing, you are not qctting any
more transmission capacity; you nre gettinq more generating
sources to get to northern Virginia.

Until this is built, there is nc reore

A

transmission from Bristers to Loudou.tl, ye!!.
And yet, the purpose of this application is

0

to get it there.?
A

Yes.·

0

And you left out one link that's necessary

to get it

·th~x-e?

A

Not to qet this power there.

Q ..

lie 11, I

A

That provides another path from west to east.

Q

You don 't got

think

an~·

more up there.

You

ha·~...-e

another sourcee but you don•t qet any more up there until

you build that other line?
A

You don•t get any more capacity, bu.t vou may

well get more pol.zer.

You soe, I
drive·Aay.

~~Y

have a Cadillac sitting in the

It's capacity for transportation, but if I don't

use it, I haven't had any more transportation.,
Q

Yea, sir, but your own testimony st4tes that

the reaoons were to qet additional trangmission capacity.
That's your word, not mino.
A

Right.
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Q

Between the generating pl'ants in West Virg.inia

and Pennsylvania to northern Virginia, and to get.additional

transmission capac-ity again from North Anna to northern
Virginia, and you just said that you are not goinq to do it
by these applications.
I submit to you that the Mt. Storm to

A

Morrisville to Bristers circuit is additional capacity,
transmission capacity,

bct·t~een

generation in the west and

loads in the east.
Also, the circuit from North

~1na to Morrisvil~e

to Bristers· is additional transmission capacity between North

Anna nuclear generation and loads in ·the northo
Q

...

I misunderstood you to say a minute aqo it

wasn't additional capacity under those applications.
A

Not between North

~~na

-- not between Bristers

and Loudoun.
0
Virqini~

Okay.

So not between Dris·ters and northern

then·?

A

Well, where does northern Virginia start?

Q

Well, that's your wordr not mine.

A

I believe Morrisville is a part of northern

Virginia.

BY MR. KAY:
0

You plan to add: you say on page 16 of your

testimony, you plan to add a 230 kV line from North Anna to
Morrisville at a later date?

A

That's about line 5, on page 16?
That•a right.

Q

Yes, sir.

When do you envision that t.hat will be

necessary?

2 33

·~

A

The need for that facility will depend to

some extent on tho development of loads in this triangular

area that_are bound by

~~a

line from Bristers to Charlottesvi

from Charlottesville baclt to Elmont, from Elmont up to Driste
in that triangular area, which includes North Anna in the

center.
Loads now generally trcreare rural and are

served, to a lar.ge_extent,by the cooperatives in the area.
~ie

7ocs to mid 80's it

would project thnt in sometime in the late
~~uld

be necessary to reinforce this

area with 230 throuqh it.

Tho exact date would depend, of course, on
the growth of load in that area.

0

Riqht.

I know, based on your best projections,

that it may be as late as 1985 or'86 before you do it?
A

I don't know that it will be that late.

possible if ·the loads don't develop, but one thing that

It's
~e

think will cause some qrowth in this area that wouldn't have

been there otherwine is the·recrentional facility at North
Anna.

There is some development which will occur, we think,

because of that facility.
Q

But you.r best estimate at this stage is tJ1e

late 70's or mid 80's?'
A

I think I said in this testimony here, and -I

believe the date wns 1980, but I'd have to search throuqh here
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to find it, and you have been searching.
0

I

don 8 t think I did.

Have you found it?

I didn't a·t this point,

any..,Jay, because that • s why I asked the question.

A

I think the date is about 1980o

0

Well, your testimony a minute ago was the

mid 80's as an outside point?
A

Well, I said late 70's to mid 80's, and 1980

is precisely in the center of that estimate.
0

If the North fi.nna to Morrisville line were not

to be built in the location -- North

~~na

to Morrisville line

in the location that you propose, would you explore other ways
of getting tnat 230 power in there where you are talking aboutf
In other words, you wouldn't

~uild ~

230 line

from North Anna to Morrisville on that route if you hadn't
already built a 500 kV line there1 would you?
A

I think we would, because you see that's where

the 230 kV line is needed.
the North Anna-Morrisville

That's one reason for building
lin~

in that location is

~~at

later

on there will be a need in that location for 230, and that

would aaable us to use a common riqht of wny for those two
circuits.
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SH~'lNON:

COMr.fiSSIONER

at the

Let me

risk of stirrinq things up again, let me aek you
this question:

Mr. Kay has developed in his

cross-examination that until such time as you get the
so-called Bristers Junction to

ox

lJ.ne in, you

actually \ton' t have parallel lJ..nes completing the

circuit into Loudoun.

Now, assuming that you built a parallel line
alonq the Mt. Storm to Doubs

c~rridor,

isn°t it a

fact that ltntil such time as you completed that ox
extension that you'd be able to get more

powo~

into

the northern Virginia, the Nashington metropolitan
area by paralleling from Mt. Stor.m to Doubs?

THE l'liTNESS:

Yes, sir, for that one moment.

BY MR. KAY:
Q

Is it your opinion that reliability should

be considered above everything olse in deciding

where~

to

route these lines?
. A

lio, sir.

Reliability is of tbe utmost

importance in the operation of an electric system, but

economy, of courae, is also a
~~e

prime

consideration in

design and operation of an electric system, and the two

must be ·married conveniently.
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Q

Well, isn°t there a ti1ird, and that's

environmental consideration?
A

wasn't enurr~ratir.q

Yes,,sir, there is.

!

Well, do you think

~~at

all of them.

o

reliability is more

important than environmental considGration?
A

I would like to quote to you what the FPC

thinks, and if you will giva me the FPC booklet, I have
xero>:·nd tho

frc;:.~,

tho

· frontis pi.eca of the FPC booklet

ont.itlod "Electric Pow.er Trans:niasion and the Environment, n

produced by the Fed oral Powar Commission, its guiduJ. :tnas

for the protection of natural, historic, scenic

Wld

recreational va.luos in the desiqn anc.l location of

rignt~

of way and transmission fncilitiaso
· And the first paragraph standing out on the
frontispiece of thin booklet says:
~~at

"It's intended

provide an· indication of
~\d

t~e

these

gu!deli~ea

basic principles

elernants of qood practice which, if applied

in a reasonable manner to plru1ning and design
of pa:cti.ctlla.r facili tie a, . will proitide the most

acceptable answers from an

onviror~ental

standpoint,

tnkin9 account also of such factors es safety:

reliability of service, land

u~e

pl3nningi economics

and technical feasibility."
So that the FPC didn't blindly tell.

consider

NlY

one facet without regard !or the

all of those factors must be considered.

23'1

othor~

··.12

to

and
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lias any portion of the line froa1 -- the

Q

proposed line that you were talking about this mo.rnirag from
Brister:=~

to ox or Posaum Point, has any -of it been built?

A

Yes, sir.

0

It has been?

A

Yes, siro

Parta of it, yes.

You see, this line from tiristers to

ox, though.

i:s not a part of the applic_a.tion before this Coxumiasicn at

the

mom~nt.

It has been applied for, and there is no

problem from Dristers to ox with approvals for the line.
It has local approval from

ox

to the Fauquier

County line, and it has Plannl.ng Ccw:li.!"nion appr O"fBl f.r~m th-~
Fauqui~r

Coun.ty line to Bristers.

0

Docs it have the approval of this ·cot:unission?

A

No 1 it doesn't.

I say appro\-oal o£ local

.aut.ho:t!:..ties in. these areas.
0

\·ihen was that line constructed?

A

Before the law wae pnsscd which said it had

to be approved.
Q

I certainly got -tho impression -- obviously

an err:;)neous one -- when WG were talking thia rr;.orniug that

this co.nst..ruction \t/as
A

~ometime

off in tne futu.rc 1

It's off in the future because it hasn't

been complct.ed41

0

now much of it has been completed?
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A

I really don•t know, but the portion roughly

paralleling this No. 2 line back in here in.this area, I'd
have

to

~'lOW

how much of it they have gotten done.

refor that to the Construction Department.

I don't

This is noedod, you sao, to back up ox, which

I said this morning was on a radial stub; and when this li.ne
is turned in to

ox,

it will.provida backup for the Ox to

Loudo•.tn load.
Q

Have you acquired all your right of wa.y?

A

I don't know, but 1 don't think so.

0

Well, sir, are you familisr wit!l tho provisionf

of the law under which we are operatinq hare?

A

Yes, sir, and that's the reason wo stopped

our construction.

The moment the law was paseed 1 we were

no lon9er able to continue that construction.
Q

Well, then you will need the approva.l of

thin Commission?
A

Oh, yes, and there is an application on file

with this Commission for that line.
lunch.

ft~aeks,

I

just found it out at

I don't file these applications.
you know when it was filad?

Q

Do

A

No, I don't, but

I thinJt.
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A

J
Well, that depends on where it happens and

who it happens to.

If, for instance, we should po.r.allel 500 kV
lines from Mt. Stor.m to Doubs, and it should happen
the figure is too high, because if it happened

~~ere,

~1ere

in a

peak season we'd burn dO\fn -- we'd interrupt the llatfield-Doub~

line and stand the distinct possibility of cascading utility
service in the eastern United States.
I don•t think you'd put up with that.
Q

You indicated this morning if the chances

were only five hundred million to one the chancas t.zould be

too high?·
A

So I am sayu1g I don't care what your figure

is, it's too high for me.
Q

You want as near perfect reliability on that

as you can?

A

No, sir.

I want no single contingency to

disrupt service in tho eastern United States.

Q

So all the needs that you speak of could be

met by building from Mt. Storm to Doubs rather than Mt. Storm
to

~lorrisville,

if you take out, as I nave asked you to

assume, the reliability issue?

240

A

Yes, sir.

The need to move power from the

generation in the west to the load in the east could be met
by parallel line from Mt. Storm to Doubs if ignorinq
reliability.
Q

And the other three reasons for the line,

·toer could also be met?
A

Yes.

This load could be served from up here,·

and this reinforcement of the No. 2 line could be made at
Bristers.

All riqht, sir 1 . we will

ae~

Mr. Barthold.

Now, in considarinq how you would back

up a parallel and adjacent lino from

!it. Storm to Doubs ,

you eaid that you considered double looping the Dooms-ElmontI.oudou.n line?
1\

Yes.

Q

.was any consideration qiven to, rather than

coming down there and double looping that, to move up .s.nd
doubl~

loop the Hatfield to Doubs line?

A

You mean to build back this way and thon up

and in toward the load?
Really, just to build, perhaps, st%aight

Q

No.

A.

Oh, you mean like across bare and

up?

241

~'len

aroWld 1

0

·Yos.

A

No, sir, not that

0

You didn't give any consideration to the.t?

A

No.

Q

That would be a much shorter distance:

I

know of.

~ould

it not, than to go from f.!t. Storm to Dooms to Elmont and back
up and to Loudow1?
A

It would appear to ba from loolcing at the map.

Q

Yes.

A

llowever, you recall that 't'lhen

~"'lis

line

'-'IllS

built by APS, there was a great deal of problem with the
routing of that line throuqh what I believe was a Civil War
battlefield, ·or something of this sort, and throuqh this

park down here; and APS '"ould have to address that route.
Q

nut they did go through it some way?

A

'l'h~y

Q

Now, as we pointed out earlier,

qot the first lina through some \otay, yes.
~~~

Mt.

Sto~

to Doubs segment, really, isn't just hanqinq there by itself.
You have got several lines that ara supporting it oven now?

A

Yes.

242.

0

So your really only problem that you have

testified to so far as reliability of double circuiting is
that one little short segment of the Hatfield-Doubs line
which you call in your base case studies -- I have forgotten
what it is

Beddington - something?

A

Black Oak_.

Q

Black Oak, yes.

That's where you foresee

the problem?
A

That's where the problem finally becomes

an overload to separate the system1 but the problem,.the
initiating

problem, is not in a short section.

It's a

loss of two lines between Mt. Storm and Doubs, which I

testified is about a hundred miles.
Q

Yes, sir, but that's where the problem

manifests itself?

A

That's where it finally shows up back up in
_.r,

.,;·.. ·' r

here.

That's where thet·f..iher starts. ·
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Q

Now, so far as the

~tt.

Storm No. 3 W'lit,

was the information that you qave, the 9 per cant forced
and 8.7 per cent planned,based on your experience from other

units?
A

It waa based on experience from other units

at Mt. Storm.
0

At Mt. Storm?

A

Yes.

0

And that 1 s exclusive of shakedO\-In ti1na?

This

is what they experienced after they got in operation?

A

I believe this is based on a mature unit.

They are generally a little greater with an immature unit.
Q

So that out of three units, one of them is

going to be out about 50 per cent of ·the time, anyway?

If

each of them is going·to be 18 per cent of the time, 18 times
3 is 54.

A

18 times 3 is 54, yes.

Q

Right.

Yet, you're building your transmission

reliability for the capacity for the throe units running

all the same time?
A

That's riqht, because that would leave 46 per

cent of the time they would be all running at the same t!.me.

_c_,'"R.?~.

BY

~.
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BFASFIELD:

Mr. stallings, laRt week during cross-examina}ion

Q

by Mr. Kay there t,las introduced Exhibit Number C~1S4, consistin~

of some of the load flow diagrams that had been earlier made
available to the Intervenors.
I don't believe you ever got a chance to
complete your cxplanation.of how these particular documents
sho~T

the reliabili tv ·proble!Tls that you have referred to, and

I would like you now to explain how these documonts do show
that.
~~ell,

A

the fact

th~t

I think the problem we discussed was

we have n0t mode a study t(;')

sh0\-T

that when the

Mt. Storm - Harrisville line relocated to the Mt. Storm Doubs - Loudoun route was lest simultaneously with the
~1t. Storm - Doubs line, that the loss of these lines interrupt~d
this line.
Q

What is that line?

A

Excuse me.

We said that's right.
a study of

th~t

~e

The Hatfield Ferry - Doubs line.

said,

ther~fore,

we have not made

particular thinq, but we had gleaned from

studies which had been

~ade

earlier that that was a result.

BY MR. DPASFIELD:
Q

Now, t'tr .. Stallings, using the methodology

that you have just explained and calculating from the studies
that had been run, what the load on Hatfield Ferry would be
under the circumstances

~f

the loss of boti1 circuits, did you

find the Hatfield Ferry to Daubs line to be overloaded?
A·

Yes,. sir.

Wa found that the Hatfield Ferry

ta Doubs line, in tho section between Black Oak and BenningtonJ
to be subjected under the conditions of this study to 2774
megawatts, \V'hich is beyond its half hour emergency capability
ratin~.

BY MR. BR.J\SFif!LD:

Q

Now, Hr. Stallings, did you subsequently run.

the. study_ with both lines out simultaneously to confirm you
conclusions determined from Exhihit CMS4?
A

Yes, si.r.

Q

1\nd is that shown in

A

I didn't mark these sheets.

sheets I have have been dosiqnated

C~1S5?

C~ffi5.

I think the

Mr. Stallings, in both of these studies, yourl
drawing shows, does it not, that you took out lines from
Mt. Storm

to Daubs and

l~t.

Storm to l-1orrisville?

Neither shows

t\eJO

lines from Ht. Storm to

Doubs7 is that correct?
A

In CMSS, that is correct.

Q

Now, can you explain why _you get the same

Mr. Stallings - Redirect
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r-----------------·-·--result proceeding the way you did rather than testing for
two lines from Nt. Storm to Doubs?
A

I will certainly attempt that.

Q

Try to use the names, if you can.

A

I'll do my_ best.
In one case I have a sketch here which shows

lines from Hatfield Ferry to Douhs, r.tt. Storm to Daubs and
Mt. Storm to Morrisville, \>lith the rest of the system shown
sketched out here on the side.
In the other case, I've shown the suggestion
that this line not be run here but be run

excuse me -- not

be run from Mt. Storm to Morrisville, but be run fairly on
adjacent to the Ht. Storm - Daubs - Loudoun line.
Now, it was questioned that when we made our
study we didn't show them on the sketch run from Mt. Storm to
Daubs to Loudoun parallel, but instead, to determine the effec ,
we took the Mt. Storm - Doubs line out of service and the
Mt. Storm - Morrisville line out of service, and we got a
result, which we said indicated we would have trouble on the

I
••

1

Hatfield Ferry -

Do~s

line. nnrl have cascaded failure.

COMMISSIONER

SHAT'H~ON:

Does

that assume that

we are on a p~a~ lo~d day?
THE

WITNESS:

Sir?

COMHISSIO~JER SHl'..!'JNON:

Does this assume that

'
all systems
in the grid are on a peak load operation

lt
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THE iliTNEftS:

It assumes our peak.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:
THE WITNESS:
their peak.

The

448

Your peak.

They may not be absolutely at

~eaks

are seldom coincidental to

the hour, but the peak situation does prevail on the
other systems, th0ugh they may not be absolutely
at their peak.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

So this \-Tould be a

peak situa:tion?
THE WITNESS:

P~ak

situation, yes, sir.

You

can see that if we took these two lines out of
service right here, ,.,:-hat we would have left

BY MR. BRASFIELD:
0

Which

A

If you took the line from Mt. Storm to Doubs

t'iTO

are they?

out of service and the line from rJtt. Storm to Morrisville out
of service, what you would have left would be a line from
Ht. Storm to Hatfield Ferry to Doubs to Loudoun to Ladysmith
to llorth Anna to Morrisville and back.
Similarly, if we say two lines were taken out
I

:1

l

r•

of service
are they?

Q

~7hich

A

Excuse me.

The

~trcuits

on the same right of

way between Ht. Storm and noubs, i f they \-Tere taken out o f

I-~-----------------------------------------------------~

i·
i

I·:.
[:·
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--

service, you would have a,l irlcnticnl system left.

l-it.

Storm

to Hatfield Ferry to Doubs to Loudoun to Ladysmith to North

Anna to l1orrisville and back.
So, it's the system that is left that we are
concerned with, not where it ran to before it was taken out of
tJervice ..

I

tha~

0

And what again is the half hour rating of

A

The half hour rate of that line is 2340 MVA.

line?

It is loaded some 700 megavars above its capability.
And is that an overload that could be

Q

by that

withsto~d

line?
A

.

Q

No, sir.

And what. would be the consequences of an

overload of that-magnitude under such circumstances?
A
and the

~esults

That line would be tripped out of service
are unpredictable.
They are so bad as to be beyond our immediate

comprehension.
Q

~Tell,

would there be any change in either the

generation in the we.st or the load in the east as a result
of that?
A

We think there would be a great change in the

2 50
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.-----------------------· -·-----------------------.
load

in

the east.
W~

think it would be de-energized to a large

degree, yes, sir.

I

Q

You are anticipating my line of questioning,

A

I don't mean to do that.

think.

would separate.

But these systems

When this line trips the angle, ancl you can

see it on this study, between t-1t .• Storm and Doubs is a di!ferer cc~
between 3.6 and 95.9, a difference of 92.3 degrees, the angle
between the generators and the load.

0

Would there be adequate capacity remaining

from west to east over other lines to make up the deficiency
that has peen created?
A

Let me finish answering the first question

you asked about what would happen to load and the generation.
The generation would very probably become
unstable because

of

this large angle between the generation

and the load, and we would probably lose some of the generatior

in the west as well as some of the load in the east.
I think we would have a general breakup of
systems, and I think what you would have is a brand new New
York.
Q

t-Jha t

do you mean when you say "generation

becomes unstabler'?
A

Well, it doesn't rotate synchronously with thE

1~-------------------------------------------~
I
I

i.

~..
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system in producing its po\t7er.
It surges back and forth, and on one of these
surges, it

~ay

Q

surge out and not

b~ck.

Now, what is the system breakup that would

be caused by this?
A

A

separation of systems occurs

~1hen

the

transmission lines between the systems trip out and stay out,
when the circuits are open, so the power can't flow over it.
Q

Would this be a cascading item?

A

This would be a cascading item, yes, sir,

it would.

It has cascaded from this line, this line, to that

line, and would cascade further.

Q

~r.

Stallings, you mentioned cascading as

the result shown by these studies.

Is cascading your only reliability concern

if these lines are to be built adjacent and parallel?
A

Uo, sir.

It is the situation which results

in an extended loss of service in the Eastern Seaboard.

But

we would have extreme problems in the northern area of Virginid
without the cascading.
-If the Hatfield Ferry line did not trip -we think it would, that we have proved that it would -- but
even if it didn't trip, we would have

extr~ne

problems of

low voltage and loss of load in the

Norther~

Virginia area

as a minimum.
Q

You are assuming perhaps an outage other than

peak conditions?

A

An ou-tage under other conditions other than

0

Less severe conditions other thun ti1ose you

peak.

have illustra·ted?
A

Less severe conditions could leave the Hatfield

Ferry line in, but leave us with extreme low voltaqe and a
loss of load in the Northern Virginia area.

Q

~ow,

are there other publications of the

Federal Power Con®ission to your knowledge that deal with
matters relevant to this question, the question of where the
Mt. s.torm to Morrisville lines should be located and whether

or not it should be located parallel to the Mt. Storm - Doubs

I
~

Loudoun line?
A

They don't addre·ss themselves spec! fically

to those lines, but in general

ter~ms

there are two reports

at least which do address themselves to that general
The first is titled
Fail~res,"

Volum~

1, Report of the

11

propositi~n.

The Prevention of Power

Co~ission.

That's the Federal Power

~ommission.

A

repor~

to the Presidant by that Commission, July, 1967; and on Page

90 of that volume, Item Number 9 says "Special attention
2 53
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be paid to transmission line routing and to switching arrangementa at generating centers and at princi.pal interconnections
in the transmission network to provide maximum reliability
in emergencies.

The economic growth of the industry will of

necessity require the concentration of large amounts of power
at generating

cente~s

power on transmission

and the movement of large blocks of
~ights

of way.

Particular care should

be taken to avoid excessive concentration of critical circuits
which would expose the system unnecessarily to large loss of
capability.n
Q

Commission

Uow, that is a document of the Federal Power

itself~

is that correct?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

What other document do you have that relates

to this subject matter?
A

There was an advisory committee which reporte

on the reliahili ty of electric bulk po\o~er supply, and it was

included, even though not mad~ by the Federal Power Commission
included by the Federal Power Commission in its report to the
President on "PrP.vention of Power Failure."
Q

This report of the advisory committee was to

A

It is an advisory

whom?
co~ittee

to tha Federal

Power Commission and its rPport was made part of the Federal
Power Coml!'iss:f.on' s report to the President.
----------------------~------------------TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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do you find in there that is relevant

to this question?
On Page 12, under the general title, "Broad

A

Principles of Bulk Po\·ler Supply Plannjng," the first paragraph
reads:

"The fundamental objective of bulk power supply planni g

should be the elimination of c:1ny possi.bility of cascading or
propagating outages.
this end.

All systems should plan and design towar

This objective. is achievable technologically if the

broad principles disc_ussed below are followed.

The transmissi n

of these principles into numerical quantities and specific
criteria

m~st

be determinea after thorough study of each

individual s:f.tuu.tion with due rec:rard for the environmental
constraints that may apply.

The more important of these

principles are," and there are several listed.
Number F<:>ur principle is the· concentration of

transmission capacity.
"Notwithstanding the increased difficulty
of securing transmission line rights of way, recognition shoul
be given to the need for constructing lines on separate rights
of way to assure the maximum possible reliability.

Maximum

reliability can only be obtained by nvoiding excessive
concentration of transmission capacity on a given right of way
with the attendant greater rinks of curtailment
capability in

th~~

of

system

event of tho forced loss of all such capacit •

The use of HV transmission will assist in providing adequate
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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capability by separ_ate line routes by conserving the land
required for rights of way."
0

Do you have anything else?

A

Yes, sir.

There's a great deal more, but

that was the most pertinent.
Q

No't-1, you indicated on cross-examination,

I

believe, that your company had not made·a study or an analysis
of the frequency of d0Uble circuit outnges on its system.
But you also pointed out that double circuit outages have
occurred.

can you tell roe if there is general agreement
in tha industry that double circuit outages are sufficiently
probable to be guarded against?
A

t·lell, obviously that is the consensus of

industry, because industry has included the criteria for its
studies thnt includes the consideration of double circuit
outages, outages of all transmission on one common right of
way.

That in itself indicates that the industry does consider

that to be a possibility.
0

~fuat

double circuit outages do you know about

that might relate to this ponsihility?
A

it myself.

Well, there are many, though I have not seen
I do know that Hr. Barthold has contacted many

companies and gotten a summary of those types· of outages.
I happen to have some that I personally know
TAYLOE, ZAHN 8c ASSOCIATES
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about, which I have alre,.dy testified to some of those.

The

interruption on the Georgia Power System when an airplane flew
through two 500 KV lines I've already told you about.
I told you about the tornado which tore down
the two same lines at a different time.
In addition --

COMMISSIONER

SHlJ-1NON:

Where was that, that

tornado?
TJm

WITNESS:

That was Norcross, Georgia.

COr.fMISSIONER SHANNON:

THE rTITNESS:

How long ago?

I have their interruption report

here.
Let me see.

It's right on the tip of my

tongue.
March 31, 1973.
A

(Continuing.)

And it happened on the Union

.City - Clondike - Norcross 500 KV line.
The typed up thing says l\1arch 3, 1973, and

the other thing says March 31st.

There's a conflict in date.

COMHISSIONER SHAr.JNON:

I guess we can be

sure it was in March.
THE WI'l'NESS:
~.,

'

It was in March of 1973, yes,

sir.
A

(Continuing.)

And

there is a description of

the whole outage there.
I
I

i.

I~.
•'
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In addi t:i ·On, there was an outage on tho
Pacific Gas and Electric System \vhere a brush fire swept acros

sao

an area where two

~v

linos were separated

by

150 feet

between tower centers, and both lines were tripped because
of the dense smoke and flame.

In addition, on that system, and I'm not
familiar with where this line is, Mountain Vicard to Dixon,
500 KV lines, a crop

du~ting

He passed over the field.

plane was dusting a tomato crop.

At the edge of the field his plane

hit a 12 KV distribution line, and then ha flew 400 feet more
and hit a 500 KV line, 400 feet away, and disrupted service
on the 500 KV

line~

He broke a conductor.

The changa in the

physical stress on tha conductors tore down two towers.

Tower

216 collapseJ, and the shock set up a mechanical travelling
wave on the conductor which it

d~naged

217, 215, 218 and 219.

'rhe plane hit the lina on July 10 at 6:41

in tile morning, and the line, according to this report, is
expected to be available for service on July the 20th.

so,

it was about six days to repair that

damage.
Here's a note.

"Line was back in service at

Stl2 on the 15th."

It only took fJ.ve days, or six days to repair
I

I

it.

1-------------------------------------

L
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System, when they

Comp~ny

reported tGl us on what they call their alternate week, in
one week a gamma ray balloon caught in one of their 100 KV

tower lines, and an airplane hit another one.

Th~

balloon

did not cause a trip out, but they had to shut the line down
to get all the plastic off the line.
If the weather had been

would have

b~en

lo~et,

quite a different story.

of course, there

The plane accident

did shut do,..-n both circuits of the lillc \\'hich it hit, and ther
are newspaper articles from the Charlotte News covering those,

and an inter.ruption report from Duke

P~fer.

BY MR. DPASFIELD:
Q

Do you have more?

!1.

One

more.

This is a pictorial story from up in the
Southern ttarylnnd area.
A

plane crashed near Damascus and Olney,

Maryland, December 27, 1972, and my story has nothing to do
with the nativity or what Christmas is, which is part of this
headline, but the plune crashed, ,.,eut through several voltage

electrical facilities and crnshed at the base of a 230 KV
tower which had a double circuit on it.
Had it gone a few feet further before it hit
the ground and hit the tower i.nstend, the people would have be n
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in worse shape inside the

;;~irplane

nnd the line would have

been out of service.
So, all that qoes to show you is that it is
possible and it does happen.

I, of course, have those

interruption reports involved on the lines on our system
which I, of course, have

testifi~d

to.

BY MR. BRASFIELDt
Q

Is there anyti1ing in ·Kay

E~1ibit

Number 5

that you believe bears on the issue before the Comndssion

that you would invite the Conunission' s attention to?

A

Yes, sir.
10.4, transmission system alternatives, which

is just ahend of the paragraph that Mr. Kay and I discussed.
We didn't discuss this one, but

I

can read it to you.

"Good practice dictates that the number and

width of transmission corridors be minimized to reduce
impacts as· well as cost.

eoologi~al

From the standpoint of reliability,

however, two circuits which carry a substantial percentage of
the power supply should be widely separated so that a falling

2 60

tower, an airplane or a lightning gtreak will not disable
both circuits.

The Staff believes that the Applicant has

properly followed these concepts in choosing 500 KV rather
a lower voltage, so as to minimize the number of circuits
required to carry the power generated at the station, and in
planning for three separate rights of way for the four 500
KV lines.

Each of these corridors will also be used for lower

voltage lines to distribution substations."
Q

Now, in that quotation, who is referred to

by the words "the Staff and the 1..pplicant"?

A

Well, Virginia Electric and Power Company is

the Appl.icant, and the Staff is the Staff of the United States

Atomic Encrgy·commission, Director of Licensing.

a

· Okay.

Nm1, as I understand it, these studieSj.

C...ONTI rVU
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.--------------------·-- ··--·------------------,
CMS4 and CMSS, start out with certain base .conditions?
A

That's right.

Q

And then you assume outages under those

conditions and see what happens?
A

Right.

Q

Is 80 S 100B3, which is in your Exhibit 4,

a normal base case?

Is that a normal condition?

A

80S 100B3.did you say?

Q

Yes, sir.

A

That's a base case with, I believe, no transf rs,

whereas, 80 s 300Bl is a
power from

100B3?

EC~R

norm~l

base case with a transfer of

to MAAK.

Q

Which one has the transfer?

A

80 S 300Bl.

Q

All right, sir.

~~at

does it mean on 80 S

What- does it.mean PS-NY ties, block loaded?
A

80 S 100D3?

0

Yes.

A

Oh.

That's a condition in the Public Service

of New Jersey to New York area where they have a situation
where they fix the load on the flot-T between the system, so
that

th~y

don't allow but so much to flow because of an

overload condition .in that .general area.

0

So this isn't a normal case, is it?

A

t~7ell,

they ncrmally have those tied block
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loaded.
Q

So that's the normal situation?

A

Yes, in that area.

Q

All right.

On 80 SP104, which is a base case

does that assume the same block lo.'1ded condition?
A

For that system, yes.

Q

It doesn't show it on there, does _it?

A

No, it doesn't, because we are concentrating

on a situation right here, and the whole study is set up with
the situation '.-rhich is to exist in whatever area it exists in.
Q

We are talking about the same area here, aren t

A

Yes.

Q

Now, sir, on 80 S 300Bl, which is the last

we?

sheet of Exhibit 4 -- excuse me --. SO S 1003B is not the last
one.

That's the one we were· talking about that ·you said was

a normal base case.

80 s lOOB3.

A

Right.

0

Now, that is to show a normal condition,

A

That's the normul condition without any

right?

transfers, right.
Q

1\nd it shc;o.1s from Ht. Storm to Morrisville

a flow of 865 megawatts, right?
A

That's right.
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And that's a normal condition?

A

That's right, sir.

Q

All right, sir.

A

All

Q

And again looking from f·1t. Storm to Morrisvil. e,

Now, looking at 80 SP104.

right~

that shows a normal flow of 641 megawatts, doesn't it?
A

Right.

Q

Sir?

A

Right.

Q

~..nd so

there are two different normal conditi(pns,

then, are there not, used in your study?
A

That's right.

Q

All right, sir.

Now, looking at B0-300Bl,

the last thing in Exhibit 4.
A

All right.

Q

From Black Oak to Bennington, it shows 1954

megawatts, does it not?

A

That's right.

·o

Then 80 SP104, from the same area, from Black

Oak to ncnnington, shows 1462 megawatts, does it not?
A

That's right.

Q

And 80 S 100B3, again another base case,

show~

1315 megawatts from Black Oak to Dennington, right?
A

That's right.

Q

No\.r,

looking at the

Mt.

Storm to Daubs line,
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80 SP104, shows 1149 megawatts, does it·not?
A

That's right.

0

Let's see, now.

80 S 100D3, from Mt. Storm

to Doubs, shows 1190 rnega\-ratts?
A

That's right.

Q

So 80 SP104 and 80 S 100B3 don't start with

the same base case conditions, do they?
A

That's right.

Q

Now~

looking at your Exhibit CMSS, and again

directing )'Our attention to the three seqments of line in whic
we are

inter~ s

T~t.

ted, Blacl': Oak to 'Rennington,

Storm to Doubs

and Mt. Storm to Morrisville.

A

All right.

0

In each instance the megawatts shown for thos

three lines varies from each of the other three base cases

to which we have just referred, does it not?
A

That's right.

Q

So the base case conditions for Ct-1S Exhibit 5

are not the saMe as a.ny of those in CMS Exhibit 4, are they?
~

That's right.

Q

And yet you take all of these and put them

together and come up with your conclusion?
'A

Right.

Q

Now, sir, lookinq at 80 s 300Bl, which is

in CMS4 agni.n, that's the last st·udy, and that postulates a
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5,000 megawatt transfer

fro~

ECAR to

~mAK?

.l\

That's right.

0

And that transfer is not postulated in the

other busc case studies that you refer tC'I, is it?
A

~hat's

riqht.

Q

T"'nd in

C~1SS,

that postulates a 5, 000 megawatt

transfer from ECAR to PJM?
A

Yes.

Q

So, again, the same transfers are not

postulated for these studies?

are synonomous.

A

P.Jf\1 and

~L"\A!\

Q

niqht.

nut you don't have tham in the

transfer in e~ch of the base cases is what I'm saying?
1\

The base case for CMS5, \o:e postulate that.
In the case from which we qat the flow on the

Bennington line with both the others out, we postulated a
5,000· transfer, and that's 800 S 300Dl.
Q

you don' t

shO't-1

But on Srl04

an~

100, whatever it is, 100B3,

it?

A

Right, hecause we use those for a different

Q

Ncnv, sir, yon'vc testified that in your

purpose.

judgment the studies show that there \oTould be a cascading
under the positions postulated in these two exhibits?
A

Ye~.
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1\nd that's because of aJl overload on the

Q

Black Oak to Benninqton seqr11cnt under these conditions?
T;.

P.iqht.

0

Now,

\'lhrl t

could he done to

thf~

sys t~r.t to

prevent that overload?

r.,

1\nythinq tho t would prevent the si:mul taneous

outaqe of the t\vO lines which \,e took out.

n

Well, assuminq

th~

simultaneou~

outage of the

two line!i, \-lha t ether. steps could be tuken to prevent the
overload?
Th~

l\.

woulJ not

h~

ta~cn

other route front

n
~1t.

installati.on of ano1:her facility t,hich

out at the sane time as, say, a line on scm

~t.

Storm into the Northern Virqinia area.
hnv~

It \·Toulc1n't ncccssnrily

to be from

Storr.,, tho·uqh, would it?
No, sir.

A

It could be from some l\PS gcncratin

station or from some other location also.

If the Dlack Oak - Dennington

Q
Ha·tfielc.1 to

Doub~.;

line~

or the

line \'Jere beefed up, that would take care

of it, too, \·1oul.dn' t it?

A

You mean so that it would not fail with that

Q

Riqht.

A

If it were beefed up to that extent, yes.

Q

Now, sir, you told

overload?

~1r.

Massie, if I recall
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when talking about the computer

and the use of the computer that they are used in planning
to see what happens in certain assumed conditions?
A

Right.

Q

And if I further recall correctly, so that

you can plan

h0\-1

to avoid any problems that show up as a

result of these computer studic5; is that correct?
si~.

A

Yes,

Q

But here you didn't put parallel and adjacent

lines from Mt. Storm to Doubs in your computer in the planning
stage, did you?
Just answer my question, please, sir.
A

I'm tryinq to understand the question.
I think

Q

\tle

did.

I think it's

cl~ar.

I said durinq the

planning stage you did not put the parallel and adjacent lines
from Nt. StorM to Daubs in your computer?
A

no, sir.

Q

So you didn't, in the planning stage, use

the computer to find out what.

\tlOUld

happen \liith the simultaneo s

outage of those two lines?
A

Hiqht.

Q

~nd,

therefore, you didn't use the coMputer

to help you plan how to correct any problems that might have
resulted from the simultaneous outage of those two lines, did
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you?
A

No, sir.

0

You have used the computer in an effort to

support conclusions that you already reached?
A

Successfully.

Q

Just answer yes or no, if you are able to,

please, sir.
A

Yes, sir.

TESTIMOUY OF L. H. WEEKS

Q

Please state your name and occupation?

A

My name is L. H.

Wee~s

and I am Executive

Director, Planning for the Allegheny Power Service Corporation
which provides engineering, construction and manag~mant servic~s
fo·r the Allegheny Power System and its subsidiary companies;
Monongahela

Pow~r

Company, The Potomac Edison Company and

West Penn Power Company.
Q

How long have you been in this position and

what previous experience have you had?
A

I have been in this position since June 1, 1913.

From January 1970 to June 1973 I served as Manager of Special
Planning Studies and from January 1968 to January 1970 I serveJ
as Hanager of Transmission Planning.

Previous to that, from

1963 to 1968, I was nanagcr of Engineering Planning for
Monongahela ·Po\·Ter Company in which position I was responsible
for system planning studies.

Before that I worked for 15 year~

in various en')ineering positions 'tri thin Monongahela Power
Compnny invol.vin') varlous degrees of responsibility for

distribution dosiqn and systom planning.
Q

Is the 1\lleghony Power System planning to

construct· C\ portion of the

~1t.

Storr·' - Harrisville 500 KV

.-------------------·
transmission line?

- - · ·--------------·---------------,

Yes, the section from Mr. Storm to a point

A

in Warren County ..
Q

Will APS and its customers benefit from

A

Yes, in two principal ways.

this line?
First, it will

provide a needed increase in line capacity to transmit power
from 'bur m2jor generation

sourc~s

in the

t-l~~st

Virginia and

Western Pennsylvania coal_ fields to load centers in the East.
Q

Please identify and locate these major

generation sources.
A

The3e are shown, circled in red, on an

Allegheny Power System major facilities map as T:'ort M,lrtin,
.Hatfield's Ferry and Harrison generating stations.
Q

What is the second way that APS and its

customers will benefit from this line?

A·

The line will provide the additional power

import capability needed to

m~intai~ ~dequate

service

reliability during large generator outnge emergencies.
Q

With respect to both needs, do you now have

adequate capacity?
A

load is

gro,t~lng

Yes, we do.

However, the PoLomac Edison

at a rate higher than the APS load as a

system, with two areas northwest of

rates of about 10\.

t~ashington,

Such load growth

D.

accel~rates
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the need

Mr.

W~eks

- Direct
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for advance planning and construction of new system facilities,.
to maintain reliability.
Q

In order to moet the

1\PS

- Potomac

I~dison

needs, \'lhen do you think the gt .. Storm - Horrisville line
is required?
A

To maintain adequate power import capacity

for generating source outage emergencies beyond our

O\otn

available reserves, the in-service year of the line should be
no later than 1975.

To·maintain adequate transmission of APS

generation from internal sources to the Potomac Edison load

areas, the additional capacity of the Mt. Storm - Morrisville
line is needed by the 1976 peak load period.
Q

Bxplain briefly the timing. necessary to meet

these needs.
A

By the end of 1975, operating

c~pacity

reserve istuntions due to combinations of maintenance and
emergency outage _conditions can impose reliance ·on substantial

regional. power transfer capabilities.

The Mt. Storm -

Morrisville l.Lnc increases the emergancy capacity transfer
capability from Mid-Atlantic Area systems to the East-Central
Area systems by 150% -- from 1000 HN to 2500

~M.

The reserve

emergency capacity transfer capability is improved by more
than 300% from 500 Ml-1 to well in excess of 1500 Ml·l.

By the end of 1976, the West-to-East 500 KV
lines will be transmitting about 1000 rn-: of power for the
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..---------- -----------···-- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - eastern Potomac Edison

ar~a

customers.

A single contingency

loss of 1\PS' I!a tfie-lcl - Doubs 500 r:v l~ne will reduce load
transmisnion capability to that of the ret':'ltlining tv1o lines
!ott. Storm - Doubs and Ht. Stor1n - Dooms.

This is about 2550

MN in effective capability because of unequal loading of
lines in the regional network.
VEPCO's .r-tt. Storm

Thus, 1\PS' 1000 1\1\·1 plus

station output of 1670 NH exceeds this

capability and this condition will worsen with subsequent year
load gro\'lth.

The

Ht .. Storm - f·'orrisvillc line will increase

the effective- load transfer capability to as much as 3800 t-1~-J

which \\7ill provide adequate capacity through approximately 198 •
Will this proposed line have any other benefi s

0

to your Compa.ny?
Yes, it will provide a strong and reliable

A

supply to the VEPCO system at Remington and allow them to
continue supplying power to The Potoroac Edison CoJilpany at
Gordonsville-as well as a future supply point in the Culpeper
area, thus eliminating the· need for a 138 KV transmission line
from Riverton

Pow~r

Station near Front Royal, Virginia to

Boston, Virginia formerly proposed to be constructed through
parts of tVarren and Rappahannock Counties.
wil~

provide

th~

In addition, it

means for continuing to serve Potomac Edison'

Northern Virginia customers with adequate power and

re~iabilit

by tapping the line in the Northern Shenandoah Valley area
when such relnforcement is required.
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c ---rR- 7-P.

sea~·- .S7o .J
But ion't it true, Mr. Weeks, that the studie4

Q
that have been

made have been made of every line except. the

line we are interesed in?
Now, isn't it true before you can accurately

predJc:~

\\'hat will happen if the double ciJ:-cuit parallel adjaccrlt

!'-H::. Storn• to Doubs lin0 goes out thnt yotl have got to make
st:t:aies t:o l:.now "·'h.:l t. happ~ns?

I would say that. if you take the one line ottt

!,

.=lnd you finO. that Y""' are overloaded on one line, then putting
.;1

f~~.;"'!cond

lir,(: i.n and taking the second line out and have both
"thcrl'~ i~

lines ouL.

()

no c5.if'ference.

I haven't seen any tests that shows what

hapFens •,rhen you take the first line Ot1t?

\'ic have, I think t pt·o.,en or shown in some of

A
OU;!"'

t.es*:itnony tl'lat \·:e do have O"\ye.rloado, and Mr. Barthold will

t(?~;t-:

fy 1 ..~':-er
().

ilS

to the effect of these.
But all these Nere made after the fact ..

You didn't: set out with the objective of
t.l"y \.r, sc

dJ d

t:o fi.r,d a way to build a line from Mt. Storm to Doubs,

}'0\l?

A

It was eliminated from the consideration

274

l'lee~·. '3

Mr..

because of the

F.CAR criter~.a

loss of the line, both lines,

eros fl

-

569

that required us to test for the
~1hich

was ·the same as the loss

of one line.

Q

And you didn't test for it, did you?

A

t-Ie did

because of judgmont.

not make a particular test for that

You use judgment, at least, as to the

results of these ..
Well, sir, with all due respect to judgment

Q

and experience, I've heard a great ueal today about the use
of the

comput~r ..

Now, I take it
judgm~nr

~lat

if you are going to use

-1·nd experience, you've spent an alV'ful lot of money on

compute.rt; that was not necessary.
1. suggest to you that if ECAR, or SERC, or

somebody

~tlys

that you ought to test these linea to see the

effect of it, and you haven't done so, then you cannot testify
~s

with definiteness
pa~allal

to the effect of the loss of this

and adjacent line?
do not have any tests of both lines out.

A

1

Q·

And studies tiould have to be made before you

could come t.o any ffrm and precise conclusions as to the effec
of

thos~

.linr:•!J h?ing out.
~

that you must

!sn •t that true?

That is true, but there ia one other. conditio1
re~omber.

One of the lowest transfer capabilities was
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not due to that line.
It was due to the loss of the Doubs - Loudoun

line.

The first element that we ran into on the studies was

the loss of the Doubs - Loudoun line.
Mt. Storm - Doubs line.

Not the loss of the

And, therefore, bringing a separate

line or an additiona·l line will only aggravate that problem.
This is part of the judgment that was applied in this case.

Q

Pnd then you say also on Page 4 that provides

a means for continuing to serve
Virginia customers

\'Ti

Potornn~

Edison's Northern

th acJcquntc po\'ler and reliability by

tapping the line in the Northarn Virginia - Shenandoah Valley.
That's not needed now, I understand you to
testify?
A

Yes.

~ve

projected that substation will be

needed.in 1980, or shortly thereafter.
Q

1\nd you wouldn't build a 500 KV line just

to perform that function, would you?
A

Yes.

vle

project that we will need a 500 KV

line into this area.
We have an alternate plan for this, which
\·rould

involve about 30 miles of additional 500 Y.V line, if

line is r.ot required and not provided in that area.

2 76

~

thi~

Q

Well, you have three 138 KV lines going in

there noN, don't you?

A

Yes.

Q

They could be upqradcd, couldn't they?

·A

At the time we are talking about He need in

the order of 600 megawatts, and we non 't have any

'f.tlay

to

inforce. those lines to that extent.
COMMISSIONER Slllu"":NON:
600 megawatts is the projected

Do I

understand that

capacity that you

need in the Northern Virginia area, in your Northern

Virginia service area?
THB

~·~ITNESS:

It "t-Tould be in 1980, about 600

megawatts.

_ c_ \\l.~. Cooo.- (ood-'_]

COMMISSIONER SHANNOU:

21'1
'

·-

I

see.

·~

Let me

Mr. Weeks - Cross
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interrupt you, Ml'. Kay.
Mr. Weeks, you indicated that your company
by 1980 will have a need of 600 megawatts in the

Northern Virginia area, and I think that you proposed

a. 138 KV transmission line from Riverton to Boston.
Now, did you ever consider that suppose the
Mt. Storm to Morrisville line should be moved over
another route.
be built.

Suppose for some reason it shouldn't

Then what alternatives would you have

to get that 600 megawatts into the Northern Virginia
service area?
THE WITNESS:

We've considered one alternate,

whlch would tap either the present line, or an
additional -C0!-1!-iiSSIONER SHANNON:

\A1hcn you say present

line, what do you mean?
TilE tliTNESS:

The present line, the Mt. Storm

to Doubs line, or a new line that might be built
in this vicinity, and bring it down into a 500 RV

lin_e, 15 miles, or a loop, really, 15 miles down,
15 milns back, preferably on separate right of ways,
and putting a 500 to 138 I<V step-down on it, in the
l-"7inchester area, and extond:t.ng 230 down into the·.
.

Strasburg area, as well .as some 138 KV lines in
addition to pick up the reinforcement into Riverton
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and into Winche.;ter.
COMMISSIONER SHANt·lOtJ:

Now, my next question

is you indicated that sometime around 1980, rather
than do what you just described, you arc going to

tnp onto the proposed Mt. Storm - Morrisville

line~

is that correct?
THE WITUESS:

Our plan that we would envision

hera "'ould be to tap t.,e line at Vaucluse, which is
right on the propose·d route.

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

l"lhere is that, Fredcriqk

County?
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

Frederick County, ncar

Strasburg.·
And there would be no additional 500 KV line

involved in this, but there would be some 138,

howev~r
i

less l38's than it would if you came from Winchester!
COMMISSIONER

SH~~lON:

You would have to have

a substation?
THE WITNESS:

A SOO to 138 KV substation,

I

and for VEPCO's use we may hDve a separate transform'r
to 230, 500 to 230, to supply the northern Shenandoa~

Valley urea.

THE WITNESS:

I could give you a copy of the

two plans, or I could submit a copy of the two plans
that we have developed showing the alternates.
C0~1I SS lONER

SHANNON:

That might be helpful

to have that, if Mr. Brasfield would like to put
those in.
MR. KAY: .Just happen to have those ready.
MR. BRASFIELD:

Just happened to have them

ready.
THE BAILIFF:

LHlv2.

COMMISSIONER SIIA..li.JNON:

two here?
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MR. BRI·.SFIELD:

There are two sheets to this.

n.

Alternate A and Alternate

COMNISSIONER SHANNON:

All right.

Why don't

we receive them together as LIIW2.
(Documents marked and received as Exhibit
LUW2.)

C01•1MISSIONER SHANNON:
l'1R. KAY:

Give me an extra copy.

Both of the sa are going to be

LlHA/2?

COMMISSIONER

SHAJ.~NON:

Yes.

Collect! vely.

Thay will be LHW Nunilier 2.
THE tiiTNESS:

Could I explain these, if there

is any questions wi. th regard to the plans as shown
here?

BY MR.

Kl\Y:

Q

All right, sir.

A

Alternate A \'Tould involve a substation at

Vaucluse, northeast of Strasburg.

It would be a 500 to 138,

and a 500 to 230 KV step-down.
We would have about, in the 1980-'81 period,

about GOO megawatts of load.
In addition to this load, VEPCO has a load
in the northern Shenandoah area would also be served from this

point.
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The 138 KV lines that are needed for
reinforcement are shown as dotted lines with two runninq back
towards a line shown as ned Bud to Double Tollgate, which is
in the Winchester area.
We estimate the cost of these facilities at
about three and a half million dollars.

That's exclusive of

the substation cost, because the substation is common to
both plans.
Alternate B \-Tould involve building a line fro

the vicin:i. ty of Stone\trall to a point marked Substation, which
is immediately east of the Winchf:ster, Virginia a.rea, with
138 KV

r~inforcement

to the Millville to Double Tollgate line,

and extending a line that runs from the substation to Riverton,
into Riverton,' and the 230 KV line from the substation to
Strasburg, along with a parallel 138

F~V

line.

The estimated cost of this reinfotten1ent,

exclusive of tho .substation cost, is about $9.9 million.
COltr~ISSIOUER

THE tiiTNESS:

SHANNON:

Yes, sir.

COt1MISSIONER SHANNON:

THE t'liTl'."ESS:

Nine point nine?

Yes.

A

Almost $10 million?

difference of about

6.14.

Alternate D involves 30 miles of additional
500 KV line, and 45.8 miles of 138 and 230 I<V lines.
Alternate A involves no 500 KV additions,
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and 26.6

mile~

of 230 and 138 KV line.

l1R. BRASFIELD:

Nhich is based on the VEPCO -

Potomac Edison proposal to

~1t.

Storm?

Alternate A

orB?
THE WITNESS:

1\l terna te A is based on Mt. Storn.

to Norrisville via the Riverton - Strasburg area.

TESTIMONY OF LIONEL O. BARTHOLD

Q

Please 5tate your name and address.

A

My parne is Lional Barthold.

7 Parkwood Drive, Burnt Hills,

Ne~r

I live at

York 12027.

Q

What is your present professional posit.i.on?

A

I am President of Power Technologies, Inc.

of Schenectady, Netr York.

I have served in this capacity sinct

August, 1969, and was instrtmental in the organization of the

firm.

Power 'l'echnologies, Inc. fs a firm of consulting

engineers specializing in advanced technical work in power
system planning, design, and operation.
Q

'tf:ould you

sumn1ari zc

experience.

2 83
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your previous professiona J

A

After a short assignment

~ith

Public Service

Co of Indiana, I joined General Electric in 1952.

I

held a

variety of assignments, most of them involving the analysis
of large power systems and, in particular, problems relating
to the dcsiqn of high voltage lines.

In 1963, I was named

Technical Director of Project EltV, a research station for
development of 500 h.V and 765 KV transmission line design
infon1ation.

I was later instrumental in convertj nq this to

an ultra-high voltage research program, extending testa to
1500 KV'.

This resev.rch is continuing under. industry-wide

"-.
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sponsorship.

In 1965, I was named Manager of Transmission

Engineering for the Electric Utility Engineering Operation
of General Electric, where my responsibilities covered most
of the technical and econorrtic areas dealing with power
transmission.

I

served in that capacity until leaving to

form Power Technologies, Inc. in 1969.

0

tVhat is your educational background?

A

I have _a Bachelor degree in Physics from

Northwestern University in 1950.

I have since completed quite

a number of specialized courses in power, but have pursued
no further degree
Q

progra~s.

tvhat other professional involvements or

qualifications bear on your qualifications to testify in this
proceeding?
A

I am a licensed professional engineer in

the State of New York, and active in a number of U.
~nternational

I

s.

and

·standardization groups and professional societie •

was recently elected to Fellow Grade in the Institute of

Electrical and Electronic Enqineers, the main professional
association for power enginee-rs in this country.
Q

l-Jould you cite some of

th~

types of work done

by Power Technologies.

A

Our

wor~

to give you some examples.

l

is quite varied, but I will try

In

~ystern

planning, ,.,e review

load growth forecasts ant1 make recommendations on the timing
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and type of new generation facilities, arid do pretty much the

same

for transmission additions.

thin~

.

I

should point out

that in this case, as in others I will cite,
several ways.

\ole

work in

Oftentimes we simply perform the studies and

make specific recommendations.

In other cases we work on the

development of methods for solutions, usually colminating
in a digital computer

progra~.

In some cases our role is

mainly educational.
PTI has
computer programs for.

~lso

syste~

been quite active in preparing
operating centers.

These program

help operators decide when generators should start up, how
the load should be shared by generators, and include programs
\>1hich assess the ability of a system to survive the unexpected
loss of large generators, important transmission lines, etc.
I

might add that both planning and operating studies are

deeply concerned with questions of system reliability.
In other areas, our firm studies tne design
criteria for both overhead and underground transmission lines.

i

For overhead this would normally result in recommendations for

I

I

the wire size, height of towers, and things of that nature.

l

In underground it miqht lead to the recommendation of cable

1
1

size and types.

In both areas we are quite .active in research

l•
t.

projects seeking reduction to practice of new principles or
improved efficiency.
i

Q

I

I

Is your work mostly for electric utility

lL·~----------------------TA_Y_L_O_E_,_Z_A_H_N
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companies?
A

Most of our work is.

HO\olever, a significant

portion of it is for electrical manufacturers serving the
Some is for power pools or other large

utility industry.

groups of utilities.

We also do work for government aqencies,

industrial plants, and for architectural consulting firms.
Incidentally, about half our work is within the United States,
the balance being overse3.s . ;. mos t:ly in Latin America.
Q

nave you previously testified in court or in

conunission proceedings?
A

Yes, in the State of Pennsylvania during

development of the first 500-KV lines there.
Q

lfllat is your relation with the present hearin~?

A

I have been retained by VEPCO and APS to

review the general
new transmis5ion
plan~

systc~

planning work on which the need for

fac~lities

is based, and to comment on those

particularly with respect to system reliability.

Q

Does proper reserve generation eliminate the

need for interconnections

A

,..,i th

other areas?

Theoretically, if a company had a very high

level of reserve, say in excess of 30%, interconnections would

Mr. Bart.nold - Direct
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be less important, but apart from being an extremely expensive

,-.-------··----

way to build a system, it would require the construction of
many more plants than is the case whan a system is interconnected with its neighbors.

Although interconnected cornpani s

do not normally plan to depend primarily on reserve capacity o
neighboring systems, interconnections serve as important
"backup .. for unexpected power plant construction delays, or
to meet unusually severe contingencies.
connections serve other purposes too.

Of course, interThey allow the sale

of electric energy from one utility to another where economic
advantages can be gained from this.
Q

Are there other aspects of electrical service

quality which benefit from strong interconnections?
A

Yes, there are.

Apart from reducing the

risk of "blackouts" or total shutJO\-lns, a strong transmission
system reduces tho effect that emergencies often have on
excursions in voltage or frequency.

Such excursions can damag

equipment .both on the power system and within the user's premi es •
. Q

\·7hen you speak of interconnections, do you

mean the transmission lines which go from a substation of
VEPCO

or Potomac Edison, for example, and terminate at another

company's substation?
A

Such lines are, of course, what are

ma~nly

thought·of as interconnections, but in order for a utility to
make use of these interconnections, it must have sufficient
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,.--------------·----transmission capacity internally to be able to accept imported
power in emergencies without overloading its own facilities.
0

Is there any

'Vray

of measuring the adequacy

of interconnections with other companies?
A

There are several ways of doing this.

The

most meaningful is probably in terms of an "emergency transfer

limit"; that is, the amount of power which a system such as
VEPCO or APS can effectively import from other companies
during a sudden emergency -- above and beyond the normally
scheduled import or export of power.
words

11

Incidentally I use the

cffectively import" since the limit to imports is

most often determined by the danger of overload or failure
of one or more elements of the system.
Q .

How do you determine what an adequate

emergency transfer limit really is?
A
method for

it

There is no precise, generally accepted

ass~gning

a value.

For most systems I would say

should range from 15% to 25% of importing systems peak load

dependipg on, among other things, the amount and type of
generating reserves within a system itself.
Q

Have you examined some of these reliability

indices insofar as the
A

VEPCO

Yes I have.

system is concerned?
Because of delays in new

facilities and unscheduled outages of equipment all beyond the
company's control VEPCO hnd no generation reserve at the time
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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of the 1972 summer peak.

640

to operate with inadequatl

reserve will inevitably result in blackouts and extended
service interruptions.
According to VEPCO plans, anticipated reserve
levels will vary from 11.5% to 19% over the next seven years

if all presently planned generation can be installed on
schedule.
reserve

Delay of any

anticipat~d.

anticipated in

t~e

gener~ting

units would reduce the

. For reserve levels as low as are

next several yriars, I \rould

conside~

it important that VEPCO maintain a:1 emergency import capabilit

equal _to at least 25, of system

peal~

the ability to import an ex-tra 2000

load.
r~i

This would require

beyond normally

scheduled flows in 1974.
is the limit as the system stands now?

Q

l~at

A

System stud.ies performed by VEPCO indicate

that without new transmission lines, this limit will be less
than 400 I"fiv in 1974.

r

While we did not make independent

studies of this, I have revielV"ed with VEPCO engineers some of

il

II
\

I
It

the critical cases they have studied and have no reservations

whatsoever as to the accuracy of the calculations or the
general assumptions made.

I

~

I

~
'

Q

t·1hat l'lill this combination of import limits

and reserve level mean insofar as VEPCO customers are concerne

1 if no additional transmission is constructed?

.

1

~

r •_____________
'
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exposed to undesirably high risk during the 1974

peak,

su~ner

even if the trans1nission lines that are the subject of this
proceeding ware approve<l today.
cannot be

Jlut, the necessary facility

in time for the 1974 summer peak.

complet~d

So the

real question is how severe the problem is likely to be,
and whether it can be corrected in time to provide normal
service reliability in 1975.
Of the transmission line additions requested

Q

by VEPCO and bPS, which are important to the improvement of
this emergency transfer limit?
A
to

The most important is certainly the Mt. Storm

r~orrisvil1e

500 KV line.

This line, when completed, will

bring the emergency transfer limits to somewhat in excess
()f 2000 f.IW.

Of course, to make this line operative requires

construction of the terminal station at Morrisville and its

--.

interconnection with major buses i.n the northern portion of
the VEPCO system.
Q

Is this the main justification for the con-

struction of this line?
A

Probably an even more fundamental function

of this line is to provide reasonably reliable delivery of the
output f1.·om the third generating unit at Mt. Storm to VEPCO
load centers as well as from APS generation to the Potomac
Edis~n

load centers.
Q ·

Have you reviewed the alternatives to the
TAYLOE,
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Mt. Storm - r-1orrisville line?
A

Yes, I have.

A

n~her

of proposals have been

looked at by VEPCO and APS, both jointly and independently, ·
but the only alternative that I feel to be comparable in
function is the doubling up of the entire northern and
southern portions of the 500-KV loop.
Q

Would you consider it a reasonable alternativ

to double up only the Mt. Storm - Loudoun portion of the 500 K
loop?
A

No, it would not provide sufficient reliabili y

to be considered an alternative to the plan proposed by VEPCO
and APS.

For example, the Federal Power Commission stated in

its July, 1967 Report to the President entitled "Prevention
of Power Failures" the following:
"Special attention should be paid to

transmission line routing; and to .switching

arrangem~nts

at

generating centers and at principal interconnections in the

.transmission network to provide meximum reliability in ernergen ies.
The economic growth of the industry will, of
necessity, require a concentration of large amounts of power
at generating centers and the movement of large· blocks of
power on transmission rights of '.-lay.

Particular care should

be taken to avoid excessive concentration of critical circuits

which would expose the system unnecessarily to large loss of
capability."
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The industry generally complies with this
admonition by

pl~nning

its system so .as to be able to survive

the loss of all transmission lines located on a single right
of \"lay.

If

th~

Storm - Loudoun transmission line were

r1t.

to be paralleled by another 500 KV line on adjacent and
contiguous rights of way, VEl?CO \o:ould have to design and build
the remainder of its transmission system to withstand the
simultaneous loss of both of

th~se

lines.

It is for this reason

I have stated that the entire 500 KV loop would need to be
paralleled with a.soo KV line.

If a transmission line paralle ed

to the existing Mt. Storm - Loudoun line is to be considered
as an alternative, doubling up the whole loop would enable

the company to withstand the loss of both circuits at any
particular location.
0

Do you see any disadvantages in this

alternative from a
A
use.

system·vie~point?

Only·from the otandpoints of cost and land

It would appear to be a substantial waste of resources.

I am advised by

~tr.

Donald N. Rice, '"'ho will testify in

this proceeding, that the addii:.ional cost of this alternative
above the cost of the r1t. Storrn - Morrisville line ""-.,auld
exceed $50 million.

Basad on my experience with 500 KV

construction, this fact9r appears to be accurate.

In

addition~

Mr. Rice adviocs that it would require some 1,965 acres of
additionnl
I

'ri~ht

of way which would of course, have to be

------------------------------------------------------------------~
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I consider this a very

poor en<Ji.neerin'J alternative to the plan developed by VEPCO
and APS.

0.

Are there opportunities to upgrade circuits

to a higher voltage instead of clearing new rights of way
for the Ht.

Stor~

- Morrisville l:f.ne?
I believe there c:tre short sections of 138 KV

l\

line alonry this route but apart froi!" the fact thnt they do
not represent a signiticant part of the distance, there are
overriding system- problems '"hfch t·Jould not permit conversion
or

replc-c~n,ent

ways to

~

Q

What are these consi.derations?

A

A transmission system is analogous in many

system of roads.

served divide
be

of these linE's as part of the 500 KV system.

foolis~,

thcm~elves

In both cases, ti1e functions

naturally into echelons.

for exawple, if a

n0~1

It \-Tould

interstate highway which was

to pass near a rural road Nere diverted to take over the road'
right of ,.,ay: even if the right of 'ttta.y were wide enough.

The

need for the rural road \·tould rcmnin and a new one would just
have to be built.
Th.1.s is probnhly a fair anctlogy to 500 KV

and 138

I~V f'O\•Tcr lin~s.

The 500 KV line can carry about 15

times as much power as J't 13 8 KV 1 ine, and they serve totally

different functi.ons in the svst.PM.

Incidentally, the fact that they do serve
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different functions, makes it more reasonable to have lines
of different voltage level shar·e a common right of way than
to have two lines of the same voltaqe do so -- particularly
where the two lines in the latter caso are a part of the
"backbone" of the system.
'rhe t-tt. Storm -

Q

to be partly built by APS.

r~orri5ville

line is also

Does this line benefit their

system too?
A

Yes.

As I explained previously, nearby

utility companies gain substantial mutual advantage by int.erconnections.

Each company gains a more reliable supply, reduc .s

its cost. of production, and builds fe"Ter pot-1er plants.
Q

tfuat specific aspects of APS system operation

will be served by the new line?
A

I'll answer that in two parts, the first

dealing wlth internal operation of the APS system.
of the APS load is in the Northern Virginia area.

A portion
There is

very little generation capacity there and very little
potential for developing any.

It is essential then that

adequate transmission capability exist from the APS central
system to this load area.

The Mt. Storm - Morrisville line

will serve as a needed addition to APS East-Hest 500 KV
facilities in Pennsylvania and r.taryland which by the mid-1970'

will be fully utilized for normal transfer to loads in their
Eastern Sy·stem.
! ._----------------------------------------------------------------~

~·
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APS

in their

relationship to other utilities?
A

Yes, it will.

I previously explained the

role this line plays in allowing VEPCO to import power from
APS during emergencies.

Of course, this benefit is reciprocal

Furthermore, corresponding benefits in emergency transfer
limits accrue between APS and VEPCO vis-a-vis other surroWldin
utilitles and power pools.
Q

You have cited a number of benefits for this

line beyond its basic role as a means for transmitting energy
from the Mt. Storm plant directly to the VEPCO system and
transfer of energy from the APS system to the Potomac Edison

load area.

Aren't these functions mutually exclusive?

Can

they all be served simultaneously?
A

In fact, they are all served simultaneously.

Emergency transfer capacity for example is based on changes

.
I

in power flows beyond the scheduled nonnal flows.

I

Emergency

transfer, like all risk minimizing, is based on probabilities.

Obviously, if APS nnd VEPCO had large

!
t

generator~

fail at

the same instant, emergency transfer capacity between them

I

·I
1

would be of littlP. consequence..

t

1·1

~

~

cs t as that , the "'t. storm -

But even in as extreme a

r-10 rri

s•.ri 11 c line, the Mor r i'sv ille -

Bristers ~in~, and the Morrisville Substation would help the

two systems get support from surrounding systems.

l·

t-:~ •.

Q

Have you looked at

the proposed routing of
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the North Anna to
A

~1orrisville

Yes.

647

500 KV circuit?

To begin with, there is no question

but that the ou.tput of the North Anna plant will initially
require· two 500 KV circuits to the North.

It is certainly

preferable and considered normal engineering practice to seek
tw~

at least
from a

independent rights of way for lines emanating

given plant, and to terminate these lines in

different subntations of the system.
tt·TO

The VEPCO proposal, with

entirely separate right of way (North Anna - Morrisville

and North

~1na-

Ladysmith), is certainly a more satisfactory

way of dealing \'lith reliable integration of ·the North Anna

plant into the system.
Q

Do you conclude that the plans for the 500 KV

lines that·you have discussed as prepared by VEPCO and APS
are sound ones?
A

Yes.

It is. a very efficient way of

a~con~-

dating load growth with a minimum of new construction.

The

proposed plan will really serve three purposes.
(1)

It will allow an adequate supply of powe

to Northern Virginia under normal conditions.

(2)

It will maintain reasonable reliability

of supply to that area, and
(3)

It will enhance VEPCO's ability to

exchange power with neighboring systems to the north aud will
simultaneously

b~nofit

APS in the same way.
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am not aware of any signel alternative plan

that could achieve these three requirements that these companiEs
face.
Q

Have you reviewed the other transmission

additions requested by

VEPCO~

namely the Morrisville -

Remington 23·0-KV line?
A

Yes.

It is apparent that some means of

additional supply capacity to Remington is critically needed.
The 230-KV circuit suggesteo appears to be the most practical
solution.
Q

Another specific request being made by

VEPCO is for a ne'" 115-KV line f.rom Remington to Narrenton.

Can you comment on the need for this particular line?
A .

two 34-KV lines.

Yes.

Warrenton presently has service from

Because of the length involved, two such

lines a·re not adequate to maintai.n reasonable standards

of service in the

1s·,ooo
of

K~l

thes~

~~arrenton

at peak periods.

area.

This load is no,.1 ahout

VEPCO has extended the adequacy

lines by installing voltage regulators in them.

In

one of the lines, regulators have been installed at two points
and one is up_ to its current carrying limit.
I

i

l

At this point,

even with regulntors there is no t..t1ay of maintaining satisfacto. y
service to 'farrenton during even minor e1nergencies or
maintenance periods.
Q.

Do~s

the

propos~d

115-Y<V line represent the

TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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best solution to this problem?
A

It is almost an obvious next step.

At the

growth rate of loads in the Warrenton area, an additional

34-KV line would be far too short-term a solution.

A new

115-KV line will more than double the power that can be
supplied to this area and at tha same time improve both
reliability and voltage quality.

Q

Mr. Barthold, would you please give us your

overall evaluation of the

p1~oposal

put forward by VEPCO

and APS.
'A

It is clear that

V"~rco

and APS have need

for the transmission capability they h<lve proposed to construcf•
Without such capability, VEPCO ~.rill be unable to reliably

transport the power from the new generating units at Mt. Storm
and. North

1~ula

and t--lill also be unable to import necessary

additional capacity from neighboring utilities.

Without

them, APS will be unable t; serve its loads in the Potomac
area.

Without

L~ese

will be reduced and

anticipated.

lines, the reliability of both systems
po~1er

failures and shortages can be

The studies performed by VEPCO and APS to
define their system requirements are quite thorough.

Their

engineers have exandned alternatives to each of their
requirements and in my opinion have done a very good job
in .planning additions to thei.r transmis!J ion facilities.

These

plans have been very closely coordinated with neighboring
po~"er

companies anu po-vrer pools to ass,..tre that construction

of new facilities, both power plants and transmission lines,
are kept .to a minimum consistent with reasonable stundards
of electric service.

The facility additions, now the subject

of this proceeding, will do an excellent job in meeting the
needs of VEPCO and 1\PS customers ..

One of the most fundamental tasks of whether
they do achieve the same function is -vthother their rel"iabili ty

'is ·equivalent to the system and as has been pointed out,
various reliability councils in the United Stateft, including

SERC, have, through their

c~tpcriance,

come up with criteria

tor measurement of tha relj.ability of interconnections between
systems.
This involves the cascading criteria, which
I

~ntioned,

\rlhich is common, incidentally, to all nine of the

soo
. J ... _

......... ,

........

__ . . . . _ ..

..-...-.--

-

reliability councils in the United States, as well as similar
interconnectinq groups in Europe.
In the present case, if the west to east
line is built on an independent right of way, the system will
meet that criteria.

If it is built on a cormnon right of way

with existing facilities, it will not meet that criteria,
and therefore is not an equivalent solution unless other
facilities are built.

Q

All right.

l\r1r'l t:hf'!

purpose really of your

study and your testimony is to confirm
that the 500 line is

neecl~d

~1r.

Stallings 1 offering

for. internal loads, for.transfer

capability, and should not be on the same line?
A

C -TR. Yf.
Q

That's correct.

LL:L-

6(:,1)

The reliability you look for or the

reliabili~y

that you propose the company attain by certain design features
depends on tho contingency you are guarding against?
h

That's right.

In fact, it is the contingencits

which you design to define the measure of reliability.
Q

And, for instance, whether we are concerned

with a single house, a town, a city or state
A

That would be an example of criteria which

you could set, yes, sir.

so 1

.

Q

And I ·believe Hr. Stallings has spoken of

concern with the Eastern Seaboard?
A
issue in

th~se

Q

we

~re

It is my opinion that that's the scope of the
facil;i.ties, yes.
Could you e'{pand on that comment, just \tthat

guarding against, geographically, cornpanywise?

A

Yes.

I have been asked to prepare independenJ:ly,

so~

~tr.
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or to do some studies in preparation for rebuttal testimony
for November 1st.
Some of this work hc.s been completed, and

if I can

d~rnon~trate

-- if I cnn introduce some figures, what

those studies so far have shot-m ln the 1980 system.

Would it be appropriate to do that?
Q

I would like tb hear them.

A

I believe there are about nine sheets here,

which comprise part of this work.
LOBl, sir.

THE BAILIFF:

COMJ.'.1ISSIONER SHANNON:

LOBl.

(Document marked and received Exhibit LOBl.)
This was prepared for rebuttat

THE WITNESS:
t~~timony,

so it is a part of studies which have not

yet been complete, and I just picked these up before

I came down on Wednesday.
Shall I go through and explain the content
of these?

MR. ROGERS:

I would like to hear them.

HR. BRASFIELD:

Does the Commission have

copies?
COf-1MISSIONER SHANNON:

A

Yes.

The first sheet is quite simple and

illustrat~s

a very basic principle of transfer from one area to another.
In the top set of figures you sea three lines
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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They might be analogous to the two

main existing east to west lines, the one from Hatfield Ferry
to Doubs, and the Ht. Storm - Doubs line, and the third line
would be a proposed additional line.
It sho\"lS that

'"'i th

the contingency, one riqht

of way lost, the overloacl on the other lines would be about

SO%.
The second set of figures just illustrates
that if that

ne~'

line is put on the right of way t-rith one of

the existing lines, and

th~

right of way is lost, the overload

is three to one on the single remaining line.
Now, this is a very simplified approach, and
the analogy is made more

detailr~d

in the figures which follow.

I should point out, perhaps, by way of
background

~hat

these were run on our own computer, independen ly.

They were based on information which we derived or got from
both APS and VEPCO, and this particular computer system is
capa~le

of following a disturbance a little bit further down

into the disaster area before it gives up.
I

ran here

also should point out that the cases we

repres,~nted

conditions ·which would not normally be

studied in a syetern planning study, because to an experienced
planner many of them would be obvious.

But I thouqht they

would be illustrative in this case.
c~se

A represents whnt you might call a base
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cnse, whcro everything is rosy.
5,000 megawatt transfer from

Its transfer represents a

ECAR

to

PJr.-t

with all of the

planned facilities for 1980 in place.
I've shown in the figure the current
corresponding to the megawatt flow in the Black Oak - Doubs

line, that one being critical.
Case B, which

suppos~~

alternative, shews that right of

\~ay

the Morrisville

lost and shows the Black

Oak flow increased to 2,235 amperes, and about at the continuo s
rating limit of that line.
Case c shows the alternative that has been

discussed with a parallel line, or contiguous line from
Mt. Storm - Ooubs - Loudolli1 not tied in at Daubs.

With the loss of that right of way, the
Black Oak - Doubs line increases to about 45% over its
e:mf~rgency

short-time ra-ting, and the underlying 138 KV lines

in that region are very heavily loaded.
They are not shown on th:f.s illustration.

The logical· result of tha·t condition would be
fair!~·

rapid tripping of the undorlyi.ng 138 KV lines in that

area, and that is shown on Cnsc D..
The current now in the Black Oak - Doubs line

is up to 3800 amps, or about 63% over its emergency rating,

and from that polnt you can hypothe5ize one of two things,

neither of them very optimistic ..
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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With that current level there is very little
time to correct the situation.

If there were time, as sho'1. n
7

in Case E, if 40% of the load in the northern division were

dropped, then the loading on that line, the Dlack Oak - Doubs
line, would drop to 2650 amperes, ._.,hich is its present half
hour rating ..
Having been alr.et1dy loaded up by the previous

current, it is uoubt!ul that that line would stay in service

and would eventually trip itself -- be tripped itself, and
that would lead to Case F, where that line is tripped.
Uow, you will sec the voltages appear to be
restored. to normal in Case F, but what happens here is that
in the transition, and with the opening of that line, the
angle bett..reen those

t\t.TO

parts of the system changes suddenly

by 40 degrees which indicates clearly that there will be a

split .in the system starting here nnd
pro)?ably up to

Nf.~W

propag~ting

north,

York and south some equal distance, and

probably further along the general pattern that we had in
New York in 1965.

So, this is \'li.thout question a cascading
cond-ition.
In this case, and in an attempt to further
explore some ideas, we ran Case G, where, supposing that the
problem could be solved by tripping generation at Mt. Storm
simultaneously with taking those lines out, we tripped the
TAYLOE, ZAHN

A
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so

two circuits and two units at Mt. Storm, but the reduction
in loading on the Black Oak line was very slight, and one

might expect that the po,..,er flow which \·Tas formerly supplied
by Mt. Storm is now being suppl ir~d by F:CAR to the t>lCSt.

that is not a viable alternative.
on completely radial systems

,.,~here

one route and it is supplied to a

So

That is sometimes useful
a powC!r plant has only
~ystem.

In Case .II and I, they merely repeat the

condition originally tested but with the transfer to ECAR
reduced to 3, 000 megcr..ratts, and those cases show that the

problem is still there at 3,000 megawatts.
Our indications are that it would take the
reduction to something like 2,000 mcgnwatts to provide a

safe trnnsfcr.
That's n long answer to your question.

BY MR. ROGERS:
Q

You didn't venture or didn't study with any

detail whnt would happen after the Hatfield Ferry - Doubs
or do we need to go any further?

307

line~

There is no need to go any further.

A

It would

require modeling the entire Eastern Seaboard and it would show

the sequential breakup.
split ,.,ould

t~ke,

It would show the path that the

and you could demonstrate within the broken

system what parts.

nut it would be similar to the propagation

in 1965, except with

Wash~.ngton

as the center instead of

New York Ci t:-r·.
Q

You say the split path to follo,_.,, you mean

follo,'ling the tripping. circuits?

A

Yes.

The circuits would trip.

C0~1HISSIONER

SHANNON:

Mr.. Barthold, when

the~

had that blackout, I believe in the fall of. 1965,

in the northeast, was that as a result of a cascadinJ
ait\lation such as you were describing here?
THE l'liTNESS:

Yes.

Exactly.

It began with

the tripping of -- I believe they \'lere 230 KV circui.t.s
i!l C'cHlatla and propagate·d do~nl through the 345 KV
e~tstem

in New York State.

BY MR. MASSIE:

0

Mr. Barthold, I just want to inquire a second

sos
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on something

l~r.

Rogers went into.
NO\ol,

when you ucre employed, and I want to

quoto thls on ulternates, really, you were asked ·to confirm

the VZPCO stuuy or to not confirm it.
I ,,.as asked to examine it and come up with

A

a conclusion as to whether I thotvJht it ·vas rcspousive to

the problem.
1\.nd at thut time you

Q

examine

~11erc

also asked to

nltern~tes?
~·Jell,

you .\'lcrc at aome t.ime asked to examine

alternates?

I've forgotten.

A

scope was written do\·ln.

I'm not sure that a specific

I interpreted my scope as examining

alternates, or asking whether alternates had been considered,

yes.
Q

. ~·:ell,

tTow,

that is really my question.

did you make illlY attempt, or were you

asked ·to. make any attempt to pr.oposc alternates, or· were you
asked to

or

t~xamine

alternates that had already been considered,
alternat£~

was it \'lithin your scope to propose an

if in

fact -I think that in the course of discusoions

A

with ·tho planning engineers in VEPCO, I princ.i.pally asked
a series of questions of \>'hether something \.:as considered

and so forth,

~nd

c1t?.velopec1 through that JT\ethod the background
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of the problem to the extent that I was engaged to examine it.
I did not go into detail, for example, on the
alternate locations of Morrisville - Remington - Dristers,
·and that kind of question.
I was mora concerned with the basic bulk
'

supply problem in the VEPCO aren.
Q

All right.

Well, what I'm really getting

at is, if '''e can focus on .-- anything really will do.
This.is your Cane A.
HR. r1ASSIE:

Is this. an exhibit or is it not?
Yes, it is.

TUE BAILIFF:
HR. MASSIE:

tn1at

THE DAII,IFF:

.Q

is it?

LODl •

Your Case A, just for illustrative purposes,

I note in your testimony your thouqhts as to the alternate,

the alternate of parallelin9,

or of coming up

\\Ti th

the

paralleling· and adjacent line from Ut. Storm - Dooms - Elmont
through Loudoun to Doubs?

A

Yes.

Q

And y_nur cone! us ion, of course, was very

similar to Mr.

~tallings •.

Is that the only alternative .you considered
to backinq up this 11t. Storm to Dottbs line if it \vere done tha. c
TAYLOE, ZAHN
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Did you mnke any attempt independently to determine

ther~

were any other ways this reliability could be had?
A

I dicl challenge each solution of that type.

I can't recite a history of what my alternate suggestions were
because this·was in a conversational mode.
understand.

Q

I

A

As I recall, the question of reinforcing the

system through the northern route came up, but this actually

aggravates another problem, that is, the problem of voltage
in the Loudoun area.
Q

Exactly \-lhere does that aggravate the problem

Now., let me point out exactly lvhat question·

I'm asking von.
I took it to mean that you recall discussing

the alternate rather than bringing the adjacent line down to
Dooms, of going frore Mt. StorM to Black Oak to Doubs, and
completing the.loop in that manner?

A

Yes.

Q

~.nd

no\'7 you are <JOin(; to tell us exactly

where it complicates the problem to do that?
A

Right.

n

Okay.

A

Yes.

Could you do that?

!.

at

that, because that

If I cnn introduce another.
\·Tas

I

did loo

of concern to me, and if I can

introduce ano.ther exhibit, I can illustrate this.
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THE BAILIFF:

L002, sir.

THE WITNESS:

I can illustrate this point,

I think.
COMMISSIONER SHAHNON:

to the first exhibit as LB.
That was LODl.

I inadvertently

.referr~~d

It's LOB.

'l'his will be LOB2.

(Document marked and received as Exhibit LOB2 )
Now, this

A

c~1ibit

is based on 1974 loads,

but it illustrates the points you bring up, I think, quite
well.
There are three replicas of the same system
area, principally the Doubs to Loudoun area with a little bit
of the 230

hV

in that area illustrated, also.
By the way, this set of diagrams is based

on a 600 megawatt irnfJort by VEPCO, which is a very lightweight import for a system of this size.
The top illustration would be a base case
for normal flo\oJ.

The second case, the center one, shows the
Doubs - I.oudoun line tripped qut, although the Dickerson .Pleasant View line at 230 is on the same right of way, and it

is not yet tripped out.

That

li~e

is over its rating, the Dickerson -

Pleasant View 230, and woulc.l have to be tripped,· and the lower
fiqure shows that line tripped anJ shows the voltage at

l·..
t\·.:
tf.."
"~~.. ~

.... ·~

,.,.:.
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View down to 89%.
Unfortunately, the dingrom doesn't show furth r
into tha 2:lC KV system wherP.

th~

voltage _does do•t~n at Arlingto ,

I believe, to abt:'Ut 87%, well helo\•: the tolerance level.
So, this

shO\rlS

the problem that V8PCO is

confronting right now.
If one were to reinforce the system at the
northern

en~,

t~is

problem would be aqgravatad rather than

solvcu.
If the

systc:1~

is rein fore eel at the southern

end, it \tlill achit:ve all the oth,_:r objectives I have been
talking c:tbout in uddition to solving this V·:Jltage problem.
Q

~lo~·r,

1-.11 right.

I '-:ould like to ask you

about this bast? case just a second, and to do that, could he

have t41\Jl, ,.,h tch is LDHl, the ori.qinal, the colored map.
T.TINl.

THE BAILIFF:
~1R.

BY

~ln.

t-~.i\SSir.:

!.HN!.

~L~\SGIE:

Q

!lo\-r, I

~,.1ou1r1

1 il~.c to ask you

and I presume you l·Till p-robably

but if you can just answer

~'!'ls\voer

t\~O

questions,

my second one first,

th~ quc~t:i.(')nq

it will he simpler.

In th i.s base c,o:tnc study th3 t you have shown
US

on LOI32, did you

as3t~mc tht=!

500 K\1 f1:om Possum Point throug

Burches !l.il.l, C'h-:.tlk Point, Crtlvert Cliffs, Chapel, Driqhton,
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to be in existence?
A

Uhich ones are these?

Q

It's in the southeast corner of that map.

A

Well, these

Q

Nell, just ans,-1or that question.

I •m

going

to then ask you the question you probably want to answer.
The base case which I ran assumed existing

A

facilities.

it

This is a 1974.system.

Q

tvould that make any difference?

A

I have no ltTay of telling that without studyin

specifica~ly.

Q

Do you think that it might?

Does it appear

that maybe some of that load -- that soyne of that pressure

would be

reliev~d

A

by

the existence of that route?

That's possible, but I couldn't confirm it

yithout a study.
Q

t'1ell, you note that they say that they are

authorized 500 KV lines, at least that map shows that.
Do you see that?

.n.

Yes.

Q

And I gather that what you are saying is that

this LOB2 did not -- you arc certain that that did not
that base case did not contaip those lines since they are not
·

t.

existing lines?
A

';

That's correct.

We did do a study for 1980
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conditions, which does represent those facilities and shows
the same problem.
Q

Where is that study?

A

I have --

Q

It shows the snrne aggravation at that area,

even with the looping from the north?
A

Yes.

I can show this on this diagram, if I

may introduce this.
THE DAILIFF:

BY f·tR.

LOn3.

~U'~SSIE:

Q

This shews the looping in the north, the

existence of these lines over here, and the consequent
aggravation at the Loudoun area?
1\.

Yes.

THE BAILIFF:

LODJ.

COM11ISSIONER Slt!u'lNON:

This will be LOB3.

(Document marked and received Exhibit LOD3.)
A

(Continuing.)

This diagram represents studie3

to test the ability of VEPCO to import 2, 000 rnega\-ratts, l'lhich

is a fairly lo\.., level for the 1980 system, and it doos it
with the two al t.crna ti ves t.ha t hnve been most discussed here.
()ne, the t,Yt. Storm - tiorrisvill€' line, nnd another one the

Mt. Storm - Daubs - Loudoun line.
I"·

This assumes all the 1980 facilities in place.
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASS09ATES
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The column on the left, the Mt. Storm Morrisville 1; ne, sho\,rs the
circuit,

sho'"~

out:1ry~

of the Doubs - Loudoun

the Dickerson - t'leasant View line overloaded,

and the center figure, Figure i3, and then Figure C shows it
tripping but w:i.th no conserptent problem on voltage in the
nor~1~rn

division area.
On the right it sho-t-rs a looping to the north

on a contiguous right of way '-"!ith

th~

existing line, same

system conditions • . The loss in Figure E shows the loss of
those two circuits, and the consequent and heavier overload
of the Dickerson - Pleasant Vic'\ot line.

F shows that line

tripping, with the drop of Pleasant View vqltage to 87%, and
I don't have the fiqure with me, but I presume the voltage
at Arlington is even worse.
This is a consequence of having strengthened
the line t.o the northern systeM through the northern route.
Q

You mean that \'Tas a speci fie assumption of

this, or it just doesn't

~lake

any difference whether it

strengthens it there?
Is there an· explicj.t underlyinq assumption·
of LOB3 t.ha t it is strengthcnerl in the northern loop that I

just postulat0d, or are you saying that this would
whether or not t.hat

A

----.
1

'o~as

happr~n

done?

I think it is clear that if. -- from this

second column, the one \..rhP.re I sho\v the doubling of the loop.

i

-------J
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Q

Okay.

A

I think it is'clear from that that

Go ahead.
wi~l

those

two circuits, the double circuit out, if the northern part
of the system \arere even stronger by virtue of having doubled

up something in there, that the overload in the Dickerson
area \'lould be even worse.
Q

And what you would have is a picture of

Figure F showing the line rather than coming south, going
north?

Is that· correct?
A

What is that again?

0

Figure F.

A

·yes.

Q

The bottom line that represents the Mt. Storm

to Daubs cir-cult going south -A

Yes.

The left over system would show a line

going north from Daubs, yes.
Q

And then you would have the situation of

the Doubs to Loudoun line out?
A

Right.

Q

And you are saying the identical oituation

would occur?
A

That's my estimate.

I have not run specific

cases to demonstrate that.
~
i
I'

Q

You are saying there is no other way that

~- the load could be relieved in that area by the fact that this
. f.;_.L---------------:---------------------J
(';
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You would not have the

problem of the cascading outage prasented on the a·atfield
Ferry - Doubs line that we've heard so much about?
A

Let me look at my own exhibit.

Q

Would you?

A

What you say appP-ars to be correct.

Q

So, then, the problem to deal with under

that circumstance is the low voltage in the Loudoun area?
A

Right.

Q

Okay.

A

But at that point you've already built two

lines to solve the same problem that would have been solved
by one.

Q

All right.

Now, let me just inquire a second

about reliability.
Mr. Rogers has. been over it.
been over it.

Everybody has

But just to put the reliability question in

perspective.
I

accepted

gather that it is just a basic rule,

ever~~here,

that in desiqninq a case or a system,

where you have .adjace?t lines, you have to plan for those
lines going out at. the same time?

~:

\

..

A

That's correct.

Q

~d

the percentages of whether or not it will

happen are irrelevantJ the fact is that·it is just a basic,
.~·
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accepted axiom of planning?
A

Yes.

The probability is relevant only ·to the

judgment point \.;here it happens often enough that people feel
it should be designed for.

If it were an academic instance, it probably
would not be in the criteria that people use.

BY MR. KAY:

Q

r-1r. Barthold,

\~then

were these studies that

are represented by your four exhibits made?
A

Some of this ·material was finished as late

as last tlednesdny.

These were prepared as a part of some work
that we \-rere doing for rebuttal test.imony submission.
Q

l-lhen did you start on them?

After you got

the preflled testiroony from the Intervenors?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

An0 I think you

~aid

that the studies arc

not yet complete.
Mtat remains to be done?
A

I can't cite "'hat cases

l-te

are anticipating

yet, because :f.t has been so recent that "'e completed these.
We are just revie\'ling th8m to sec if there arc additional

cases that would supply more information on the problem.

8 19
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Q ·

And on Page 4 of your testimony, Line 11,

you recite that your assignment was to review the general
·system plannin'! work upon which the need for new transmission
facilities is based, and to conuncnt on those plans, particularty
with respect to reliability; is that right?
A

That's correct.

Q

Dut at the time you were engaged, VEPCO and

APS, the 1\pplicants he·re, had already determined that a. line

should be built from

l1t.

Storm to the Morrisville area; is

that correct?
A

Yes.

0

In fact, I suppose by that stage Morrisville

itself had been selected?
l"J.

It had been identified as the suggested

termination.
Q

So you were not engaged to do any of the

planning work itself but merely to reviaw the planning done
by the Applicants?

A

That's correct •

. 8 20
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0

And so your assignment ti1en was not to assist

VEPCO in trying to develop a '-l:ay to use the existing rights
of way ·for the new transmission needs that we have, was it?
A

No, it was not.

Q

And prior to, say, April of this year, did

you make any independent studies concerning the feasibility
of using existing rights of way?
A

If the term

"stud~'"

means duplicate computer

simulation, t!·\e ans"tt."er is no, we did not.
But I might point out· that our simulation

did overlap cases which VEPCO has run sufficient to confirm

that ,,,e are qet ting the same result, so I would construe
examination of their cases and of the assumptions as a study,
in which case the answer to your question would be yes.

· Q

Did you, independently, attempt to come up

with a reasonable alternative which would permit the use of
the existing or expanding corridor, other than come around

that whole circle?
A

I'm sure I suggested or, in the process of

trying to understand what tbe.problem was, in the discussion

involved, implied other alternatives, such as the doubling
circuiting of one line to Doubs and the busing of it at that

point and so on.

821

This was done in discussions.
don~

by specific computer studies on our part.
Q

out

It was not

affirrnativel~'

So the answer is you did not attempt to set
to try to. find a reasonable alternative

to this entire loop and still use existing right of way?
A

I don't know what you mean by

affirmatively~

Mr. Barthold - Cross
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I believe, that I exetmined the cases and
conclusions in a sufficiently inquisitive and skeptical vein
to have sought out what

alternativ~s

would be sensible and

to test tile assumptions and reasoning that led to the ones
that were presented here.
Q

Well, your assignment \,Tas to review the

route already tentatlvely arri,,ed upon by VEPCO, was it not?
A

Yes.

Q

Your assignment was not to try to find a way

to use the existing right of \•lay from Mt. Storm to Doubs to

Loudoun to accomplish the same purpose?
A

These to me

me~n

exactly the same thing.

If I'm asked to review a certain solution,
that means-to me to examine. alternatives.

I don't know how

you can crit.i.que a solution without examining and looking for
alternates that will do the same job.
Q

you

reviet~ed,

·nut as I understand it, the alternates that
according to your testimony, were the ones that

VEPCO.had proposed?
A

Well, if you mean did I come up with any

solution that involved neither double circuiting or an
independent line, no, I did not.

+.

Q

Did you try to?

P..

Yes.

0

You did try to?
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A

Sure.

TESTIMONY OF BRUCE

HO~~ETT

0

Pleaae state your

A

~1y

r.a~e

and address.

name is Bruce Ho't-.rlett and ray business

office is located at 2

~!arvin

Avenue,

Bre\t~ster,

New York.

Q

lVhat is your present professional position?

A

I am President of Bruce Howlett lnc.,

environmental planning consultants.

0

Wo~ld yo~

summarize your previous

professiona~

experience?
A

I have been engaged in regional planning and

environmental studies fQr over twenty years.
region~!

I have directed

open space and other planning studies in the Chicaqo

region and in metropolitan Seattle.

' 824

Prior to establ-ishing a

759.

consulting practice in 1970, I was Associate Executive

Directo~

of the Hudson River Valley Commission of New York where I
directed a large interdisciplinary staff

~n

environmental

·planning studies and the review of projects within the
Hudson· River Valley corridor.
Q

What is your educational background?

A

I have a Hastar's Degree in Regional Planning

from Harvard University • . I also studied planning at the
University of Chicago.and engineering at the University of
Alberta, Canada.
Q

\ihat other professional involvements or

qualifications bear on your qualifications to testify in this
hearing

testimon~i?

A

I am a member of the American Institute of

Planners, the Alaerican Society of Planning Officials and the
Regional Science nssociation.

I am a founding member of the

Hudson River Environmental. Society.

Q

Would you cite some of the types of work

done by you and your firm?
A

We have been omployed by several utility

companies to undertake environmental studies of high voltage
transmission li.nes ranging from ·115 KV to 500 rJ in New York,
Connecticut and nrizona.

I have prepared an environmental ·

impact statement for the Lako Tahoe Basin and have collaborate(
in

e~viro~mental,

recreational and planning studies for Ross
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Lake in the Ross Lake National Recreation Area and Lake Anna,
created by Virginia Electric and Power Company in connection
with its North Anna nuclear po\'ter station.

I have directed a course in environmental

siting of transmission lines and have written articles
and publications on the topic, including "Power Lines and
Scenic Values 11 which \'las prepared during my tenure as

Associate Executive Director of the Hudson River Valley
Commission.

I have testified on environmental aspects of

transmission line siting before the Probate Court for County
of Lapeer in Lapeer, Michigan, appeared in Federal District
Court as a witness for the State of Uew·York in the Hudson
River Er.presaway case and appeared as an expert witness

on the enviroruncnt before the Solandt Commission, established
by the Province of Ontario, Canada to study a 500 KV corridor

proposed by Ontario Hydro around metropolitan Toronto.
Q

·Is.your work primarily for electric utility

companie~?

· A

No.

.

Wh5.le we hnve undertaken

several studies

for utility clients, our firm has also prepared comprehensive
planning studies for a county and for a small community.

In

addition,. \'ie have also undertaken environmental studies and
reports. for the RocJ<.efeller Foundation, the Corps of Engineers
the Central Arizona Project Association, the

~ew

York State

Atomic and Space Development Authority and the Lake·Tahoe

I
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Some of these studies were

undertaken in association with other firms.
0

~~at

A

I have been retained by Virginia Electric

is your relation to the present hearings

and Power Company to review the environmental impact of
their proposed routes including:

North Anna to Morrisville,

Morrisville to Bristers, Mount Storm to Morrisville (VEPCO
portion only), Morrisville to Remington and Remington to
Warrenton.

! have also been retained by Potomac Edison

Company of Virginia to revie'" the environmental impact of its
portion of the Mount Storm to Morrisville transmission line.
t'lould you explain your approach to the

Q

preparation of ·environmental impact studies?
A

planning can

From the environmental standpoint, transmissi n
b~

broken into three steps:

systems level, in

which the entire generation and transmission system is
considered: line level, in which the problem becomas one
of adding a line or l:tnk within the system: detail level,
where the exact location of the future line is specified.
In this application we are dealing with studies at the

system and line level in order to determine potential
environmental impacts of proposed transmission routes.
The process follcl\·Ted in this evaluation was t
inventory a number of en·viroilmcntal factors in mt-lpped form.
First, at the systems level, we made an inventory for a
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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regional area of about 18,000 square miles covering the
northern portion of VEPCO's system, the bulk of Potomac Edison ·s
system in Virginia, and adjacent portions of the Allegheny
'l'hen we made a more detailed inventory for a

Power System.
co~rldor

area about 5 mileo wide along tha route of each

proposed transmission line.
in the

corr~.dor'l

Factors that were inventoried

include existing land use such as residential

coxmnercial, industrial,- parks and other uses1 proposed land
use,

larg~ly

derived from comprehensive plans, zoning ordinanc s

and state agency plans; natural characteristics such as ridgas
slopes, .streams and rivers; and visual characteristics includi q
areas visible from principal thoroughfares as well as areas
where a

trans~ission

line might be exposed to view because

of topogr-aphy.
Q

How do you prepare. and analyze this informati n?

A

l\

simple mapping of these data sets was used.

Data were prepared on a base

and on_transparent overlays

n~p

over the base map, one for each of the principal set3 of data
in the inventory.
Q

lVhat is the· relation3hip batween this

approach and the F_. P .c. Guidcl ines lr'thich are to be followed,
to the extent practicable, as called for in the State
Corporation Commission's memorandum of 14 July 1972?

A

The F.P.C. Guidelines for tlte Protection of

Natural, Historic, Scenic, anu Recreational Values in the
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Design and Location of Rights-of-Way and Transmission

Faciliti~s.

describe some aspects of the environment which may be

aff~cted

by transmission lines and includes suggestions for proper

design methods.

The Guidelines consist of a collection of

59 items generally pointinq out practices either to be followei
or to be avoided.

These guides nrc nrranqed into six

categories:
"The Selection and Clearing of Right-of-t'Jay Routes,"
"The Loca.tion of Transmission Towers and Overhead

"The Design of Transmission Towers,"
11

The Maintenance of 'l'ransmission Line Right-of-liay,"

11

Possible Secondary Uses of Rights-'of-Nay," and

11

The Location of Appurtenant l\bovc Ground

Facilities~"

Whereas the Guidelines cover all aspects of facility location
including desiqn, construction and management, the overlay
mapping process provides a method that can be used both in
siting decisions and in identifying the location and character
of environmental design problems.

The overlay mapping

process t.akes nll .of the Guideline • s itemized locational constraints (toqethcr with other relevant siting criteria) and
places these in a rational spatially organized format.
scope and scale of overlny

provid~

The

a check on the environmenta ..

compatibility of the selected lines and aids in preparing

deta.iled design nnd manaq0rnent practices.
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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Have you prepared for VEPCO and Potomac

Edison environmental studies usinq the approach·you have
described?

A

Yes.

As I indicated I have made studies

of environmental impact on a reg.ional basis and on a line
by line basis.

a·

Please summarize the procedure you followed

and the data sources you used to undertake the regional study
of the proposed lines.
A

\~ile

much of the data included in the

regional scale study is refined and detailed at the line level
because of the differences in scale, in.forma tion is more

general at the .regional than at the line scale in keeping with
the different purposes of each study.

At t..l-te regional scale,

the concern is with the entire hlgh voltage transmission
system in the north-central portion of Virginia within a broad
environmental eontext.

At the line level, the concern is

with the· location of every house, road, hill and scenic vista

as it may be affected by the proposed transmission lines.
In order to evaluate the environmental

effect~

of the propo·sed lines, a study a rea ,.,as selected extending on
the \ttest aide froin the v1.cini ty of Mount Storm south to a poin.
sout.h anu wcs t of Staunton,. and on the east. sida ft·om east of

Washinqton, D. c. to a point: southoast of
1

Richmond~

The study

area includes 27 counties in Virginla, 4 in l-1est Virqinia and

1------------------------------------------------------------------~

I
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2 ·in Maryland.
Within this study area it was first necessary
to identify·broad scale features of the environment that are·
sensitive to transmission facili-ties and then evaluate the
environmental effects associated with the proposed lines.
To accomplish the evaluation, five sets of
environmental data were defined as possessing sensitivity to
transmission lines and were inventoried and studied.
sets of data include:

The five

Existing Land Use; Proposed Land Use;

Proposed Cri ticnl Environro9ntal Areas.; Physiographic Regions;

and Scenic Contrast.

These datn are shown on a ba.ss map,

which I have. identified as Exhibit BH-1 and five overlays
identified as R-1 through R-5.

Overlay mapping was adopted as

the most effective method for inventorying and analyzing the
·five sets ·a·f environmental data; it gives maximum flexibility
by· per.mit~lng the consideration of different types of
environ~ental

data either separately or in combination.

For

the purpose of pre-filing my prepared testimony and exhibits,
photographs have been taken of the base map, the base map

with each of the overlays and the base map with all of the
overlays.

These photographs are included in the pre-filed

material~

831

Q

Once you inventoried the environmental

features on your base map and overlays, what use did you make
of that information?
~

Of course, the objective of the regional studf

is ·to evaluate, from an environmental standpoint, the general
corridors selected by VEPCO and Potomac Edison for their
transmission facilities. ·The base map shows these corridors,
and the base map and overlays show the environmental features.
By putting these together it is. possible to determine what
environmental features are encountereq.

Q

Mr. Howlett, does your regional study enable

you to express any opin.ion concerning the general corridors
se~ected

by VEPCO and Potomac Edison for

~he

facilities involv+d

in this proceeding?
A

Yes, in a general sort of way.

at all of the overlays on the base map at

If you look

t~e ~arne

time you

will get some idea of the difficulties involved in routing a
facility such as a transmission line that must cover great
distances.

I am advised thnt the principal problem facing

the companies was to transport the substantial power to be
generated at the North Anna and Mount Storm Power Stations

' 8 32

to

}he

load centers in northern Virqinia and the Washington metropolitan areas.

Accepting, therefore, the necessity of

constructing facilities from Mount Storm and North Anna into
that area it is my opinion, subject to detailed analysis,
that the corridors selected repr~~ent a reasonable accommodati~n
with the significant mapped environmental features found

,.,ithi~

the region.
Q

Have you mc-u.lP. the det:ailed analysis

l\

Yes, as

to which

you refer?
I

indicated, my testimony covers an

analysis a·t ·the line levP.l as well as at the system level, andj

s as

Mr. nowlctt - Direct
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the line level study is the 'detailed analysis to

\t~hich I

refer.

Please describe the procedure you followed

Q

and the data sources you used for your detailed analysis.

The five proposed transmission lines that were

A

evaluated include the North Anna - Morrisville 500 KV line
(32 miles lonq), the .Uorrisville.- nristcrs 500 KV connection

to a previously approved point of linkage with the existing
500 KV system (7.75 miles long), the Morrisville- Mount Storm
500 KV line (the VEPCO portion and the Allegheny Power System
portion located 't-Tithin Virginia)

(46.0 miles long), a 230 KV

line to parallel the f.1orrisville - 11-f.ount Storm line from

l-1orrisville to the Remington Substation, (4. 9 miles long) and
a 115· KV line from Remington to l-1arrenton (11.3 miles lonq.)

As I stated previously, to evaluate the

environmental impact of these lines, a study corridor 5 miles
wide was selected, extending approximately 2 1/2 miles on
. either .side

·~f

the· proposed alignment.

In order to provide

an adequate definition of the environmental features to

be encountered within these corridors, mapping of all data
was done at the 1:24,000 scale (1 inch + 2,000 feet) on

u. s.
sheets

Geological Survey 7 1/2 minute quadrangle sheets.
~re

These

sufficiently detailed to show buildings or structure ,

roads, paths, vegetation, and land contours at 20 (or 10) foot
intervals.
As was done for the regional ·study inventories
TAYLOE, ZAHN & ASSOCIATES
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of environmental data were prepared on four separate transpare4t

acetate sheets which are overlayed on the base maps.
.inventory overlay maps are titled:

The four

Existing Land Use7 Propose4

Land Use7 Natural Features1 and Visual-Scenic.

Nith the base map and overlays completed,

Q

how did you proceed with your evaluation?
'l~aking

A

each line in turn, we traced its

path over the hase map and ov<:1rlC1.ys and noted every instance·

where an environmental impact might occur.

Then, following

the FPC nauidelines", we SU<Jgested which particular guideline

should be used to ameliorate the ir!l.pacts we found.

i.R

aeee~:a

uit.R

~l!iaelifte

32.

Veqetative screening should be

maintained on .the north side crossing of Route 20 in accord
·with guideline 6.

A small airstrip about.3300 feet east of

the line near the county border should be checked for flight

path approach ?.one.

After recrossing the Rappahannock River
i•1tf; F'auquier ·county, the. line continues north across

Route uJ5 and over the moderately rugged terrain of a steep

hills area which extends to the north of the Blue Ridge
Mountains.

The line turns nortl1west again

ju~t

before

crossing into Warren cowtty and continues across ridges and
hilly terrain,

Particular care should be taken in these

areas of high topographic relief.· Guidelines 14, 22, 25, 26,
30 and 31 should be closely followed.

Q

lihat do you conclude from the detailed

study of the proposed facilities that you have just described?
A

It is my opinion that the iine routinq ~ropos+d

by VEPco·and Potomac Edison is such as to generally minimize
environmental impact.

It is clear from the line location

maps, as it was in the case of the regional study, that there
is. no route that can be selected for any of the facilities

that will entirely avoid all environmental conflicts.

But

these maps also show that the routes proposed by VEPCO
.generally avoid such conflicts.

There might be one or two

places l"rhere ground inspection might suggest some minor

deviation, but on the whole it is

~lear

that VEPCO and Potomac

Edison have done a good.job, from the environmental point of
view, in selecting the routes they propose.
In my detailed study of the routing I have
made suggestions for compllance with FPC guidelines.

If these

suggestions are followed, and I am assured that they will be,
it is my opinion that VEPCO and rotomac Edi5on will have
satisfied the applicable environmental requirements.

SUPPLEMEl'lTAL TESTIMONY OF BRUCE 110\-lLETT

COMMISSIONER SHANNON:

you, Mr.

Ha~tlett,

THE

How long did it take

to complete your study?

WI~tu:ss:

· Oh, for all of the area it was

a matter of, I would say, about four months, five
months, something on that order.

1\nu

COf.tMISSIONER SHANUON:

when Vlcre you

commissioned to make this study?
THE WITNESS:

summer.

This was last fall.

Last

Pardon me.
That \o!Ould be the

COMHISSIONER SIIi\1JNOt7:

summer of '72?
THE WITNESS:

That's correct.·

SS'l

·t

.

t'lith respect to the

Q

line, \'lhich is sho\"rn on

~HS, '1ould

~1t.

Storm - Morrisville

you state for the Commissiofers

the conclusions you have reached regarding that line and
especially the environmental impact by that line?
A

It is my conclusion that the line has a

reasonable environmental impact.
And wo.uld you tell t..he Commissioners why

Q

you have reached that concl 1sion?

A

~'lell,

the line for the most part avoids some

of the areas ,.,hic:1 I feel are quite significant environmental!~

and it appears to

rile

possible to ,'imeliorate those impacts wlliclh

remain by following the appropriate FPC Guidelines.

TESTIMONY OF SPENCER M. SMITH, JR.

Q ·

Dr. Smith, please state your name and

occupation-.
A

My

name is Sponcer M. Smith, Jr., and I am

prasently Pro~ident of Consulting servicos, Inco, a fir.m
daaling in policy relating to economics and public affairs.

888

Do you havo an opinion concerning the overall

0

impact of the proposed route for the Mt. Storm to r.sorrisville
and lJorth Anna to
st~dpo!nt

lines from an environmental

l~orrisville

and, if so, please state it.

1,

The particular area choson for the placement of

transmisoion lines from an environmental standpoint could
hardly be worse.

Certa~n

areas havo natural phenomena and

uses that can be found in many other parts of the
region.

stat~

or

Also, many areas of the general environment are

comparable to other areas regarding the lack of intense qon.cr~l
development.
The issue here, however, is the total pattern
involving all such factors in a qiven area.

Whatever sat of

criteria would be adopted for tho evaluation of the
environmental impact, ·be it the qcneral· cri to ria as announced

by tl1e Council on Environmental Quality, the procedures for

lessening environmental impact by tho FPC, the joint analya·is
upon environmental criteria
Interior and the

u. s.

by

the

u. s.

Department of

Departmant of Agriculture, or the

-

9 Sg
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study of Virginia's Critical Environmental

l~eas

as prepared

by th¢ Division of State Planning and Community Affairs

..
the final judgmant must encompass tile total impact upon the

total aroa.

The application of particular criteria to

particular areas would, in and of itself, be insufficient.
Tho releV&lt philosophical consideration is
evident front nll sources , however, in dealing with economic
development and the environmant.

In analyzing gla

environmental criteria, the joint study by tha Dapartmonts
of Interior and Agriculture have indicated that,
"The Nation no longer can afford tho
profligate· us.e of its land resources.

Improved

lonq-rangc land use planning, the most extensive
use of utility corridora and the

u~grading

of

oxiating systems will help to alleviate this
.problem • • • • Just as reliability became a
criteria against which plans and actions of the
industry are measured, another criteria of equal
importance must

n~r

bo given comparable status --

the environment."

It is our contention that in the instant
case, the availability of alternativeG by the use of oxisting
corridors must be considered preferable in view of the
significant and irreparable environmental harm that will be
dono in the proposed placenlent of the transmission lines and·
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towers.
While companies may take what environmental

precautions aro available to thom in the construction of the
towers and in extending the lines, tho present route would
have to be criticized seriously in terms of the environmental
considerations qiven before the selection of such a route.
It is one thing to choose a route witi1

environmental considera-tions as tantamoWlt to all others as
opposed to chooo!nq a route basad upon economic, enginecrJ.ng
and other technical decisions, at the conclusion of which an
effort is then made to justify, after the fact, tile
environmental consequences of this act and/or to take precauti ns
that must be taken to tho best of one's technical ability
in order to alleviate tho

onviror~cntnl

impact.

From an examination of the environmental
report, but most importantly from the actual routo proposed,
one can only concludo that the routes could not have been
chosen with environmental considerations tantamount to all
other considerations.
An area traversing a distance ot 111 miles,

with a corridor width of 150 feet for approximatoly 45 miles
and for approximately 66 milen with a corridor width of
200 feet in a relatively undeveloped area representing a

number of areas listed as environmontally critical within
the State of Virqinia, tondo to offer some banic parameters
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~1o

natura o( the problom.
Additionally, from topographical maps, as

well as the·spocifications indicated, many corridors will
bo. in areas having gradas well ovor 20•.

Likewise, from

visual contact, topoqraphical maps, and forest woodlot
analyses, approximately 55 to 65\ of the areas traversed
range from hoavy to moderate timber growth.

Can you make a comparison in

Q

~'o

environmental

impact reuulting from transmission lines \ihere! (l) existing
.

.

corridors or routes of transmission lines ara upgraded or
widened, and where (2) an additional corridor or route is
constructe.d far removed from existing corridors or routeD?

-

I

Smith -

--

~(,~

Dire~t

- - - - - - - · · - - ·----------------...,

A

Yes, I can make such a comparison.

I think

several factors are obvious.
In tho first place, less actual area should
ht~

involved in upgrading or widening existing corridors than

when an additional

corrido~

or route is constructed.

This

means a significant difference in tl1e anount of ground cover
that will be removed.
Seco~dly,

the problem of access roads has,

for the most part, been determined and whatever damage has beel
occasioned by such· determination is past when existing
corrido.rs are upgraded or widened.
To open a new corridor inevitably means facing
the access road problem anew, which by and large causes a

denuding of a far

g~eater

Third,
resources.

~existing

number of areas.

the~e

is the destruction of scenic

corr"idor widened is quite.different

from a fresh new slash through essentially undisturbed stands
of timber.
Fourth, the lesser area involved in utilizing
the

e);isti~~·:r

corridors has a profound impact on the scdimentat on

deposited in the streams and rivers.
Sedimentation has already occurred to a
-considerable extent in the vicinity of existing corridors
n9t so in the area of new corridors.
Q

Please summarize your conclusion.
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is toe

A value \'lhich defies complete quan·t.ifioation

environmenta~

value lost in the construction and

subsequent maintenance of a new transmission corridor.
Real estate

appraise~s,

economists, and

thos~

with special expcrtfse in ascertaininq land values, or market

values for land, are never able to accurately determine such
value in its totality.

This is·ona of tile reasons

~1y

land

use measures have been· introduced in the Conqress of. the
United States.
Ad~itionally,

some States are taking back

from localities and zoning authority once deleqated to thosa
localities.

Florida is an example.
Also, a nwaber of States are making an

inventory or critical examination of their environmental
areas.

A major

~lrust

of these efforts is to say that the

determination of market value is not enough -- it .is
.impossible to accomplish the total assessment of environmental
values to the.public.
One can count or "quantify" the number of
people who go to a particular spot and look at

~1c

sunset.

There is no wv.y, however, that the pleasure and enjoyment
of those poople, or the total worth of the sWlsct, can be

anything but subjective.

To suggest that if a factor cannot

be quantified. it cannot be considered would eliminate many
pleasurable opportunities for mankind everywhere •
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Th~

establishment of critical environment

areas by the State of Virginia is a specific. Gffort to add
to tha

d~ensions

of

~~is

very problomo

Tho placement of

a transmission line versus tho onjoymant of a scenic view
cannot b'! raconciled on a determination of dollar V4lue.
Thera is no othoJr corridor for the lands ,
~ld

foliage, wators,
b~ilding

of transmission lineso

alternative

~o

~1a

vistas which would be lost by

nowever, there is an

the trunGmission line nor.o~ proposed.

It would seem that existonce of this
alternative would be a major factor in the
case.

deci~Jion

of this

Certainly the problems of increasing consumption of

energy and the delivery of it in the future-will ba
significant.

Th$ future trill no doubt find it necessary

on certain occasions to sacrifice some benefits and pleaaures
of a natural and scenic environment in ordor to accomplish
goals that ba'\•e higher priority.

Since we know
take place in

~te

~lese

sacrifices may have to

future, we are aaeply obligated when in

the present wo do have an alternative to enormous

damagesc

S45

enviro."lmonta~

0

I think, also, you referred in your testimony

to scenic lands and rivers.
A

lfo~d

you rofer to tnat?

Well, yes, a good example is

~1e

fact that

on two occasions right there at r<cl·ly's Ford, at the confluenc~
of tho Rapidan and Rnppaho.nnock, the scenic

~!vera

have

already been put in as po:isibly qualifying Wlder the fodoral
statute for scenic

rivers~

The State of Virqinia has asked

·that they be considored for that qualificationo
.wall, if we run transmission towers across

both of them, that could immediatoly jeopardize the possibili~

of

the~

scenic

CTR·

even being included because of the

c~itoria

for

~ivers.

r>.

9~J

..

I know I can tell you one crossing in a
c~itico.l

area is the.confluence of the Rapp~1annock and tho

Rapidan.

BY MR. SPIVEY a

·Q

Can you find the confluence of the Rappahanno~k

and the Rapidan Riv._,r on cus-2?

A

Well, I have got a map at home that's quite

different fro.-n. this, and I can 1;incl it.

848

But I think that I

Smith

cross

906

·would beg indulgence of the Commission.

This is a aut-out

of a map. It's got certain QXisting lines in it, certain otbe

things with which I am not familiar.

I am not familiar with

some moWltains and some rivers and so forth.
But it's very disorienting to look at somethi

with which you are not familiar and go up there and point to
something and find that :r·ou havEl got the z.tongolian instead of
the Rappa}utnnock, and I know COWlsel wants me to

so he can lend me through

t.~is

disoriented in looking at this

go

up there

map, but I would be very
partic~lar

be very difficult for me to find

map, and it would

~lings.

Now, I would, pcrhapG, should have brought a
map with which I had various things pinpointed and utilized
that; Dut I am reluctant to do that.
The evidence is in.

Whether coWlsel 1 s choice

of words, Rapidan and Rappahannock are at· confluenca, I don • t ·

think tilat•s a question,, a point of difficulty or point of
argwucnt.

Everyone knat1s where they o.ro.

I have been there

physically.
C0t1!1ISSI.ONER SUANNOU:

You

have physically

seen the confluency?
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

BY l-SR. SPIVEY·&

0

You just ca.."l 't find it on this poor old GS map

over therG?
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A

I am juut not going to attempt to try and do

Q

So you are just not going to try and do that?

A

No.

Q

All right, air, by tl1a oame token, than, I

it, sir.

guess you wouldn't be able to tell us how far tho lino ia

from Kelly's Ford; is that correct?
A

l'lall ,· tho line from Kelly • s Ford, I couldn • t ·

point it out on a ma.p.
It cml't bo --well, I'd hesitate to make

a distnnce judgment, because I walked· thero.
Q
sho'~

So I take it you refuse to go to the map to

us that also?
A

~

Yes.

Yes.

I

~link

you have got that.

Dr. Smith, are you familiar with the

legislation creating the c & Q Nati.onal Park?
A

Yos, I am.

0

Do you know whero that park. is?

A

Tho. c

&

o can,uNational Historic Pnrlt?

. 848
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Yes.

A

- be pardoned, gentlemen, I wr9te the
If I may

first draft of that legislation, so I am somewhat convinced as
to where it

is.

Washinqton,

o.c.

It extends from Cumberland w1d ends in
It traverses down through Maryland and comes

through part of t'lostport in Pennsylvania.

If you want an historical treatise on that,
I will bo happy· to qive it to tho Commission, but I have a

feeling you may not.
~~ere

Q

Your answer then is you do know

it is?

A

Ya, I do.

Q

I don't suppose you could attempt to find it

on that map?.
A

For all I know, counsel may have been

No.

very careful to make sura it isn't there.
Q

. Do·

A

No.

.Q

you 'fant to take a chance at takinq a look';

I see no purpoae in doinq that •

I didn't think so.

Would you propose ti1at additional transmissiot

lines be run .across that park?
A

~cross

Q

Yes.

A

tlo.

I

the C & 0 Canal Park?

~ould

not propose that such a

transmission line should be run across the· park.
that they won • t be.

·''"
..

~

'~;;

.

.

~·
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.This is a matter for discussion, I understand,
at the pre.sent time. ·

Well, are you aware that the proposal you are

Q

advocating·here today does just ·that?
A

It's already there, if you are talking about

Q

I am talking·about a parallel.

A

l'lell, are you talking about tho adjacent line?

Q

Yes1 sir.

the one

Adjacant or separated by two or

four thousand feet, either one?
No.

't

I'm sorry, I will not acaopt counsel's

discussion that adjacent or.two or three thousand featfrom an

existing --_
Q

Well, tall me what you will accept, and

will qet you to answer tho
A

All right.

q~estion

th~t

Suit yourself.

I will accopt the fact

is an existing· line there now.

adjacent to

that way.

I

~~at

there

I \-.Till accept tho fact that

existinq line is room for an expansion in

order to have other lines placed in there.

The corridor is

there.

Now, the extent

~1at

that corridor goas across

the C & 0 Canal and already crosses it, or is involved in that,
~en

somethinc;r going· riqht along the same sido of it isn't

going :to make any difference: and this is what I am trying to
';

;,

aay constantly is the fact that in most instances these corridbrs
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